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Abstract

Task allocation for human teams is of paramount importance in a plethora of real-
world settings. Teams bring together individuals with different competencies, interests
and perspectives, enabling them to tackle complex challenges that a single person cannot
handle due to lack of resources (e.g., knowledge and skills) or time. Effective teamwork
fosters a sense of belonging, shared purpose, and commitment among team members,
driving them to put in extra effort, remain focused on their goals, and ultimately reach
high-quality outcomes. From workplaces to educational settings and community activi-
ties, forming and allocating teams is crucial for achieving success. In this dissertation, we
tackle the problem of trustworthy task allocation for human teams. Specifically, we con-
tribute by putting forward tools to aid the process towards effective teamwork.

First, we review the literature regarding teams and team formation across several sci-
entific domains, including Computer Science, Organisational Psychology, Motivational
Psychology and Social Sciences. We study on which bases teams are formed in the differ-
ent scientific areas, and we explore which human characteristics influence teamwork and
team performance.

Second, we use the findings from the literature and we put together important hu-
man characteristics that benefit teamwork. We propose metrics that allow us to evaluate
a team across these characteristics. In particular, we discuss how to aggregate from an in-
dividual level to a team level several human characteristics such as competencies, person-
ality, gender, preferences and interpersonal relations. We propose four such aggregating
metrics, namely the competence affinity, congeniality, motivation and social cohesion. We
also introduce collegiality, a metric that considers the beneficial-to-teamwork individual
characteristics and can be used as a predictor for team performance.

Third, we study the problem of forming teams. In particular, we focus on settings
that involve multiple tasks and require teams that each team works on a different task,
while each individual can participate in atmost one team. Hence, we define theNonOver-
lappingMany Teams toMany Tasks Allocation Problem (NOMTMT-AP). We show that
the NOMTMT-AP isNP-complete, and we put forward two algorithms for solving the
problem: an optimal solver and Edu2Com, an anytime heuristic solver. We conduct a
manifold empirical evaluation. Our evaluation allowed us to study (i) the quality, run-
time and anytime behaviour of Edu2Com when pitched against the optimal solver, (ii)
the solubility of Edu2Com along with the limitations of the optimal solver, and (iii) the
team performance when the teams are formed considering the individuals’ competencies,
personality, gender, preferences and interpersonal relations.

Fourth, towards trustworthiness, we address the problem of explaining why a team
formation algorithm formed the teams it outputs and not others. In this direction, we
identify a collection of questions that are intuitive and meaningful and cover the main
points of interest regarding team formation scenarios. Then, we introduce a general ex-
planatory algorithm that can wrap an existing team formation algorithmwithoutmodify-



ing it and build contrastive explanations. We conduct an empirical evaluation and show
that our algorithm builds contrastive explanations are easy to understand, requiring just
the reading level of a high-school student. Along with explaining team formation scenar-
ios, we turn our attention to a vital challenge regarding explanations. Specifically, we ad-
dress the problemof preserving privacy upon providing explanations. In this light, we put
forward a privacy breach detector that assesses whether an explanation is bound to reveal
private information. Finally, we propose a general framework that describes the interac-
tions between a team formation algorithm, an explanatory algorithm and a privacy breach
detector.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Human teams play a crucial role in modern societies. People’s collaborations and teamwork
are behind significant accomplishments. What makes teams so unique is their ability to bring
together people with different skills and perspectives. When individuals join forces, they can
achieve great things. That is, they can tackle complex problems that a single person cannot han-
dle, due to lack of power or time. Moreover, working in teams is much more than carrying
out a complex task. Working with others gives people a sense of belonging and a shared goal.
This sense of belonging leads people to put in extra effort while working, stay focused on their
goal, and not give up easily, especially when they comprise well-tuned teams. The collabora-
tive nature of teams creates an environment that fosters fresh, innovative ideas and promotes
continuous improvement both at an individual and a group level. Additionally, teamwork is
instrumental in promoting inclusivity and diversity. Combining different backgrounds and
perspectives within teams offers a fruitful field for creativity and promotes critical thinking,
amplifying the sense of being included. In essence, human teams are the backbone of progress
as a society, helping communities reach hard goals and great achievements.

Moreover, many real-world problems require allocating teams of individuals (not necessar-
ily humans) to tasks. For instance, forming teamsof robots for search and rescuemissions [Capez-
zuto et al., 2020], forming teams of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) for surveillance [Ponda
et al., 2015], building teams of people to perform projects in a company [Ballesteros-Perez et al.,
2012, da Silva and Krohling, 2018], or grouping students to undertake school projects [An-
drejczuk et al., 2019]. We illustrate the problem and our results in the domain of education. In
schools and educational institutes, it is prevalent that students work in teams, i.e., students col-
laborate with their teammates towards some common goal, such as their homework, semester
projects etc. For example, in primary and secondary schools, teachers usually need to divide
their students into study groups (teams) to carry out some school projects. Similarly, in uni-
versities, students are usually requested to work in teams in order to carry out their semester
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projects. Moreover, educational authorities often need to form student teams and match them
with internship programs, as it is more and more common for students to spend time with
companies to gain experience in the industry. Current practices require teachers and education
authorities form student teams mainly by hand. However, given the combinatorial nature of
the problem, solving manually such a problem requires a large amount of work, especially as
the number of agents and tasks grows.

Beyond classroom activities, the problem of allocating non-overlapping teams to tasks can
also be found in events and competitions where participants need to work in teams and com-
pete with each other, such as hackathons. Similarly, we find the non-overlapping allocation
problem in events where different teams need to work in parallel, tackling perhaps complemen-
tary tasks—for example, in search and rescue missions where individuals cannot be in multiple
teams simultaneously. Thus, forming human teams is vital for dealing with many every-day sit-
uations, however, currently the team formation process is done mainly by hand. Therefore, we
see the necessity for developing artificial intelligence tools that aid the team formation process.

One step further, using AI-based tools to support ever-day life decisions often make peo-
ple to be more reluctant and show a feeling of ‘distrust’ towards the decisions made. In other
words, people tend to have doubts concerning the validity of a decision made by an AI system.
Explainable artificial intelligence tries to settle such doubts by providing the users with the ra-
tionale and the causes that led to certain decisions. Notably, deciding how to form teams with
the help of AI algorithms is not an exception in thismatter, especially when teams consist of hu-
mans. That is, when humans are involved in a team formed with some AI tool, they need to be
sure that their team is suitable for them in order to accept participating in the team. Hence, pro-
viding explanations on why an AI-based team formation algorithm outputs some team instead
of another is necessary for engaging people to collaborate with their teammates.

We structure this chapter as follows, first, we thoroughly discuss the motivation for this
dissertation, exploring the open challenges found in the literature. Then, we put forward the
research questions that we will tackle in this thesis and elaborate on our contributions. Finally,
we provide the road map for the rest of the thesis and the conference and journal publications
made from this research.

1.1 Motivation

In this section, we discuss the reasons motivating this research. This thesis explores how to allo-
cate tasks to human teams. This line of research derives from three pillars of motivation. The
first pillar regards real-world application areas where we must form human teams and assign
working tasks. The second pillar of motivation focuses on the open challenges in the existing
literature concerning task allocation and human team formation. Moving to the third pillar of
motivation, we come across an essential challenge in the team formation problem that needs

2



Motivation

to be addressed: providing explanations regarding the teams formed by a team formation algo-
rithm.

1.1.1 Human Teams in Real‐World Domains

In a plethora of real-world settings, people join forces when working on some project or task.
There are many reasons why people start collaborating with each other. For example, an indi-
vidual alone may not have the power, resources or time to complete a given task. Another rea-
son is related to quality and efficiency. That is, a group of people jointly working on the same
task results in high-quality outcomes faster than an individual working alone. Moreover, team-
work is associated with a positive potential for personal growth. When people collaborate, they
share knowledge and exchange ideas, allowing them to learn from each other [Bruffee, 1993]
and advance communicating and socialising skills. Given these benefits from collaboration and
teamwork, many real-world domains tend to form human teams to work on projects or tasks.

An application area that widely employs teamwork is the educational domain. In all ed-
ucational levels (primary, secondary and higher education), students are put in teams to do
homework, study or carry out school projects. For example, in primary and secondary schools,
teachers usually need to divide their students into study groups (teams) to carry out some school
projects, activities or homework. Similarly, in higher-level education (both in pre-graduation
and post-graduation), students work in teams to carry out semester projects or research work.
Moreover, it is common for students (either in a secondary or higher level) to spend time in com-
panies to gain industry experience. Recently, the practice of forming student teams to work on
internship programs has gained much attention. Teachers and educational authorities invest
in teamwork to promote youngsters’ personal growth through collaborative learning. The cur-
rent practice in schools is to form student teams by hand, with educational personnel spending
many working hours in this activity. Forming teams manually often results in “poor-quality”
teams since there is a huge number of different teams to choose from.

Beyond education, another application area prying in teamwork is industry, and mainly
project-based companies. Over the past decades, the private sector has focused on promoting
teamwork. Industry has been aiming to form efficient teams to work on company projects or
even to staff their departments/branches/stores. Even from the very foundation of a company,
building the company’s core team efficiently is of utmost importance [Foss et al., 2008]. For ex-
ample, the core team of a startup company can be a key factor in the company’s prosperity [Thi-
rasak, 2020]. More and more companies adopt a team-based orientation and promote collec-
tive effort instead of individual achievements [Levi, 2001]. In fact, according to PwC’s HR
Technology Survey 2020,1 40% of companies think they need tools that allow them to create
collaborative work environments. Teamwork within the workplace boosts efficiency and pro-

1https://www.hrmanagementapp.com/pwc-hr-technology-survey-2020/
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ductivity [Richter et al., 2011, Khawam et al., 2017]. By utilising teamwork, companies achieve
better quality in their products or services (by combining their employees’ skills and expertise),
reduce projects’ duration and delivery time (by sharing workload among the team members),
and train their employees via collaborative learning.

In the information age, organisations (both in the public and private sectors) seek exter-
nal ideas, knowledge and expertise from a community further than the organisation’s own
resources. Open innovation events and challenges aim to bring together people towards shar-
ing and receiving information, ideas, and knowledge. Working in teams is essential for innova-
tion[Kirschbaum, 2005]. People can build upon each other’s ideas, leading to more innovative
and refined concepts. Collaborative environments foster creativity and the emergence of novel
approaches. Teamwork enables participants to receive constructive feedback from one another.
This feedback loop allows for continuous iteration and improvement of ideas, increasing the
likelihood of generating high-quality solutions.

Similarly, crowdsourcing events address a crowd of experts or even the general public intend-
ing to achieve a specific goal or solve a particular problem. Crowdsourcing refers to the collective
effort and collaboration of a diverse group of individuals working jointly towards a common
objective. Individuals from different backgrounds, experiences, and expertise come together as
a team, either voluntarily or through organised platforms, to tackle a wide range of tasks. Such
tasks include content creation contests, idea generation challenges, market research and surveys,
software development challenges, innovation and technology challenges, and social andhuman-
itarian projects. In a similar direction, volunteering and social impact tasks depend on groups’
collaborating towards the public good.

This dissertation considers education as its primary application domain. Nonetheless, we
believe that the generality of the approach proposed in this disseration might also be valuable
for a wide range of application domains.

1.1.2 Open Challenges in the Team Formation Literature

In the field of artificial intelligence andmulti-agent systems, the problem of team formation has
attractedmuch attention. The team formation problem is about building one ormore teams so
they can work towards one or more common tasks. Literature offers a plethora of algorithms
tackling the team formation problem [Juárez et al., 2021]. The majority of algorithms focus
on selecting one group of individuals (out of a larger population) who are to jointly work to-
wards a common goal [Lappas et al., 2009,Wi et al., 2009, Anagnostopoulos et al., 2010, Li and
Shan, 2010, Kargar and An, 2011, Anagnostopoulos et al., 2012]—i.e., these algorithms form a
single team for a single task. We can also find algorithms for building a single team to work
on many tasks [Crawford et al., 2016]—i.e., the very same group of people shall work on a se-
ries of different tasks. There are also algorithms forming many different teams to work on a
single task [Andrejczuk et al., 2019]—i.e., several groups of individuals with each group work-
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ing on the same task jointly. One step further, there is also a handful of research on how to
form multiple teams to resolve multiple tasks. There are algorithms for forming overlapping
teams—i.e., teams where an individual can participate in more than one team—to work on dif-
ferent tasks [Capezzuto et al., 2020], and algorithms for forming teams where different teams
can work on the very same task [Bachrach et al., 2010].

However, there needs to be more attention given to the problem of how to form teams to
work on different tasks without overlaps, i.e., teams that share no common members and tasks
that are uniquely tackled by one team. In many real-world applications, overlaps are not per-
mitted. Considering, for example, the educational domain—which is the application domain
of this thesis—each student is part of precisely one team, working on exactly one project/task,
and each project/task is tackled by exactly one team. Moreover, in many real-life cases, we need
to form several teams which are to work on a different task each, in parallel. For instance, in
social impact task events, all the different teams need to work on their tasks at the same time
(e.g., due to deadline constraints). In such cases, each individual cannot, in practice, partici-
pate in more than one team. Despite limited existing research on this topic [Czatnecki and
Dutta, 2019, Präntare and Heintz, 2018], we cannot rely on prior approaches to solve the prob-
lem of forming non-overlapping teams for many tasks due to several shortcomings. On the one
hand, [Präntare and Heintz, 2018] uses brute force and branch-and-bound techniques to form
teams. Given, though, the combinatorial nature of the problem, the brute force technique lim-
its the number of agents and tasks that the approach can handle. On the other hand, [Czatnecki
and Dutta, 2019] handles settings where there exist Nash stable solutions. However, in the gen-
eral case, the existence of Nash stable solutions is not guaranteed. As such, we need to devise
new approaches to efficiently build multiple human teams to tackle many different tasks that
overcome the aforementioned shortcomings.

In most works tackling the team formation problem, regardless of whether the correspond-
ing algorithm forms a single or multiple teams for a single or multiple tasks, the final teams
to be formed are decided upon the teams’ competencies. That is, the majority of the exist-
ing team formation algorithms decide which team(s) to form according to individuals’ exper-
tise, knowledge or skills. As noted in [Andrejczuk et al., 2019], the literature on team compo-
sition and formation considers either a Boolean model of competencies (an agent has or has
not a competence) [Lappas et al., 2009, Anagnostopoulos et al., 2010, Anagnostopoulos et al.,
2012, Czatnecki andDutta, 2019]; or a gradedmodel (an agent has a competence up to some de-
gree) [Chalkiadakis and Boutilier, 2012, Andrejczuk et al., 2018, Andrejczuk et al., 2019]. Com-
mon to all thesemodels is the assumption that a team assigned to a taskmust possess the compe-
tencies exactly as required by the task. This is rather limiting to cope with real-world problems.
Instead, it might be the case that it is sufficient to acquire some similar competence to handle a
specific required competence. For instance, consider the example from the educational domain
below. It is common for students to participate in internship programs, i.e., spend some time
in companies to earn working experience. A student may not possess all the required compe-
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tencies precisely as requested by some internship program. However, they may be adequate for
the internship as long as the student’s competencies are similar enough to the required ones. So
far, the semantic relationship between competencies has been disregarded when forming teams.
This prevents, for instance, that a team is formed to work on a task requiring competencies
similar to those offered by the team.

The majority of existing algorithms concern building teams of agents, where agents can be
humans, or robots or software agents. However, when we form human teams, in particular, we
need to take into consideration the human features, including characteristics that have either a
positive or a negative influence on people’s collaborations. Research in psychology and social
sciences shows that many of characteristics, such as acquired and endogenous characteristics,
desires, and beliefs, drive people’s behaviour during teamwork. In this way, the performance
of a team depends on its members, and specifically on its teammembers’ human features. The
majority of the existing algorithms tend to neglect the human nature of individuals. Instead, as
we previously discussed, state-of-the-art algorithms solely focus onpeople’s skills, qualifications,
and expertise. With the exception of the work in [Andrejczuk et al., 2018, Andrejczuk et al.,
2019], which considers people’s intelligences and personalities, state-of-the-art team formation
algorithms usually consider either some arbitrary value function [Präntare and Heintz, 2018,
Capezzuto et al., 2020]—i.e., a function that determines the value of a team working on a task
without specifying how this value has been obtained—or a skill-based function [Lappas et al.,
2009, Anagnostopoulos et al., 2010, Bachrach et al., 2010, Li and Shan, 2010, Kargar and An,
2011, Anagnostopoulos et al., 2012,Czatnecki andDutta, 2019], usually accompaniedwith some
communication and/or transportation cost.

1.1.3 The Right to Explanation

Artificial intelligence is used to solve hard, complex and time-consuming problems. As humans’
decisions depend more and more on AI-assisting tools, people are becoming curious about the
rationale and the methodology of these tools. Thus, we observe a new surge of interest in ex-
plaining how an AI system reaches a specific decision. Providing such explanations is necessary
in order to earn the users’ trust regarding the AI tool at hand [Miller, 2018]. Over the recent
years, the EU has taken several actions and put forward legislation highlighting the right to exa-
planations [Goodman and Flaxman, 2017]. As [Ramchurn et al., 2021] discusses, developing
trustworthy-by-design systems to facilitate human-AI partnerships is a necessity. When people
use AI-assisted tools to resolve a complex task and provide personal data to such an AI tool, it
is their right to know why AI reaches the solutions provided and how their data has been used.

Forming human teams to allocate tasks is a complex and time-consuming problem, making
AI-driven team formation algorithms very useful in several domains, as we discussed in Sec-
tion 1.1.1. In the context of team formation, we can discern two main roles: (i) the role of the
team maker and (ii) the role of a team member. On the one hand, the team maker needs to
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trust that the proposed team(s) by the AI tool is suitable for the teammaker’s needs. The team
member needs to understand why they are participating in a certain team, why they have to
collaborate with specific people, and why the AI assigned them a particular task. On the other
hand, the team member needs to understand why they are participating in a certain team, why
they have to collaborate with specific people, and why the AI assigned them a particular task.
The team maker (who is responsible for the teams) needs to understand the criteria and the ra-
tionale with which the team formation algorithm formed the teams. Consider, for example, a
classroom scenario. Here, the teacher corresponds to the teammaker, the students correspond
to the teammembers, and say that the teammaker uses an AI-based team formation algortihm
for distributing their students into study groups. Then each of the students may question the
AI algorithm’s result and ask why they have been put in a certain team or why they should work
on a specific task (e.g., a school project). At the same time, the teacher needs to be sure that the
proposed teams serve the students’ best interest, and therefore theymay also question the result
by asking, for example, why a certain team was formed or why two particular students are not
in the same team. Being able to explain why the AI team formation algorithm reached certain
decisions is crucial towards earning the teammaker’s and the teammembers’ trust.

[Goodman andFlaxman, 2017] notes that people have the right to knowhow their personal
data is used by an AI algorithm, and therefore we need transparent algorithms that provide ex-
planations regarding their decisions. Recently, [Kraus et al., 2020] have raised awareness on the
need for explanations in multiagent environments (xMASE), and they have identified the key
challenges towards xMASE. Among other challenges—such as the development of appropriate
algorithms for generating explanations and user modelling to appropriately tailor explanations
and increase user satisfaction—Kraus et al. refer to the issue of non-disclosing private data and
information. In the context of team formation, the corresponding algorithms require access to
team members’ personal data that will be used in order to build the desired team(s), and use
this data to explain how and why they formed specific teams. This data may include private in-
formation such as people’s skills, educational level, interests, desires, personality, religion, age,
nationality, current location, etc. Therefore, it is essential for team formation algorithms to pre-
serve privacy uponproviding explanations2 and ensure that teammembers’ private information
is not disclosed to third parties.

1.2 Research Questions

The problemwe address in this thesis opens questions across three directions. These three direc-
tions encompass (A) how tomodel human agents, (B) how to formmultiple teams formultiple
tasks, and (C) how to provide explanations concerning the teams formed. In the following three

2Here, wemake the assumption that during the process of forming teams, there is no reason for the algorithm
to provide sensitive information regarding the participants to anyone, including the teammaker.
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subsections, we unfold the research questions we tackle in this thesis with respect to the afore-
mentioned three directions.

1.2.1 Modeling human agents

This thesis focuses on forming human teams, i.e., working teams consisting of human beings.
However, we must model the individuals before forming any team. As noted in [Andrejczuk,
2018], computer science and organisational psychology have followed separate paths regarding
team formation. On the one hand, computer science, which offers several team formation al-
gorithms, focuses on automating the team formation process and usually overlooks findings
related to organisational psychology. On the other hand, organisational psychology mainly
focuses on analysing human behaviour during teamwork and ignores the computational chal-
lenges of building teams. Following the work of [Andrejczuk, 2018], we argue that other do-
mains, such as motivational psychology and social sciences, offer valuable research paths regard-
ing teamwork and team building. As such, we see the potential to be brought to human team
composition by bridging the gap between computer science, organisational and motivational
psychology, and social sciences. Our first research question is:

Question Q.A1 : Which human aspects identified in organisational psychology,
motivational psychology and social sciences should be considered when building
teams?

Our research question Q.A1 will provide us with a list of human characteristics that influ-
ence people’s behaviour during teamwork and, therefore, should be consideredwhen one forms
teams. After that, we need tomodel human agents in a way that captures all the identified char-
acteristics in order to consider them while forming teams. Hence, the next research question
arises:

Question Q.A2 : How can we model the identified beneficial-to-teamwork hu-
man characteristics and, therefore, human agents?

On top of that, one characteristic has been acknowledged as highly important and consid-
ered by most of the existing team formation algorithms. This characteristic is no other than
people’s skills and competencies. However, as discussed in Section 1.1.2, the existing compe-
tence models are somewhat limiting. Currently, a team is considered adequate for tackling a
task (either in Boolean “adequate or non-adequate” mode or adequate up to a degree) if and
only if the team offers the exact same competencies as the ones required by the task. We argue
that a team can be adequate for a task as soon as the team offers similar enough competencies
to the ones required by the task. This observation leads to the following research question:
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Question Q.A3 : How canwe define semantic similarities between competencies
to characterise a team’s competency for tackling a task?

1.2.2 Forming multiple teams for multiple tasks

This thesis studies how to build human teams, and specifically, we focus on how to formmany
teams to tackle many tasks, disallowing overlaps. This is a real-life problem we find in several
domains (education, industry, crowdsourcing, etc.). To solve our team formationproblem, first,
we need to determine the complexity of the problem and the computational cost of forming
multiple teams to work on various tasks. We claim that the problem is hard to solve, especially
as the number of agents and tasks increases.

Question Q.B1 : What is the computational cost of forming multiple teams for
multiple tasks with no overlaps?

Next, we need to find methods to form several human teams while, at the same time, ex-
ploiting the beneficial-to-teamwork characteristics that we identified in reply to research ques-
tion Q.A1. As already discussed, we can hardly rely on the existing approaches in the computer
science literature since they either do not scale up (e.g. because they employ brute force search)
or place strong assumptions that cannot always be met (e.g. seeking Nash-stable solutions).
Hence, we must investigate howwe can formmany promising, non-overlapping teams to work
on various tasks and devise efficient methods for that.

Question Q.B2 : Can we efficiently formmultiple promising teams for multiple
tasks with no overlaps?

1.2.3 Explaining teams and task allocations

Last but not least, this thesis explores an important and challenging problem related to team for-
mation thatmust be addressed. In the last part of this thesis, we turn our attention to explaining
whyour team formation algorithm formed the teams it outputs andnot others. Providing expla-
nations helps people to understand and trust the team formation algorithm that produced the
teams and consequently to embrace the teams. Recently, [Kraus et al., 2020] highlighted the
necessity of providing explanations in environments involving many parties (i.e., multi-agent
environments), such as team formation scenarios. Despite the need for explanations pointed
out by Kraus et al., to the best of our knowledge, the problem of explaining team formation de-
cisions has not been addressed yet. Hence, in this thesis, we try to make headway in this matter.
To begin with, we must first identify what questions one may ask within the context of team
formation (and task allocation).
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Question Q.C1 : What are the typical queries that teammembers and teammak-
ers will pose?

After that, we need to investigate how to build explanations. According to [Miller, 2018],
people prefer to give and receive contrastive explanations. That is, people understand and accept
answers to questions of the form “Why X instead of Y?” or “Why X and not Y?” more easily.
Acknowledging this observation, we study how to build such contrastive explanations, consid-
ering the questions relevant to team formation. On top of that, we remind the reader that the
explanations target to enlighten an explainee (i.e., a team member or a team maker) about the
rationale followed during team formation. Thus, the explanation should be easy to read and
comprehend by explainees. As such, the following research question arises.

QuestionQ.C2 :Howcanwebuild contrastive and comprehensive explanations?

Building an explanation is not trivial. We argue that computing some queires’ explanations
may be more challenging than others. That is, depending on the query posed, we may require
more computational effort and/or time in order to build a contrastive explanation. Thus, this
thesis aims to determine the computational cost of building contrastive explanations for team
formation scenarios. This leads to the following research question:

Question Q.C3 : What is the computational cost of explanations?

As already discussed, many team formation algorithms exist in the literature. The several al-
gorithms solve the team formation problem differently. For instance, some form a single team,
while others form multiple teams. Regardless of each algorithm’s different approaches, pro-
viding explanations is essential to all team formation algorithms. Consequently, the necessity
of developing a general methodology to build explanations that any team formation algorithm
can follow arises. We argue that our proposed method for building contrastive explanations is
general and can accompany any team formation algorithm.

Question Q.C4 : Is there a general-purpose framework for building explanations
for team formation algorithms?

Finally, [Kraus et al., 2020] points out several challenges towards explanationswithinmulti-
agent systems. Among others, the issue of preserving privacy is raised, especially since many
agents are involved in providing their private data. In addition, legislation and actions similar
to the GDPRwithin the EU lead to the right to explanation, which in turn leads to the right of
data protection and privacy preservation. In the context of team formation, and specifically upon
providing explanations, we argue that team members’ privacy must not be breached. Instead,
an AI system should only offer explanations that are guaranteed not to disclose private data. As
such, our final research question regards whether we can preserve people’s private information.
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Question Q.C5 : Can an explanatory algorithm preserve team members’ private
information?

1.3 Contributions

Given the research questions presented above, this thesis addresses these questions and tries
to make headway towards providing answers and solutions. In what follows, we discuss our
contributions with respect to the research questions.

Addressing the research questions regarding the modelling of humans, we thoroughly re-
view the existing literature in organisational psychology, motivational psychology and social
sciences. In response to questions Q.A1 and Q.A2, we discern several characteristics that have
been identified to promote teamwork and teamperformance, andwe formally define those char-
acteristics in order to consider themduring the team formation process. In fact, we exploit char-
acteristics such as people’s competencies, personality, gender, preferences and interpersonal re-
lations as a compass to determine a team’s collegiality, i.e., to measure the companionship and
cooperation between colleagues within a working team. In some detail, we formally define how
to model humans as agents consisting of their several characteristics, we formally define tasks,
and we formally define a human team as a group of people who are inextricably linked to a
task. Regarding research question Q.A3, we embrace competence ontologies and propose a
method for computing the semantic similarity between two competencies in the given ontol-
ogy. In addition, we put forward a novel method to characterise a team’s competence affinity to
a task based on the team’s collectively offered competencies and the ones required by the task.
In a nutshell, by tackling the research questions regarding modelling human agents, we make
the following contributions:

Figure 1.1: Beneficial human characteristics for teamwork and team performance.
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Figure 1.2: Scemantic similarities among competencies.

1. We identify key human characteristics that influence teamwork.

2. We formally define (i) human agents with respect to their characteristics (competencies,
personality, gender, preferences and interpersonal relations); (ii) tasks with respect to
their requirements in terms of competencies anddesired team size; and (iii)human teams
as a group of people who are inextricably linked to a task.

3. We develop metrics to evaluate the quality of a team in terms of their collective compe-
tencies, personality diversity, motivation, social cohesion and, ultimately, collegiality.

4. We adopt the concept of a competence ontology and use it to measure semantic similari-
ties between different competencies.

Towards research questions Q.B1 and Q.B2, we formalise the non-overlapping many teams
tomany tasks allocation problem (NOMTMT-AP) as an optimisation problemwith constraints.
We study the complexity of the problem, and we characterise the vastness of the search space.
Therefore we put forward two solvers: an exact solver and a heuristic solver. Specifically, on
the one hand, we show how to solve the problem with integer linear programming (ILP). On
the other hand, we extend the work of [Andrejczuk, 2018] to propose Edu2Com, an anytime
heuristic solver that iteratively improves a solution by swapping agents between pairs of teams
using different strategies. Furthermore, we conduct a systematic empirical evaluation of the
proposed solvers. First, we pitched Edu2Com against the state-of-the-art solver CPLEX using
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Figure 1.3: Two solvers for the non-overlapping many teams to many tasks allocation problem.

synthetic data to explore (i) the limits ofCPLEXand (ii) analyse the solutionsquality of ourpro-
posed algorithm (compared to the optimal solutions computed by CPLEX). Then, we tasked
Edu2Com to solve large real-world problem instances (using real-world data). As we show,
the optimal solver cannot cope with such large problem instances since the search space grows
rapidly. Therefore, for dealing with large real-world instances like the scenarios we present in
this thesis, our heuristic is the algorithm of choice. In a nutshell, we make the contributions
below with respect to forming many teams to many tasks:

5. We formalise the non-overlapping many teams to many tasks allocation problem.

6. We study the complexity of the NOMTMT allocation problem and characterise the
search space.

7. We propose two solvers for the NOMTMT allocation problem:

a) an exact solver, and
b) an anytime heuristic solver.

In the third part of this thesis, we address the research questions Q.C1 to Q.C5. First, we
identify a collection of queries that are intuitive and meaningful and cover, in our opinion, the
main points of interest regarding team formation scenarios. As such, we provide a collection of
query templates that allow us to challenge the decisions of a team formation algorithm. Then,
we introduce a novel, general algorithm for building contrastive explanations in the context of
team formation (see Figure 1.4). Importantly, our general methodology wraps the team forma-
tion algorithm at hand and uses it as a service that provdes team formation solutions. We detail
how our explanatory algorithm processes the query posed by the questioner, and how the gen-
eral explanatory algorithm wraps the team formation algorithm at hand to build contrastive
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explanations. Moreover, we analyse and determine the cost of explanations depending on the
various queries. Notably, to built explanations we consider different tailoring techniques. In
particular, each tailoring techniquehighlights a different point of viewof the explanation. Addi-
tionally, we introduce a novel evaluationmetric that allows us to empirically evaluate the quality
of explanations. The results show that all the explanations generated by our algorithm are easy
to understand, requiring only the reading level of a high-school student.

Finally, we address the challenge of preserving privacy by providing explanation within
team formation scenarios. Specifically, we propose a privacy breach detector capable of find-
ing whether a given explanation is bound to lead to privacy breaches. As we detail later, we
model the reasoning triggered by explanations in the explainee using a theory of mind [Frith
and Frith, 2005], which allows our detector to capture explanations bound to cause breaches.
In addition, we propose a general framework that describes how our privacy breach detector
interacts with a team formation algorithm (AI system) and an explanatory algorithm (XAI sys-
tem) to approve or disapprove explanations. That is, we argue that an explanatory algorithm
shall only provide explanations that are guaranteed to disclose no private information. As such,
our privacy breach detector assesses an explanation and notifies the explanatory algorithm as to
whether the explanation is safe or bound to cause a privacy breach.

In an nutshell, we make the following contributions towards explainable team formation:

8. We identify a collection of query templates that allow to challenge the decisions of a team
formation algorithm.

9. We introduce a novel, general algorithm for building contrastive explanations in the con-
text of team formation; without modifying the team formation algorithm at hand.

10. We put forward a privacy breach detector to accompany an explanatory algorithm and
assess whether an explanation is bound to disclose private information.

11. We propose a general framework that shows the interactions among a team formation
algorithm, an explanatory algorithm, and a privacy breach detector.
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Figure 1.4: A general algorithm for building contrastive and comprehensive explanations in
team formation scenarios.
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Figure 1.5: Privacy-aware explanatory algorithm for team formation scenarios.
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1.4 Road Map

The rest of the thesis is structured as follows. Chapter 2 discusses the relevant literature to this
dissertation. We investigate the concepts of team and task allocation and the problem of team
formation as it is studied from the point of view of computer science, psychology and social sciences.
In Chapter 3, we, specifically, discuss the concepts of agents and tasks, the different elements
that comprise each, and how to model them. Additionally, in this chapter, we put forward the
notion of a team and introduce severalmetrics for evaluating a team. In some detail, ourmetrics
consider the several agents’ characteristics that affect teamwork (competencies, personality, and
preferences) and aggregate them from the individual level to the team level.

Next, inChapter 4,wepresent theNon-OverlappingManyTeams toManyTasksAllocation
Problem (NOMTMTAP).Here, we formalize the problem and cast it as an optimisation prob-
lem with constraints. We study its complexity and characterise the vastness of its search space.
Thereafter, we propose two solvers for the NOMTMTAP. The first is an optimal solver, using
Integer Linear Programming, while the second is an anytime heuristic solver, which iteratively
improves the current solution via agents’ swaps. Chapter 5 contains the empirical evaluation
of our proposed algorithms. Specifically, we conducted a series of empirical evaluations involv-
ing synthetic and real-world data in order to study (i) the behaviour of our heuristic algorithm
when solving the NOMTMT AP compared to the optimal solvers, (ii) the scalability of our
heuristic approach and the limitations of the optimal solver, and (iii) the performance of the
teams formed with our proposed algorithm.

Chapter 6 delves into the world of explainable artificial intelligence (XAI) and tackles the
challenge of explaining the decisions of a team formation algorithm. In particular, we put for-
ward a novel general explanatory algorithm that can wrap existing team formation algorithms
without modifying them. We identify a collection of intuitive and meaningful questions that
cover, in our opinion, themain points of interest regarding team formation scenarios and show
that our generated explanations are comprehensive and easy to read. One step further, we ad-
dress the challenge of preserving privacy uponproviding explanations, andwepropose a general
framework describing the interactions among the team formation algorithm, the explanatory
algorithm and a privacy breach detector along with the detector’s functionality.

Finally, Chapter 7 concludes the work of this thesis, highlights the lessons learned and dis-
cusses future work.
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1.5 Thesis Software Tools & Publications

This thesis resulted in several software tools, and conference and journal publications.

1. Our team formation algorithm is available in the AI4EUmarketplace:
https://www.ai4europe.eu/research/ai-catalog/edu2comapi

2. The team formation algorithm and the explanatory technique developed in the thesis are
intergraded into the eduteams platform hosted by IIIA.
https://eduteams.testing.iiia.csic.es/

Our work on the team formation problem we tackle in this thesis and the algorithms to
solve it is presented in the following:

Conference Papers

1. Athina Georgara, Juan A. Rodríguez-Aguilar, and Carles Sierra. 2021. Towards a Com-
petence Based Approach to Allocate Teams to Tasks. In Proceedings of the 20th Inter-
national Conference on Autonomous Agents and MultiAgent Systems (AAMAS ’21).
International Foundation for Autonomous Agents and Multiagent Systems, Richland,
SC, 1504–1506.

2. AthinaGeorgara, JuanA.Rodríguez-Aguilar,Carles Sierra,OrnellaMich,RamanKazha-
miakin, Alessio Palmero Aprosio, and Jean-Christophe Pazzaglia. 2022. An Anytime
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Thesis Software Tools & Publications

Ourwork regarding explaining team formation scenarios, and preserving privacy upon pro-
viding explanations is presented in:

Conference Papers

1. Athina Georgara, Juan A. Rodríguez Aguilar, and Carles Sierra. 2022. Building Con-
trastive Explanations for Multi-agent Team Formation. In Proceedings of the 21st Inter-
national Conference on Autonomous Agents and Multiagent Systems (AAMAS ’22).
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2. Athina Georgara, Juan A. Rodríguez-Aguilar, and Carles Sierra. 2022. Privacy-Aware
Explanations for Team Formation. In PRIMA 2022: Principles and Practice of Multi-
Agent Systems: 24th International Conference, Valencia, Spain, November 16–18, 2022,
Proceedings. Springer-Verlag, Berlin, Heidelberg, 543–552.

Finally, we also presented our work in the following workshops that do not have formal
procceedings:

WorkShop Papers

1. Athina Georgara, Carles Sierra, and Juan A. Rodríguez-Aguilar. 2020. TAIP: an any-
time algorithm for allocating student teams to internship programs. In 11th Interna-
tional Workshop on Optimization and Learning in Multiagent Systems (OptMas’20),
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2. Athina Georgara, Carles Sierra, and Juan A. Rodríguez-Aguilar. 2020. Edu2Com: an
anytime algorithm to form student teams in companies. In Harvard CRCS Workshop
on AI for Social Good (AI4SG), July 2020.
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Chapter 2

Related Work

In this chapter, we discuss the related work for this dissertation. On the one hand, we review
how the concepts of teams, team formation, and task allocation have been addressed within
the computer science, psychology and social sciences literature. On the other hand, we delve
into explainable artificial intelligence and go through the relevant literature focusing on research
regarding explaning multiagent environments.

2.1 Teams and Team Formation in Computer Science

Team formation and task allocation for teams have received much attention within the Com-
puter Science community, particularly in the light of Multiagent Systems. Multiagent systems
model settings involvingmany agents (for example, software entities, robots, humans, or a com-
bination)whoneed to interact and cooperate. Organising and coordinating the different agents
in teams that combine their expertise and jointly act towards a common goal is a crucial prob-
lem formultiagent systems, which is increasingly complex as themultiagent environment grows.
As such, within the computer science domain, the relevant team formation literature focuses
on identifying and modelling the problem and its several parties (e.g., agents, tasks, skills, etc.),
studying the hardness of forming teams, and proposing algorithms for solving the team forma-
tion problem.

We can identify three main categories in the computer science literature regarding team
formation. First, we discern research on how to form a single team that shall tackle a single
task. This category holds the majority of research as it describes the simplest version of the
team formation problem. Consideringmore complex versions of the problem, we find research
regarding many teams and many tasks (instead of a single one). Literature includes research
on how to form a single team to work on multiple tasks, multiple teams to work on the same
single task or multiple teams who shall resolve multiple tasks. In this line of research, we can
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identify twomore categories regarding overlaps, i.e., whether the problem studied allows agents
to participate in multiple teams (agent-teams overlaps), teams to tackle multiple tasks (team-
tasks overlaps), or tasks being solved by multiple teams (task-teams overlaps). In what follows,
we discuss the related work produced by the computer science literature.

Begining with the simplest version of the team formation problem, [Lappas et al., 2009]
tackles the problem of finding a single team of experts to work on a single task. To do so, the
authors consider a social network over the experts (agents) and form teams to minimize the
communication cost among team members. Particularly, Lappas et al. explore two ways of
computing a team’s communication cost based on how the agents are connected in a given social
network. After that, they propose several algorithms for solving the problem depending on the
cost function at hand.

[Anagnostopoulos et al., 2010] studies the problemof team formation in large-scale commu-
nities. Specifically, the authors study the problem of forming teams to undertake tasks consider-
ing the task’s requirements in terms of skills, agents’ expertise, and agents’ maximumworkload
(i.e., themaximum amount of duties an agent has). In their work, Anagnostopoulos et al. focus
on the online version of the problem, where tasks arrive sequentially, and a single teammust be
formed each time. The authors propose several heuristics concerning the cost function they
try to minimise —team size, the maximum workload within the team, the overall workload of
the teammembers, and the overloaded members in the community—and analyse the competi-
tive ratio (with respect to the optimal cost) achieved by these heuristics. Notably, although the
problem here involves many teams andmany tasks, the fact that the authors consider the online
version of the problem and propose algorithms that form a single team at a time to work on the
task at hand allows us to consider this work as research for a single team for a single task.

In the same direction, the authors in [Anagnostopoulos et al., 2012] put forward the on-
line team formation problem—i.e., forming a team to work on each task as a stream of tasks
sequentially arrives—considering the task’s requirements in terms of skills along with a social
network over the agents. The social network allows the authors to compute a team’s coordi-
nation/communication cost depending on how the team members are connected within the
network and, therefore, form teams that meet a maximum coordination threshold. Specifically,
the authors propose a general online team formation algorithm that can handle different coordi-
nation cost functions and provide approximation algorithms with provable theoretical guaran-
tees for the different coordination cost functions. Notably, in [Anagnostopoulos et al., 2012],
agents can be ‘reused’ in several teams depending on their workload.

[Kurtan et al., 2020] addresses the problem of building teams for query answering inmulti-
agent systems. The authors suggest that the team’s performance differs from the individual per-
formance of the teammembers, especially as the different subtasks are interdependent. As such,
the authors study the dependencies between subtasks of a given task and propose algorithms
for building a single team for a single task (consisting of interdependent subtasks) considering
some desired qualities, such as preserving privacy.
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Moving tomore complex versions of the team formation problems, [Crawford et al., 2016]
studies the robustness of a team. The term robustness refers to the capability of a team to com-
plete a given task, even if some members of the team are unavailable —i.e., a team is k-robust if
the team can successfully carry out their task when kmembers are incapacitated. In their work,
the authors present a suite of approximation algorithms for finding a single k-robust teamwith
minimumcost for tackling a number of different tasks. Note that since a single team shall tackle
many different tasks, the team formation problem in this work permits team-tasks overlaps.

[Capezzuto et al., 2020] consider a number different tasks, and aims to form coalitions to
tackle all these tasks on time. Specifically, the problem of interest in this work is to allocate
teams of agents to tackle tasks considering temporal and spatial constraints. At each timestamp,
agents and tasks are positioned in space, with the agents needing to move towards the allocated
task’s location to work on, while tasks must be successfully completed before their due time.
The authors propose two algorithms for solving the problem to maximise the number of com-
pleted tasks. Note that the proposed algorithms allow agent-teams and task-teams overlaps, i.e.,
agents can participate inmultiple teams, andmultiple teamsmay work on the same task as time
progresses.

[Andrejczuk et al., 2019] studies the problem of partitioning a set of agents into equally-
sized teams, i.e., forming a team of similar size where each agent can participate in exactly one
team. Each formed team works separately on the same task; that is, there is a common task
with specific requirements (in terms of competencies), and each team needs to tackle this com-
mon task separately. Note that since many teams tackle the same problem, the team formation
problem in [Andrejczuk et al., 2019] allows task-teams overlaps. The authors introduce two al-
gorithms for solving the problem: an exact solver and a heuristic one. The proposed algorithms
aim in fair partitions1, where each team is (i) proficient in terms of competencies to tackle the
task, and (ii) diverse in terms of teammembers’ personalities.

Here we would like to highlight that, despite [Andrejczuk et al., 2019] works towards form-
ing multiple teams with no overlaps (since they consider partitioning a set of agents), consider-
ing that all teams shall be of a similar size andwork on the very same task is a limitation. As such,
in this dissertation, we extend their work to consider (i) multiple tasks, (ii) multiple teams of
several (independent) sizes, and (iii) permitting no overlaps.

Regarding the problemof formingmany teams formany tasks with no overlaps, we find the
work of [Präntare and Heintz, 2018]. In their work, Prentater and Heitz study the problem of
coalition structure generation and assigning an independent task to each coalition. The authors
propose an anytime search algorithm that uses branch-and-bound techniques to determine the
optimal team size for each task and apply brute force to find the optimal coalition structure
and task assignment. A search space representation based on multiset permutations of integer

1The authors consider the Bernoulli-Nash product to promote fair partitions, i.e., partitions containing teams
of roughly equal value.
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partitions allows the proposed algorithm to always reach optimal solutions and outperform the
state-of-the-art optimal solver CPLEX.Nevertheless, applying brute force search limits the size
of the problem instances that the algorithm can solve.

In the same direction, [Czatnecki and Dutta, 2019] tackles the problem of coalition forma-
tion for task allocation. In more detail, the authors consider heterogeneous robots equipped
with different sensors and actuators, while the tasks require different sets of sensors. [Czat-
necki and Dutta, 2019] proposes a hedonic coalition formation framework and an algorithm
that forms Nash stable partitions where each coalition works in a different task. Notably, in
the proposed framework, a coalition consists of robots and a single task. The authors put for-
ward a utility function that encodes howwell an agent fits in their coalition and, more precisely,
how well an agent matches the coalition’s task, considering the task’s required skills and those
offered by each agent. This utility function indicates agents’ willingness to remain or abandon
their current coalition, forming the agents’ hedonic preferences. Strikingly, the way of forming
the agents’ hedonic preferences, which in fact correspond to agents’ preferences over the dif-
ferent tasks, allows the existence of Nash stable partitions. However, in the general case where
agents have preferences over the coalitions based on the members of the coalitions, including
other agents (not just the tasks), Nash stable partitions may not exist. In their later work [Czar-
necki and Dutta, 2021], the authors showed that their proposed approach scales up concerning
the number of agents (up to 2000 robots) and tasks (up to 400).

Team formation and task allocation are thoroughly studied in computer science literature.
Given the discussion above, we can see that research explores several variations of the team for-
mation problem (considering forming a single vs. many teams and/or allocating a single vs.
many tasks), proposes different objectives to target while forming teams (e.g., minimise com-
munication cost, maximise robustness, meet workload threshold, etc.), and devises a suit of
algorithms for forming teams. Notably, in all the works discussed above, regardless of the objec-
tive considered during team formation, we see that fulfilling skill or competence requirements is
a prerequisite (either as part of the objective or as a constraint). However, despite the extensive
research on the topic, we still discern open challenges regarding the formation of many teams
for many tasks with no overlaps. To be more precise, the existing work for tackling the team
formation problem considering multiple teams and multiple tasks with no overlaps exhibits
limitations regarding (i) scalability (proposed algorithms can handle a small number of agents
and tasks) and (ii) employability to general instances of the problem.
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2.2 Teams and Team Formation in Psychology and Social Sciences

The concepts of team and teamwork are well-studied topics in Psychology and Social Sciences,
Research in these scientific fields explores how individuals come together to collaborate, com-
municate, and achieve common goals. The primary focus is to understand the different factors
that drive human behaviour when they participate in a team, elicit the relation between hu-
man behaviour and work performance (either at an individual or a team level), and propose
guidelines on what are the “ingredients” of an efficient team. Below, we distinguish three main
scientific areas that study the relations between human team composition and team efficiency,
namely theOrganisational Psychology, theMotivational Psychology and the Social Sciences.

2.2.1 Organisational Psychology

Organisational psychology studies human behaviour within organizations and workplaces
[APA, 2023]. This scientific field aims to identify and formalise individual and group behaviour
principles and use this knowledge to improve the working environment and performance. Go-
ing through the relevant literature in organisational psychology, we find that themain focus lies
in exploring the relations between personality and team performance. In particular, most of the
research concerns user studies investigating how team members’ personality affects team per-
formance. The key ingredient in organisational psychology is how to describe people’s person-
alities, where we can discern different models such as the Big Five-FactorModel, Belbin’s Team
Roles Model and the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator Model. The different personality models
share similarities and exhibit differences that have been studied in psychology
[Furnham, 1996, Higgs, 1996]. In what follows, we discuss the observations and findings of
the literature with respect to the relations between personality and performance.

[Mount et al., 1998] conducts a study to investigate the relations of personality—and specif-
ically the Big Five-Factor Model [Norman, 1963]—with job performance. In some detail, the
analysis focuses on jobs involving interpersonal interactions, either between employee and client
or among co-workers, and studies how personality affects employees’ performance in such jobs.
The results showed that emotional stability and agreeableness are highly correlated with perfor-
mance in jobs involving teamwork. The factors of extraversion and openness exhibited a lower
influence on job performance. Nonetheless, all of the five factors have non-zero relations with
performance.

[Barrick et al., 2001] examines and summarises the results of prior studies regarding the
personality-performance relation. The authors considered 15 studies investigating whether the
five-factor personality model influences job performance. The meta-analysis of the prior stud-
ies showed that the results of these studies are relatively consistent. In particular their analysis
showed that the factors of emotional stability and aggreableness are highly influential for team-
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work (the influence to teamwork is more significant than to other criteria);2 the factor of consci-
entiousness is observed to be influential to all criteria including teamwork; while the factors of
extraversion and openess exhibit lower influence to teamwork.

[Driskell et al., 2006] studies the effects of the team members’ personalities on teamwork
and team effectiveness. First, the authors provide a fine-grained hierarchical model of personal-
ity traits (based on the Big Five-Factor Model) that defines specific facets of personality related
to team or performance. Then, the authors present a classification scheme over the teamwork
dimensions relevant to team effectiveness. Finally, the authors provide linkages between the per-
sonality and team effectiveness dimensions andpresentwhich facets can predict each dimension
based on existing literature.

[Higgs et al., 2005] investigates the relation between team composition and team perfor-
mance considering the task’s complexity that the team needs to work on. The authors consid-
ered diverse teams in terms of personality roles, according to the Belbin TeamRole model [Bel-
bin, 1993], and tasks of different complexity3. The findings showed a clear relation among team
composition, task complexity, and performance. Specifically, the results showed that team di-
versity positively affects team performance when a high-complexity task is in place. In contrast,
team diversity negatively affects performance when a low-complexity task is in place.

Given the evidence that team members’ personality influences team performance, we dis-
cern a handful of research that exploits this evidence to devise general rules and methodolo-
gies on composing efficient teams. Towards this direction, [Wilde, 2011] focus on Jung’s qual-
itative personality theory and investigates the relations with the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator
(MBTI) [Myers et al., 1998] personality model. The author proposes converting the qualitative
concepts described in Jung’s theory into a quantitative one. More precisely, the proposed theory
represents Jung’s personality types with numerical data and manages to link these personality
types with the MBTI types. Later, in [Wilde, 2013], the author puts forward the Post-Jungian
Personality Theory and advances a methodology for composing efficient teams combining peo-
ple with different personality traits. The methodology described in [Wilde, 2013] is supported
by evidence showing that the approach increased the fraction of student teams in Stanfordwho
received national prizes by the Lincoln Foundation [Wilde, 2009].

Following the work of Dougles J. Wilde, [Andrejczuk, 2018] utilises the findings from
Dougles’ prior work and puts forward artificial intelligence tools for computing team forma-
tion. First, in [Andrejczuk et al., 2018], the authors provide a thorough review of team forma-
tion literature in the fields of organisational psychology and computer science identifying the
similarities and differences. Then, in [Andrejczuk et al., 2019], the authors, based on the find-
ings of [Wilde, 2009], introduce a novel way to measure a team’s congeniality (i.e., the diversity

2This result supports the findings of the prior work of [Mount et al., 1998], which is among the studies re-
viewed in [Barrick et al., 2001].

3The tasks were assessed by a panel of experts (individually) to determine their level of complexity.
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of teammembers in terms of personality), and propose two algorithms for partitioning a set of
agents in similar size teams.

Considering the findings and observations discussed above, we can see that it is generally
accepted that team composition in terms of personality affects team performance. Knowledge
regarding team members’ personalities can be used as an indicator of team performance and,
therefore, can aid in forming highly performing teams.

2.2.2 Motivational Psychology

Motivational psychology aims to understand and study the factors that drive human behaviour,
focusing on the motives, incentives, desires, needs, and goals underlying people’s actions. It
seeks to explore why individuals behave in specific ways, make particular choices, and persist in
pursuing specific targets. In task allocation, individuals’ motivation to work on some task (e.g.,
doing a particular job)may significantly impact the individuals’ performance and, therefore, the
quality of the desired outcomes. Research in motivational psychology seeks to identify those
motivational factors related to people’s performance. Towards this path, [Deci andRyan, 1985]
put forward the Self-Determination Theory (STD). The self-determination theory focuses on
the differentmotives that drive people’s behaviour and investigates towhat extent the behaviour
is self-motivated or self-determined. According to the STD, there are three motivation types
(namely, the amotivation, the extrinsic motivation and the intrinsic motivation). Each type of
motivation affects job performance to a different degree, with intrinsicmotivation being related
to greater performance [Deci et al., 2017]. That is, self-determinedpeople tend toperformbetter
in their jobs.

Notably, the relevant literature inmotivationpsychology consists solely of case studies across
different areas (including sports, themedical sector, the educational domain and private compa-
nies) investigating how motivation affects performance. Below, we present the related studies
and their findings regarding the relationship between motivation and team performance.

[Mallett, 2005] investigates the effects of motivation on sports performance. The author
proposes an autonomy-supportivemotivational climate for coaching elite athletes following the
principles of the self-determination theory. In some detail, the proposed coaching programpro-
vided the athletes with the perception of choice (for instance, allowing them to choose among
the training tasks), promoting, in this way, the athletes’ self-determination. The proposed ap-
proach was employed during the two-year preparation period of the Australian relay teams par-
ticipating in theOlympicGames of 2004 inAthens. By analysing the performance of the teams,
the author observed that the teams (i) outperformed themselves in terms of time compared to
previous years, (ii) achieved their seasonal best performance during the Olympic Games—it is
very rare to do so during the Olympics—and (iii) improved their team ranking by eight places.

[Suliman and Al-Sabri, 2009] conducted a survey investigating relations between motiva-
tion, job satisfaction and employee performance in public hospitals in the United Arabic Emi-
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rates. The study involved450public hospital employees, including doctors, administrative staff,
andnurses. The authors observed a strong relationship betweenmotivation and job satisfaction
(i.e., individuals being satisfiedwith their job)with jobperformance. Therefore,motivation and
job satisfaction can be good performance predictors.

[McLean and Mallett, 2012] investigates the motivation of athletes’ coaches. Specifically,
the authors surveyed 13 elite coaches in Australia, with all coaches awarded accreditations. The
study aims to identify the types of motivation that affect coaches’ job performance (depicted
in their athletes’ performance). The results showed that intrinsic and extrinsic motivation are
crucial in the participants’ coaching.

[Abdulsalam and Mawoli, 2012] studies the relationship between motivation and job per-
formance in the educational domain. Specifically, the authors considered the performance of
academics in the tasks of (i) teaching and (ii) research. Abdulsalam and Mawoli surveyed 219
academic staff members across 15 different departments at Ibrahim Badamasi Babangida Uni-
versity. The results showed that motivation significantly influences teaching performance, ob-
serving that 23% of the variance in teaching performance was caused by motivation. On the
other hand, no significant relation between motivation performance in research was observed.

[Tabassi et al., 2012] studies the effects of motivation during employees training in (i) team-
work and (ii) task performance. The authors conducted a survey involving 107 large construc-
tion companies in Iran, and they investigated how motivating parameters such as training as-
signment, perceived importance of training, hygiene factors, and motivating environments af-
fect the training practices and, therefore, teamwork and task performance. The findings showed
that companies that applied motivators such as training assignment, perceived importance of
training, andmotivating environments during their training programs achieved improvements
in their employees’ teamwork activities. Regarding task efficiency, the authors observed that
companies that considered motivators in their training achieved more significant performance
improvements than companies that did not.

Based on the above observations, there is much evidence across different domains of appli-
cation that motivated teams exhibit better performance than non-motivated ones. Therefore,
using motivation as a predictor for team performance can help us compose efficient teams. In-
terestingly, to the best of our knowledge, no team formation algorithm exploits observations
regarding motivation and performance.
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2.2.3 Social Sciences

Social sciences focus on society (or community), i.e., a structure of a group of peoplewho coexist
and interact within the same spatial or social territory. Social sciences study the relationships
and social interactions among the individuals within a society. Teams can be considered small
societies (consisting of a few individuals). Hence, the relations among team members affect a
team’s prosperity and, therefore, the team’s performance. In what follows, we go through the
relevant literature in social sciences. Notably, this line of research is limited and follows two
paths. The first path regards works that conduct empirical studies in an attempt to determine
the relation between social cohesion (i.e., a measure indicating whether a team is likely to stick
together [Moreno and Jennings, 1938]) and team performance. The second path regards works
exploring ways to measure social interactions in order to use this information while forming
effective teams.

Regarding the first research path, [Lucius and Kuhnert, 1997] studies the relationship be-
tween team members’ social interactions and team performance. The authors surveyed 29 mil-
itary squads at the college level to study how the social relations among team members affect
the squad’s performance on typical military procedures such as field exercises, presenting arms
marching, flag duty, etc. During the survey, the participants were administered a sociometric
questionnaire4 to quantify the social relations among the participants and investigate whether
teamswith strong social relations outperform. The authors observed that socially coherent teams,
i.e., teams with members that mutually prefer working together, exhibit better performance,
suggesting that social cohesion can be used as a predictor for team performance.

[Carron et al., 2002] studied the impact of social cohesionwithin sports teams. In thiswork,
the authors conducted a meta-analysis of previously published surveys on the relationship be-
tween social cohesion andperformance. The analysis considered 46prior studies involving 9988
athletes and 1044 sports teams. The results of the analysis showed social cohesion and perfor-
mance are highly correlated. According to the findings, teams engaged in coactive sports (e.g.,
bowling or golf) exhibit a relationship between social cohesion and performance that is slightly
stronger than teams in interactive sports. Moreover, female teams’ performance is influenced
more by the team’s social cohesion compared to male teams. Similarly, the less the experience
level of the team (e.g., intercollegiate vs professional clubs), the stronger the relation between
social cohesion and performance. However, in all experience levels, the relation is significant.
Notably, the authors question whether social cohesion improves performance or vice versa.

The observations above are rather valuable since they support the claim that teams who
share strong social bonds tend to exhibit high team performance. As such, when forming hu-
man teams, it can be very beneficial to take into consideration people’s social interactions. Now,
regarding the second research path, we find studies that acknowledge the influence of social

4Sociometry is a quantitative method for measuring relations within a social group. The method was devel-
oped by J.L. Moreno and H.H. Jennings.
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interactions on teamwork and team performance. Therefore, in this path, researchers work
towards measuring people’s social interactions by proposing methods to do so and thereafter
exploit the measured interactions to build efficient teams.

In this light, [Ballesteros-Perez et al., 2012] investigates the influence of social interaction
withinworking groups. The authors proposeusing sociometry to capture social relations among
co-workers and exploit themeasured social interactions to form effective teams. In some details,
the authors propose a method for computing the efficiency of a group in terms of social interac-
tions and form teams that maximise efficiency and respect the project’s requirements.5 Using
a detailed example, the authors illustrated that even considering a small number of individu-
als, efficiency may exhibit significant fluctuations. The proposed method was also applied to a
construction company that focuses on designing, constructing, exploiting andmaintaining big
Waste Water Treatment Plants to handle the company’s human resources for 12 such projects.
The findings indicated that using sociometry to form socially coherent teams can be used as a
predictive tool that allows project managers to put together working teams that achieve greater
performance.

[da Silva and Krohling, 2018] builds on [Ballesteros-Perez et al., 2012] and puts forward a
fuzzy socimetric technique. Specifically, the authors introduce a model to capture social inter-
actions between individuals using fuzzy logic, proposing the fuzzy social cohesion of a group.
Thereafter, [da Silva and Krohling, 2018] proposes an algorithm to form teams to work on sev-
eral projects so that the fuzzy social cohesion of all teams is maximised.

Research in social sciences indicates that relations between people have an impact on team-
work and team performance. Evidence supports that socially coherent teams, i.e., teams whose
members have positive social interactions, outperform non-coherent teams. As such, social re-
lations among team members can be a useful predictor of team performance and, therefore, a
valuable asset when forming teams. Notably, capturing and measuring social interactions is a
non-trivial problem that has received some attention.

2.3 Explanable Artificial Intelligence (XAI)

Over the past decade, research in artificial intelligence has witnessed a resurgence of explain-
able AI (XAI) as a weapon to earn trust and alleviate users’ concerns regarding ‘black-box’ AI
systems. In 2018, Tim Miller published his work on explainable AI, where the author studies
how explanations are and should be given within AI systems. [Miller, 2018] reviews research
from social sciences (e.g., philosophy, psychology and cognitive science) regarding explanations
and explores the relation between explanations in social sciences and explainable artificial intelli-

5In the case study presented in [Ballesteros-Perez et al., 2012], project requirements referred to the number of
people belonging to a particular department, while all individuals within the same department were considered
equally competent.
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gence. The paper aims to shed light onhowartificial intelligent systems should use social science
observations to provide explanations that target non-expert people (e.g., users and the general
public) instead of scientists, researchers and AI professionals. The author focuses on the every-
day explanations, that is, on explaining why particular events happened. Among the paper’s
major findings is that humans tend to give and seek contrastive explanations, i.e., explanations
that answer why a particular event occurred instead of another event.

Given the great attention inXAI, particularly onmachine learningmodels and recommender
systems, [Kraus et al., 2020] discusses the importance of providing explanations within multi-
agent environments (xMASE)—an area that has received little attention so far. In multiagent
environments, decisions concerning multiple agents must be made, and therefore, these deci-
sions are made based on all agents’ goals and preferences. Kraus et al. argue that in such envi-
ronments, explanations shall serve as a tool to increase user satisfaction. The authors claim that
providing explanations within multiagent systems is rather challenging, especially as the expla-
nations should consider the AI system’s decisions and functionality along with the users’ and
other agents’ preferences. The authors identify the key challenges towards explaining multia-
gent environments, review the state-of-the-art on xMASE, and discuss the open questions and
research directions towards xMASE.

In the context of providing explanations within multiagent systems, we find a handful of
research. To begin with, [Boixel and Endriss, 2020] works towards justifying collective deci-
sions. In particular, the authors focus on multiagent environments where individuals express
their preferences and, collectively, they need to make some decision(s) following a voting pro-
cess. Boixel and Endriss put forward a justification method for explaining under which voting
axioms the decision at hand was selected. The generated explanation includes a minimal subset
of axioms (out of any finite set of voting axioms). Therefore, by considering thisminimal subset
of axioms and the agents’ preferences, one can justify why the decision at hand was selected as
the winner of the voting process.

[Mosca andSuch, 2021] addresses theproblemofmultiuser privacy conclict, i.e., the problem
of aligning privacy preferences among multiple agents upon sharing co-owned content. Specif-
ically, the paper focuses on finding optimal sharing policies in online social networks that re-
spect all involved parties’ privacy preferences. The authors introduce ELVIRA, an agent that
(i) recommends sharing policies and (ii) is able to justify its recommendations by generating
contrastive explanations. In some details, for the agent to build a policy, it needs to answer
three critical questions, and then the agent selects the policy that exhibits only negative answers.
To generate an explanation, the agent examines an alternative sharing policy (provided by the
user), presents the critical questions to which the alternative policy exhibits positive answers
and highlights the differences between the recommended policy and the alternative one.

[Pozanco et al., 2022] studies the problem of explaining preference-driven schedules. The
authors consider settings where multiple agents must be matched with timeslots and resources
while the agents declare their preferences of different types (e.g., preferences over timeslots). The
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agents’ preferences are prioritised concerning their type (some types of preferences are more
important to the agent than others). At the same time, a set of constraints shall be met (e.g.,
each agent must be matched with at least one timeslot). Pozanco et al. propose the EXPRESS
framework to provide explanations in such settings and specifically to tackle questions of the
kind “Why a specific preference was not satisfied?”. In some detail, given an optimal solution
and an unsatisfied preference, the proposed framework computes the best scheduling to satisfy
the preference at hand. After that, as reasons identifies preferences no longer satisfied in the
alternative solution. The generated explanation contains reasons concerning more important
preferences (according to the agents’ preference prioritisation) than the preference at hand.

[Nizri et al., 2022] focuses on cooperative game theory andworks towards explaining payoff
allocations. In cooperative game theoretic environments, agents collaborate with one another
and jointly (as a coalition) achieve a particular utility that shall be shared among the agents. In
the paper, the authors consider cooperative games where utility is distributed according to the
Shapley values; then they put forwardX-SHAP, an algorithm that decomposes the game in sev-
eral easy-to-explain sub-games and generates a brief verbal explanation for each sub-game. The
authors conducted a survey involving 210 people. They report that the explanations generated
with X-SHAP significantly outperformed explanations that state the benefits of Shapley values
in justifying whether the payoff allocations were fair.

Explaining decisions made by an AI system is a key factor towards understanding and trust-
ing such systems. It is rather important that explanations target to address users and the gen-
eral public instead of explaining the AI systems to AI experts. As such, explainable AI should
embrace existing findings regarding providing and accepting explanations by humans. As high-
lighted, providing explanations within multiagent environments is a challenging problem that
has received little attention so far. To the best of our knowledge, there is no research explaining
AI algorithms for the team formation problem.

2.4 Conclusions

In conclusion, we find literature relevant to ourwork in this thesis in computer science, psychol-
ogy and social sciences. Inmore detail, first, we see there are open challenges in solving the team
formation problem. That is, despite the extensive interest in the team formation problem, exist-
ing research and algorithms for forming many teams with many tasks exhibit major limitations
regarding scalability and employability to general instances. As such, in this dissertation, we
work towards this direction. In our work, we focus on the problem of forming multiple teams
to be allocated to multiple tasks with no overlaps, and we aim to lift the limitations observed in
existing related work.

Next, we reviewed how human teams are viewed through psychology and social sciences.
We discerned three scientific fields that study teamwork andwent through their findings and ob-
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servations. In the field of organisational psychology, we find that personality is associated with
performance and, in fact, that a team’s composition in terms of teammembers’ personalities can
be a useful predictor of teamperformance. Observations from the field ofmotivational psychol-
ogy support that motivated teams outperform non-motivated ones. As such, team members’
motivation can also be used as an indicator of team performance. Finally, in the field of social
sciences, we see that social interactions among the members of a team can affect team perfor-
mance, as well. Specifically, the existing literature supports the claim that teams with strong
bonds among their members (i.e., socially coherent teams) exhibit better performance. Against
this background, our work embraces the observations from psychology and social sciences in
order to form high-performance teams. Thus, in this thesis, we put forward AI algorithms to
form teams that are diverse in terms of personality, motivated and socially coherent.

Finally, we delve into explainable artificial intelligence. AI systems are usually seen as ‘black
boxes’ that often cultivate users’ distrust. Explainability is a tool towards earning the users’ trust.
However, as highlighted by Miller, explanations should incorporate findings concerning how
humans explain things in order to address non-experts such as the users. Moreover, we see that,
despite the great interest in explainable AI, little research exists on explaining decisions inmulti-
agent environments. As Kraus et al. points out, providing explanations in a multiagent system
is rather challenging. Notably, to the best of our knowledge, there is no research regarding
team formation. Therefore, in this dissertation, wemake the headway towards explaining team
formation algorithms.
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Chapter 3

From Individuals to Human Teams

“United we stand, divided we fall.” This phrase symbolises the power that people have when
they collaborate and fight together towards the same goal, as there is plenty of evidence that
individuals can achieve better results when working together. Nevertheless, what is a team?
What characteristics transform a group of individuals into a well-tuned team? What does it
mean to be amember of a team? Moreover, howdoes each teammember affect the performance
and the well-being of the team and, ultimately, the quality of the final outcome?

Being part of a team implies communication, coordination and cooperation among the team
members. Teammembers shall be able to interact with each other, share /exchange information
related to the task they are working on and the progress of their work, and help one another
overcome problems and difficulties that arise during teamwork [Kozlowski and Ilgen, 2006].
Being a teammember means that one is not just responsible for their own progress and success;
instead, they are also (partially) responsible for the progress and success of the whole team. In
other words, when an individual becomes a member of a team, then a special connection is
created between this individual and the rest of the team: if everyone prospers, then the team
prospers, and if the team prospers then everyone prospers —i.e., all for one and one for all.
This chapter focuses on three key concepts for this dissertation, namely the agents, teams, and
tasks. In more detail, we discuss how to model people as agents, considering the features that
characterise humanswhileweprovide the formalisation for bothhumanagents and tasks. Then,
we turn to the concept of a human team. That is, we detail how to assemble individual agents
to build a single team. Finally, we discuss evaluating team adequacy for a task. That is, when a
teamand a task are in place, we introducemetrics to assess the suitability of the team forworking
together on the task at hand.

In summary, in this chapter, we have a threefold discussion: (a)how tomodelhuman agents
and tasks, (b) how to form a single human team, and (c) how to evaluate a single team. In what
follows, in Sections 3.1 and 3.2, we model human agents and tasks, respectively. In Section 3.3,
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we discuss what a human team is and how to form a single team; in Section 3.4, we discuss how
to evaluate a human team.

3.1 Modelling Agents

An agent is an individual (human) available to work on some tasks. LetA = {a1, a2, · · · , an}
denote a set of available (human) agents. We describe each agent, a ∈ A, through their profile,
which characterises the agent across some features of interest. That is, an agent’s profile holds
information regarding the agent and comprises the agent’s acquired or endogenous character-
istics, desires, beliefs, and ethical values that drive their behaviour. Since we aim to form teams
to work on some task, an agent’s profile should be such that it will allow us to estimate the
agent’s behaviour during teamwork. In other words, the features of interest that we include in
the agents’ profiles will allow us to determine how and to what extent an agent will contribute
to teamwork and estimate the agent’s behaviour throughout the collaboration. In order to do
so, we adopt features of interest that influence performance according to findings from psychol-
ogy and social sciences [Andrejczuk, 2018, Lucius and Kuhnert, 1997, Abdulsalam andMawoli,
2012]. We have singled out four features that, either at the agent or team level, can positively or
negatively influence performance:

1. competencies;

2. personality and gender;

3. preferences over tasks;

4. preferences over potential teammates.

The first feature corresponds to acquired characteristics such as knowledge, skills, and ca-
pabilities. Naturally, since the aim is to work on some task (as part of a team), if an agent is
equipped with the appropriate skill set to carry out the task, it will significantly influence the
agent’s and team’s performance. Each agent, a ∈ A, has a competence profile. According to
the Oxford Learner’s Dictionary,1 competence refers to the ability to perform well, the author-
ity or power in handling a particular situation, or a necessary skill for performing a particular
job or task. In this work, by adopting the latter part of the definition and similarly to [Hager
and Gonczi, 1996] with the term competence, we refer to knowledge, skills, attributes, and re-
lated experience which is necessary when performing a job or a task. We assume that there is a
pre-defined and finite set of competencies, denoted as C. Thus, we formally define an agent’s
competence profile as follows:

1https://www.oxfordlearnersdictionaries.com/
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Definition 1 (Agent’s Competence Profile). Given a set og agentsA, a finite set of competencies
C, and a set of competence levelsQLevel, we define the competence profile of agent a ∈ A as a pair
Pc
a = 〈Ca, la〉, where Ca ⊆ C, and la : Ca → QLevel.

With QLevel, we denote a pre-defined domain of level of expertise. This domain can be quan-
titative, e.g., a value in [0, 1], or qualitative, e.g., the five levels of expertise in the Dreyfus
model [Dreyfus and Dreyfus, 1980],QLevel = {Novice, Advanced Beginner, Competent, Profi-
cient, Expert}.

Apart from competencies, other important features that have an impact on an agent’s be-
haviour are endogenous properties. Specifically, the agent’s personality and gender [Mount
et al., 1998, West, 2012, Andrejczuk et al., 2018]. According to the American Psychological Asso-
ciation,2 the term personality refers to the enduring characteristics and behaviour that deter-
mine an individual’s unique adjustment to life, including major traits, interests, drives, val-
ues, self-concept, abilities, and emotional patterns. Even though there is not a unique, uni-
versally accepted definition of what personality is among the scientific community of psychol-
ogy [Bergner, 2020], psychologists tend to agree that personality is a psychological system com-
posed of a groupof parts (personal characteristics, traits, interests, derivatives, andmore) that in-
teract, develop, and impact a person’s behavioural expression [Mayer, 2007]. TheMyers-Briggs
Type Indicator (MBTI) [Briggs et al., 1995] is a well-received model of describing personality.
This indicator evaluates an individual across four dimensions: Extraversion-Introversion( E-I),
Sensing-Intuition (S-N), Thinking-Feeling (T-F) and Judging-Perceiving (J-P). The different
combinations of the four dimensions result in sixteen different personality types, as shown in
Figure 3.1.

As such, each agent a ∈ A has a personality profile, which we formally define as:

Definition 2 (Agent’s Personality Profile). The personality profile of agent a ∈ A is a tuple
P

p
a = 〈SNa, TFa, EIa, JPa〉, where SNa ∈ {S,N }, TFa ∈ {T, F }, EIa ∈ {E, I} and JPa ∈
{J, P} indicate the evaluation of agent a across the dimensions Sensing-Intuition (S-N), Thinking-
Feeling (T-F), Extraversion-Introversion( E-I) and Judging-Perceiving (J-P), respectively.

2https://www.apa.org/topics/personality/
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Figure 3.1: SixteenMBTI personalities. (Schemes come from [Leadership Centre, ] and [Wide-
man, 2023].)
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Figure 3.2: Self Determination Continuum: Amotivation, Extrinsic Motivation, Intrinsic Mo-
tivation and Regulations (Scheme comes from [Ryan and Deci, 2000]).

The third feature we use to describe an agent is preferences over tasks. In the motivational
psychology literature, it is observed that people who are happy with their job’s conditions (pur-
pose, social status, monetary rewards, etc.) tend to be more productive and reach their job’s
goals [Deci et al., 2017]. Contrarily, people who feel unconfident with their work environment
andneedmore inspiration towards performing their job tend to produce negative consequences
such as poor quality outcomes [Tremblay et al., 2009, Howard et al., 2016]. Notably, individ-
uals lacking motivation are more likely to resign from their jobs to look for a more satisfying
workplace [Deci et al., 2017]. According to Self-determination theory [Deci and Ryan, 1985],
three main categories of motivation drive people’s behaviour, namely amotivation, extrinsic
motivation, and intrinsic motivation, that form the self-determination continuum as shown
in Figure 3.2. Studies showed that different types of motivation influence people’s performance
differently, with intrinsic motivation (and motives close to that extreme) enabling high-quality
performance [Baard et al., 2004, Manganelli et al., 2018]. When individuals work on exciting
or enjoyable tasks, they tend to perform well. With this in mind, we assume that each agent
expresses their preferences over the different tasks based on their motivation, i.e., more interest-
ing and enjoyable tasks that intrinsically motivate the agent are preferable to less intriguing or
boring tasks. Thus, each agent has a task preference profile, defined as:
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Definition 3 (Agent’s Task Preference Profile). Given a set of agentsA and a set of tasks T =
{τ1, · · · , τm}, agent a ∈ A task preference profile is represented as≿Ta ⊆ T ×T , where τ ≿Ta τ′

means that agent a is more or equally motivated to work on task τ than on task τ′ for τ′ ≠ τ.

Last but not least, we consider preferences over potential teammates to completely charac-
terise an agent. When people work together in teams, they form a social system, and there-
fore, they naturally develop social relations with one another and establish social norms and
agreements. In the social sciences, social cohesion, is considered the “glue” that sticks a team
together [Friedkin, 2004]. Through the years, researchers have described social cohesion differ-
ently. For example, [Moreno and Jennings, 1938, Festinger et al., 1950] relate social cohesion to
the temporal duration of a group of individuals being members of the same team. In contrast,
[Back, 1951] initiated a shift in the notion of social cohesion to describe the tendency to join
or remain a team member due to its members. The latter interpretation has prevailed. In this
work, we consider social cohesion as a measure of how much each member is accepted by the
team and how much each member accepts the team. We define a teammate preference profile
for each agent to capture which teammates the agent prefers. The teammate preference profiles
of the other agents will tell who likes this agent. Formally, the teammate preference profile is
defined as:

Definition 4 (Agent’s Teammates Preference Profile). Given a set of agentsA, and agent a ∈
A, a’s agent preference profile is represented as ≿Aa ⊆ A ×A, the expression a′ ≿Aa a′′ means
that agent a prefers wot work with agent a′ at least as much as agent a′′. ≿Aa must be a preorder.

There is a plethora of research studying the relations between social cohesion within a team
and the team’s performance; the observations support that socially coherent teams outperform
non-socially coherent teams. [Lucius and Kuhnert, 1997, Hoegl and Gemuenden, 2001, Beal
and Cohen, 2003, Høigaard et al., 2006, Mathieu et al., 2015]. Finally, we formally describe
a human agent as a combination of competence, personality, task preference and teammate
preference profile:

Definition 5 (HumanAgent). Given a set of agentsA, a set of tasksT , and a finite set of gender
symbolsX , a human agent a ∈ A is a tuple a = 〈Pc

a,P
p
a ,Xa, ≿Ta , ≿

A
a 〉, wherePc

a is a compe-
tence profile,Pp

a is a personality profile,Xa ∈ X is the human self-declared gender, ≿Ta is a task
preference profile, and ≿Aa is a teammate preference profile.
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3.2 Modelling Tasks

A task corresponds to some activity that someone (an agent or a team) must perform. Let
T = {τ1, τ2, · · · , τm} denote a set of tasks. Each task τ ∈ T is associated with some goal
that it aims to achieve. A task description includes the procedure that must be followed to
achieve the associated goal. For example, suppose a high school student wants to write an essay
on the French Revolution for their history course. To do so, they need first to study and gather
information about the FrenchRevolution and thenwrite down the information they identify as
most relevant regarding events and people of that period. In this example, the student’s desired
goal is to complete their homework, which is towrite an essay about a particular historical event,
while the task’s goal is tomake students do research on that specific historicalmoment andwrite
down their findings and conclusions.3

Also, a task’s description includes its knowledge requirements, that is, the necessary com-
petencies that someone (an agent or a team) needs to possess (or acquire) to successfully per-
form the task. For example, for the French Revolution essay, someone would need to have the
competence “to process information, ideas and concepts”, the competence “to write analyti-
cal reports”, the competence “searching information on the web”, the competence “to use text
editors”, and the competence “time management”.

Even though every required competence is necessary for successfully completing a task, not
all competencies are equally determinant, and not all competencies are needed at the same ex-
pertise level. In this work, we allow each required competence to be accompanied by a required
expertise level and a relevant importance weight. In our example, for instance, having the compe-
tence to write analytical reports is more important than using text editors since the quality of
the essay depends more on its content than on its looks. Also, it is sufficient for the student to
be an advanced beginner with respect to the competence “searching information on the web”.
However, it is necessary that the student is at least proficient concerning the “processing infor-
mation, ideas and concepts” competence. In summary, each task is defined through its required
competencies along with the competencies’ level of expertise and their importance.

Finally, each task has a requirement in terms of team size. That is, there is an optimal size for
the team that will undertake each task. Intuitively, tasks differ in terms of workload or urgency;
the size of a team for a task is set so that there are enough human resources to complete the
task in time successfully. That is, a team smaller than the optimal team size will not be able to
complete the task, while a team larger than the optimal team size will under-use the assigned
human resources. Given all the above, we formally define a task as follows:

3Note that in this example, the task’s goal is to “write the essay”. In contrast, “complete the homework” or
even “pass the history course” describe more abstract, indirect goals. When we refer to the goal achieved via a task,
we refer to the imminent goal.
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Definition 6 (Task). A task τ is a tuple τ = 〈Cτ , lτ , wτ , sτ〉, where Cτ ⊆ C is the set of required
competencies; lτ : Cτ → QLevel maps each competence c ∈ Cτ to the minimum expertise level;
wτ : Cτ → [0, 1] maps each competence c ∈ Cτ with a real number in range [0, 1] representing
the importance of the competence; and sτ ∈ N+ is a positive integer indicating the team size. We
denote byT the set of all possible tasks.

Note that for a competence c ∈ Cτ , an importanceweightwτ (c) close to 1 indicates high relative
importance, while an importance weight wτ (c) close to 0 indicates low relative importance.

3.3 Forming a Human Team

As we mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, it is a common understanding that when
people work in teams, they can achieve great things. According to [Cohen and Bailey, 1997],
“a team is a collection of individuals who are interdependent in their tasks, who share respon-
sibility for outcomes, who see themselves and who are seen by others as an intact social entity
embedded in one (or more) larger social systems”. Notably, working in teams has proven to
have multiple beneficial outcomes [Manzoor et al., 2011]:

• boosts productivity [Cohen and Bailey, 1997, Gallie et al., 2009];

• improves creativity and innovative thinking [Hoegl and Parboteeah, 2007];

• helps individuals to grow personally:

– improve/acquire new competencies [Laal and Ghodsi, 2012],
– develop soft skills [Strom and Strom, 2011]; and

• positively affects the members’ job satisfaction [Ogbonnaya et al., 2018].

A team is much more than just a group of people. A team is a social system in which its
members share a common goal, interact with each other, and jointly work towards their goal. A
team’s common goal is associated with a task and vice versa, as discussed in the previous section;
therefore, we need a task in place for a group of people to become a team, i.e., a team cannot
exist unless they have a task towork on. The task steers the teammembers on how to coordinate
their actions to carry out the task and reach their goal successfully.

An essential factor of a team is sharing responsibilities and complement each other, as noted
in [Cohen andBailey, 1997] and [Kozlowski and Ilgen, 2006]. In ourmodelling, a responsibility
corresponds to handling one of the task’s required competencies. Therefore, sharing responsi-
bilities is interpreted as assigning the required competencies to the teammembers. In contrast,
each team member is expected to contribute to the teamwork by covering their assigned com-
petencies. [Kargar and An, 2011, Kargar et al., 2013] the authors consider one team member as
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an “expert” for each required skill. From a different point of view, the authors in [Andrejczuk
et al., 2019] consider competence assignment functions. A competence assignment function as-
signs to each team member a set of competencies so that the team member is responsible for
their assigned competencies. In this work, we also adopt the concept of competence assignment
functions.

Competence Assignment Functions

Acompetence assignment functiondefines how the agentswithin a team shall share the task’s re-
sponsibilities, i.e., for which competencies each agent will be responsible for covering.
[Andrejczuk, 2018] provides a thorough list of properties that a competence assignment func-
tion may satisfy.

Let us denote with ητ→K a competence assignment of a team K for a task τ, which maps
each agent a ∈ K with a subset of required competenciesΞ ⊆ Cτ . Moreover, let us denotewith
θτ→K a function that maps each competence c ∈ Cτ with a subset of team members S ⊆ K ,
given a competence assignment ητ→K , i.e., θτ→K showwhich agents are allocated to be responsi-
ble for each required competencies. According to [Andrejczuk, 2018], every competence assign-
ment should guarantee that every required competence is assigned to at least one agent in the
team. Intuitively, if a required competence is not assigned to any agent within a team, then this
competence is not covered. Therefore the task cannot be completed, regardless of the impor-
tance of the competence for the task. Formally, following the definition of inclusive competence
assignment in [Andrejczuk, 2018] we define:

Definition 7 (CompetenceAssignment Function (CAF)—Adapted from [Andrejczuk, 2018]).
Let K ⊆ A and τ ∈ T . A competence assignment function (CAF), ητ→K : K → 2Cτ , maps
each agent a ∈ K with a subset of required competenciesΞ ⊆ Cτ . Each agent, a ∈ K , is responsible
for covering their assigned competencies ητ→K (a) = Ξ. For any CAF ητ→K it must hold that all
required competencies are assigned to at least one agent, i.e.,

⋃
a∈K ητ→K (a) = Cτ

WithHτ→K , we denote the family of all CAFs of team K to task τ. For every CAF ητ→K ,
there is a reverse competence assignment function θτ→K .

Definition 8 (ReverseCompetenceAssignmentFunction (r-CAF)—Adapted from[Andrejczuk,
2018]). Given a competence assignment function ητ→K of team K to task τ, there is exactly one
reverse competence assignment function (r-CAF) θτ→K : Cτ → 2K that maps each required com-
petence c ∈ Cτ with a subset of agents S ⊆ K who are responsible for c according to ητ→K . For the
r-CAF θτ→K given an ητ→K it must hold that for each agent a allocated to be responsible for some
competence c in the r-CAF, this competence c is assigned to agent a in the CAF, and vice versa; i.e.,

1. if c ∈ ητ→K (a) then a ∈ θτ→K (c), and
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2. if a ∈ θτ→K (c) then c ∈ ητ→K (a).

WithΘτ→K , we denote the family of all r-CAFs of teamK to task τ.
Given a task τ and a set K , there is a large number of competence allocations. In partic-

ular Hτ→K contain |Cτ | · 2|K | different CAFs (and, respectively, Θτ→K contains |Cτ | · 2|K |
r-CAFs, one per each CAF). However, not all CAFs are equivalent or equally desired. For in-
stance, consider a competence assignment ητ→K of a team K = {a1, a2, a3} for a task τ that
requires Cτ = {c1, c2, c3, c4, c5, c6}; and that according to this competence assignment, agent a1
is responsible for every required competence, i.e., ητ→K (a1) = Cτ , and agents a2 and a3 are re-
sponsible for no required competencies, i.e., ητ→K (a2) = ητ→K (a3) = ∅. This particular CAF
is unfair by charging agent a1with covering all six required competencies, while agents a2 and a3
have no responsibilities. On the contrary, a different competence assignment η̃τ→K according
to which agent a1 is responsible for competencies c5 and c6 ,i.e., η̃τ→K (a1) = {c5, c6}, agent a2
is responsible for competencies c1 and c4 ,i.e., η̃τ→K (a2) = {c1, c4}, and agent a3 is responsible
for competencies c2 and c3 ,i.e., η̃τ→K (a3) = {c2, c3}, is more fair as η̃τ→K shares responsibil-
ities among team members evenly. Hence, we adopt the concept of fair competence allocation
function (FCAF), enriching the inclusive competence assignment discussed in [Andrejczuk, 2018].
Formally, we define an FCAF as:

Definition 9 (Fair Competence Assignment Function (FCAF)). Let be a subset of agentsK ⊆
A and some task τ ∈ T . A competence assignment function ητ→K is a fair competence assign-
ment function (FCAF) if for every a ∈ K it holds that:

1 ≤ |ητ→K | ≤
⌈
|Cτ |
|K |

⌉
.

Weconsider fairness in termsof the amountof responsibilities assigned to each agent. Specif-
ically, an FCAF determines the minimum and the maximum amount of an agent’s responsi-
bilities. Each agent must be included by being in charge of at least one competence. At the
same time, each agent is responsible for, at most, as many competencies as if competencies were
evenly assigned across all team members. The lower bound on the number of competencies
to be assigned to each teammember—also present in the definition of inclusive assignments—
guarantees that every teammember actively participates towards fulfilling the task. On the other
hand, by introducing this particular upper bound, we avoid overloading some agents with ex-
cessive responsibilities while guaranteeing that all required competencies can be assigned to at
least one agent.

Now, we can formally define a human team:

Definition 10 (Human Team). Given a set of agents A and a set of tasks T , a human team
is defined as 〈K, τ, ητ→K 〉 where K ⊆ A, τ ∈ T , and ητ→K is a fair competence assignment
function.
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3.4 Evaluating a Human Team

In this section, we discuss how to evaluate a single team. We go through the features used to de-
scribe a human agent as discussed in Section 3.1, andwe put forwardmetrics that evaluate a team
across each feature. In this work, we remind the reader that the features that describe an agent
are competencies, personality and gender, preferences over tasks and preferences over teammates.
As such, we evaluate a team across the following four dimensions:

1. competence affinity: describes the competency of a team for tackling the assigned task;

2. personality diversity& gender balance: describes the compatibility of the teammembers
in terms of personality traits and gender balance;

3. motivation: describes themotivation of a team forworking on the assigned task captured
by individuals’ preferences over tasks;

4. social cohesion: describes the teammembers’ cohesiveness in terms of social relations cap-
tured by individuals’ preferences over teammates.

3.4.1 Competence Affinity

Westartwith the feature of competencies. As discussed in Section 3.3, teammembers jointlywork
on some tasks by sharing responsibilities and coordinating their actions towards the common
goal. In terms of competency, how efficient a team is at tackling a specific task depends on
(a) the task’s required competencies and (b) the team’s offered competencies. A team’s offered
competencies refer to each team member’s competencies at their disposal according to their
competence profile (see Definition 1). In this section, we put forward the metric of competence
affinity. The competence affinity metric, given a teamK ⊆ A, a task τ ∈ T and a competence
assignment function ητ→K , evaluates:

1. each member for covering their assigned responsibilities; and

2. the overall covering of each required competence of the target task.

Before introducing our competence affinity metric, we must discuss competence models
[Deist andWinterton, 2005] and competence ontologies [Miranda et al., 2017].

Competence Models and Competence Ontology

To do a matching (or alignment) between a set of agents’ offered competencies and a task’s
required ones, it is essential to have in place a competence model. Competence or competency
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model refers to a framework that identifies and specifies the necessary competencies for indi-
viduals to efficiently/successfully carry out tasks defined in a domain at hand [Vazirani, 2010].
A competence model shall provide not only which competencies are needed in a domain, but
also how they are needed. As noted in the work of [Andrejczuk et al., 2019], regarding the
behavioural description of a competence model, one can discern two key models: the binary
model; and the graded model. In a binary competence model (also referred to as Boolean com-
petence model), a task requires some competence, and for an agent to handle this task it is suf-
ficient to determine whether the agent acquires the competence or not. That is, such models,
assume that a task that requires a single competence can be carried out equally well by two dif-
ferent agents who both acquire this competence; while two different agents who neither hold
this competence will perform the task equally badly.

However, as [Andrejczuk et al., 2019] points out, binary models are rather limiting, and
therefore scarcely realistic. In real life, it is rarely the case that a person just has or has not a
competence. Instead, people usually have a competence up to some degree or do not have the
competence at all. Such situations are captured via the graded competence models. That is, in a
graded competence model a task requires some competence at a degree or grade; and, similarly,
an agent acquires some competence up to a degree or grade. In this work, we consider graded
competence models; remember that each required competence is required at some expertise
level (see Definition 6), and each agent acquires a competence at some expertise level (see Defi-
nition 1). Moving a step further, one can notice that even though the graded competencemodel
is more realistic compared to the binary one, the model is yet limiting. In particular, both the
binary and the graded competence models assume that an agent can adequately handle a task
if and only if the agent acquires the exact competencies required by the task (and meet the re-
quired levels in the case of the graded model). In other words, an agent would be considered
inadequate for a task if they did not acquire some competence exactly as required by the task.
Such a restriction may become extremely hard to be met, especially in multidisciplinary envi-
ronments. For example, graduate students are equipped with competencies defined within the
educational domain, while job positions require competencies defined in the industry domain;
yet the students are suitable for the jobmarket since they hold similar competencies to the ones
required by the available jobs. As such below we propose the use of a structure that captures
semantic similarities between different but essentially similar competencies, a concept that has
been neglected so far.

Every two competencies c, c′ in the collection of competencies C are distinctively different,
however, they might share some semantic similarities. For instance, the competence of “manag-
ing information” (let it be competence c) is different to the “processing information” one (let it
be competence c′), however, they share some essential similarities. That is, the former compe-
tence refers to the ability to store, organise and retrieve information in a manual or digitalised
way, while the latter refers to the ability to insert, record, and update data using electronic or
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Skills & competencies

Communication skills &
competencies

Information skills &
competencies

Processing
Information

Documenting &
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Information
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Information
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Risk
Analysis &
Management

· · ·
Present

Information

Figure 3.3: Example of graph-structured competence ontology (instance from ESCO).

manual systems.4 Even though the competencies are different, it is natural to assume that an
agent acquiring competence c would be somewhat adequate for handling competence c′, and
vice versa. As such, one could represent the two competencies in a graph structure where c and
c′ are nodes both semantically connected to a common ancestor which could be called “infor-
mation skills and competencies”. Figure 3.3 illustrates an example of such a graph structure.
In this structure, nodes correspond to competencies and edges indicate intimate semantic rela-
tions between the nodes. Notice that the graph structure in Figure 3.3 contains directed edges.
The direction of the edges indicates specialization or refinement; i.e., parent-nodes correspond
to broader concepts while child-nodes correspond to narrower concepts. We refer to directed
(acyclic) graph structures, similar to the one described above, as competence ontologies or tax-
onomies—in this work we adopt the term ontology. Notably, many countries are putting for-
ward such structures in order to create a map of competencies across the different domains;
with the primary goal to bridge the gap between the domain of education and the domain of
industry. Indicatively, one can consider the existing ontologies listed below (we refer to [Popov
et al., 2022] for further details on the existing competence ontologies):

4Example of competencies described in ESCO.
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• O*Net5 is a competence ontology containing skills, abilities, work activities, training and
job characteristics for occupations relative to the labour market of the United States.
O*Net describes the competencies for almost 1,000 jobs in the US.

• ESCO6 is the European ontology of Skills, Competencies and Occupations, which de-
scribes the relations among skills definedwith theEU labourmarket and education. ESCO
contains 13,890 skills, providing high granularity, and is available in 28 Languages.

• Nesta7 provides a multi-level hierarchy of more than 10,500 competencies that were ex-
tracted from job advertisements in the United Kingdom. Nesta, like ESCO, is a compe-
tence ontology of high granularity.

• SFIA8 is a competence framework which maps skills and competencies required for dig-
ital occupations. SFIA lists skills required by Information & Communication Technol-
ogy (ICT) roles defined by several organisations around the globe, such as the USA Na-
tional Initiative for Cybersecurity Education (NICE), the Australian Public Service, the
Ministry of ICT of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, etc.

Now given a competence ontology, the semantic similarity between two competencies can
be quantified due to the graph structure of the ontology. That is, given a competence ontology
represented as a graph, we can measure how semantically similar are two different competen-
cies based on their position of the competencies in the graph. As we mentioned the nodes in
an ontology-graph correspond to competencies; while a directed edge between two nodes, con-
nects a broader concept with a relevant concept which is more specialised, i.e., with a more
refined version of the broader concept. As such, the deeper in the ontology a competence is
positioned, the more specialised concept it represents. Accordingly, when a competence lies in
a higher position, then it corresponds to broader andmore abstract concepts—compared to the
competencies that exist deeper in the ontology. Competencies in leaf nodes, i.e., in nodes that
have only incoming edges and no outgoing ones, are competencies that cannot be further spe-
cialised in the ontology at hand. On the other hand, competencies in nodes that contain solely
outgoing edges (root nodes) correspond to competencies that cannot be further abstracted. In
other words, the depth in which a competence lies within an ontology indicates the “abstract-
ness” or “the specialisation” of the competence.

Therefore the semantic similarity between two competencies c and c′ depends on the posi-
tion of the competencies in the ontology. Here, we build on the similarity metric introduced

5https://www.onetonline.org/
6https://esco.ec.europa.eu/en
7https://data-viz.nesta.org.uk/
8https://sfia-online.org/
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in [Li et al., 2003] for computing semantic similarities between words in an ISA lexical hierar-
chical structure, and we adjust this metric for computing semantic similarities between com-
petencies within a competence ontology. As such, given a competence ontology over a set of
competencies C, we define a semantic similarity function sim : C × C → [0, 1] that maps each
pair of competencies c, c′ ∈ C with a real number in the range [0, 1]. For computing the simi-
larity of two competencies c, c′ ∈ C we consider (i) the shortest path between c and c′ (ignoring
the direction of the edges in the graph), and (ii) the competencies’ deepest common ancestor,
i.e., the deepest competence subsuming both c and c′. Let l denote the shortest path between c
and c′, and h denote the depth of the deepest common ancestor of c and c′. Hence we compute
the similarity between two competencies c, c′ ∈ C as:

sim(c, c′) = e−λ·l · e
κ·h − e−κ·h
eκ·h + e−κ·h

(3.1)

where λ, κ are parameters used to regulate the influence of l and h on the similarity metric, re-
spectively. According to Eq (3.1), the closest the competencies are (i.e., the lower the value that
l has) the greater the similarity between the competencies is, and the deeper the common an-
cestor is (i.e., the higher the value that h has) the greater the similarity is. The shortest path
captures that two competencies positioned in close proximity in the ontology shall be more
similar than two competencies positioned in farther proximity; that is, a pair of competencies
〈c1, c2〉 with shortest path l is more semantically similar than another pair 〈c3, c4〉 with shortest
path l′ > l. For example, considering the ontology in Figure 3.1, competence “Risk Analysis &
Management” is more similar to competence “Analysing Business Operations” with shortest
path l = 2, compared to competence “Entering & Transforming Information” with shortest
path l = 4. Considering regulating parameters λ = 1 and κ = 100we have:9

sim(“Risk Analysis &Management”, “Analysing Business Operations”) = eλ·2
eκ ·3 − e−κ ·3
eκ ·3 + e−κ ·3 ' 0.18

sim(“Risk Analysis &Management”, “Entering & Transforming Information”) = eλ·4
eκ ·2 − e−κ ·2
eκ ·2 + e−κ ·2 ' 0.0003

Intuitively, an ontology shall structure the competencies based on conceptual characteristics—
or on empirical observations such as how often one competence has substituted another one—
hence the competencies that are conceptually close, shall be also positioned in close proximity
in the ontology and vice versa. The deepest common ancestor captures the level of “abstract-
ness” of the competence that connects the two competencies of interest. Intuitively, compe-
tencies in close proximity that lie deeper within the ontology shall exhibit a greater degree of
semantic similarity than competencies (in similar proximity) that lie in less depth with the on-
tology; since the competencies in the former case are more specialised while in the latter case,

9We use here a large value for the parameter κ to “smather” the effect of the deepest common ancestor in the
metric.
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the competencies are more abstract. For example, the similarity between competencies “Risk
Analysis&Management” and “AnalysingBusinessOperations” shall be greater than the similar-
ity between “Communication skills & competencies” and “Information skills & competencies”
although the shortest path in both cases has the same length since in the latter case, we have
two broad competencies that are node-parents to a large number of more refined competencies
while in the former case, the competencies are already refined enough. Considering regulating
parameters λ = 0.3 and κ = 0.4we have:

sim(“Risk Analysis &Management”, “Analysing Business Operations”) = eλ·2
eκ ·3 − e−κ ·3
eκ ·3 + e−κ ·3 ' 0.457

sim(“Risk Analysis &Management”, “Entering & Transforming Information”) = eλ·4
eκ ·2 − e−κ ·2
eκ ·2 + e−κ ·2 ' 0.364

As such, the semantic similarity function in Eq (3.1) offers the two desired properties we dis-
cussed above, and allows these two properties to be regulated to increase / decrease the influence
of each property in the similarity. However, the function in Eq (3.1) exhibit some undesirable,
obscure behaviour. Specifically, as [Osman et al., 2014] points out, a similarity function should
range in [0, 1], with values close to 0 indicating that the entities in comparison (here compe-
tencies) are not similar while values close to 1 indicating that the entities are very similar, and
ultimately entities exhibit similarity equal to 1 if and only if the entities are identical. However,
according to Eq (3.1) a similarity of value 1 between two competencies c and c′ can be achieved
when (a) the shortest path between c and c′ is minimum i.e., l = 0; and (b) the depth of the
deepest common ancestor tends to infinity, i.e., h → ∞. Notably, the similarity of a compe-
tence c to itself sim(c, c) at some depth h is lower than the similarity another competence c′ to
itself sim(c′, c′) at a deeper depth h′ > h, i.e., sim(c, c) < sim(c′, c′). In other words, the similar-
ity function in Eq (3.1) lacks the reflexive property of similarity, i.e., a competence is maximally
similar to itself regardless of its depth with the ontology. For this reason, we use a variation of
the metric proposed in [Li et al., 2003] so that we guarantee the reflexive property of similarity:

sim(c, c′) =
{
e−λ·l · eκ ·h−e−κ ·h

eκ ·h+e−κ ·h if l > 0

1 if l = 0
(3.2)

At this point, we would like to notice that this similarity metric we are using is highly sensi-
tive to the total depth of the ontology at hand. Hence, parameters λ and κ should be carefully
tuned to properly serve the ontology used. Notably, the lower the λ is, the more influential the
shortest path is, and the lower the κ is, the more influential the depth of the deepest common
ancestor is.
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Competence Coverage

To begin with, we remind the reader that each task τ ∈ T requires a set of competencies, de-
noted asCτ ; and each competence c ∈ Cτ is required at some expertise level, determined through
a level function lτ : Cτ → QLevel; and is relatively important for the task with some importance
weight, determined though a weight function wτ : Cτ → QImportance. Accordingly, each agent
a ∈ A acquires a set of competencies, denoted asCa; and they acquire each competence c ∈ Ca
at some expertise level, determined through a level function la : Ca → QLevel. Let us assume
that agent a ∈ A is assigned to work on task τ ∈ T ; and also let us assume, for now, that a
needs towork on τ on their own. Therefore, all the task’s required competencies shall be covered
by this agent; i.e., agent a will be responsible for each one of the required competence c ∈ Cτ .
In the case where a required competence c ∈ Cτ is one of the competencies which the agent
acquires, then the agent can cover this competence with a level of:

cvg(c, a) = la(c)

Nonetheless, it is a rather strong assumption that an agent is equipped with each and every one
of the required competencies. That is, it is unrealistic to believe that each required competence
in Cτ is one of the agent’s acquired competencies in Ca, i.e., we cannot guarantee that it always
holds that Cτ ⊆ Ca. Instead, considering the discussion in the previous section, for each re-
quired competence c ∈ Cτ there is some of the agent’s acquired competence c′ ∈ Ca that it is
maximally similar to c. As such, in this case we say that a can cover a competence c ∈ Cτ with a
level of:

cvg(c, a) = max
c′∈Ca

(
la(c′) · sim(c, c′)

)
Thus, having in mind that an agent amight acquire or not a given competence c, we compute
the competence coverage of the competence by the agent as:

cvg(c, a) =
{
la(c) if c ∈ Ca
maxc′∈Ca

(
la(c′) · sim(c, c′)

)
otherwise

(3.3)

Therefore, given a task τ ∈ T and a single agenta ∈ A, we say that the agentwith their acquired
competencies can cover the required by the task ones as:

cvg(τ, a) =
∏
c∈Cτ

cvg(c, a) (3.4)

In Eq 3.4, we use the product over the competence coverage of the agent across all the required
competencies. In this way, the coverage of each competence is equally contributing to the de-
termination of the coverage of the task by the agent.
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Team’s Competence Affinity

Moving now from a single agent to a team of agents, we need a different way to dignify the
contribution of each team member to the teamwork, and the overall competency of the team
as a whole for the assigned task. As highlighted in [Kurtan et al., 2020], an ideal team is not just
a group of ideal agents. In other words, the competency of a single agent to tackle a task does
not reflect the competency of that agent to tackle the task when the agent is part of the team.
Instead, team members share responsibilities; therefore the competency of an agent for a task
depends on the competency of the agent to cover their assigned responsibilities. As such, here
we define a team’s competence affinity for tackling the assigned task. Our competence affinity
metric takes into consideration:

1. the agents’ competence profile;

2. the agents’ assigned competencies according to a competence assignment function ητ→K ;
and

3. the relevant importance of each competence.

Moreover, we define the competence affinity metric so that it satisfies the following three re-
quirements:

1. the higher the coverage of an assigned competence, the higher the competence affinity;

2. the lower the importance of an assigned competence, the higher the competence affinity;
and

3. the competence affinity is at most equal to the coverage of any assigned competence with
maximal importance.

Highly covered competencies should naturally be reflected in the overall competence affinity
by high contribution. On the other hand, competencies which are covered poorly should con-
tribute accordingly to their importance. That is, as some competencies aremore important than
others, intuitively a prioritisation is in place targeting to achieve higher coverage in themost crit-
ical competencies. Conversely, achieving lower coverage in less important competencies should
not significantly impact the overall competence affinity.

As we mentioned before, a team’s competency depends on the contribution of the team
members to their assigned task, i.e., how well each team member can cover the responsibilities
assigned to them according to the competence assignment function at hand. Thus, given a team
K ⊆ A, its assigned task τ ∈ T and a competence assignment function η→, we first define an
agent’s competence affinity, as:
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Definition 11 (Agent’s Competence Affinity). Given an agent a ∈ A, a task τ ∈ T , and a
competence assignment function ητ→K , the competence affinity of a to τ is:

aff (a, τ, ητ→K ) =
∏

c∈ητ→K (a)
max

{
(1 − wτ (c)), cvg(c, a)

}
(3.5)

Therefore, the overall team’s competence affinity is computed as the product of each agent’s
competence affinity. The product assigns a larger value to teams where all agents equally con-
tribute to their assigned task, rather than to teams with unbalanced contributions.10

Definition 12 (Team’s Competence Affinity). Given a team of agentsK ⊆ A, its assigned task
τ ∈ T , and a competence assignment function ητ→K , the competence affinity ofK to τ is:

aff (K, τ, ητ→K ) =
∏
a∈K

aff (a, τ, ητ→K ) (3.6)

Observe that the competence affinity of a team to its assigned task depends on the com-
petence assignment function. In other words, for a given set of agents K and a given task τ,
different competence assignment functions result in different competence affinities. Finding
the competence assignment function that yields the highest competence affinity is actually an
optimisation problem. As such, in order to compute the team’s competence affinity, we should
consider the optimal competence assignment given by:

η∗τ→K = argmax
Hτ→K

aff (K, τ, η) (3.7)

whereHτ→K denotes the family of all CAFs for task τ and teamK . Therefore, considering also
fair competence assignments, we need to solve the following optimisation problem: let us us a
binary decision variable xca for each agent a ∈ K and each requires competence c ∈ Cτ which
indicates that competence c is assigned to agent a. Then the non-linear optimisation problem
to solve is:

max
ητ→K∈Hτ→K

(
aff (K, τ, ητ→K )

)xca = max
ητ→K∈Hτ→K

©«
∏
a∈K

∏
c∈ητ→K (a)

cvg(a, c)ª®¬
xca

(3.8)

subject to ∑
a∈K

xca ≥ 1 ∀ c ∈ Cτ (3.8a)

1 ≤
∑
c∈Cτ

xca ≤
⌈
|Cτ |
|K |

⌉
∀ a ∈ K (3.8b)

10Remember that the product promotes distributing evenly the agents’ contributions.
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The above optimisation problem can be easily solved using an out-of-the-self optimiser with
the means of linear programming. Specifically, we can solve an equivalent linear optimisation
problem:

max
ητ→K∈Hτ→K

∑
a∈K

∑
c∈ητ→K (a)

xca · log
(
1 + cvg(c, a)

)
(3.9)

subject to Eq (3.8a) and Eq (3.8b).
Note that the Eq (3.9) is an equivalent optimisation problemwith Eq (3.8). That is, without

affecting themonotonicity of the function (i)weuse the log(·) to convert the double product to
double sum, and the powered factor into a product; and (ii)we change the function’s domain to
avoid log(0). Solving this problem optimally is rather inexpensive, considering that, in practice,
for a task τ both team size sτ and the number of required competencies |Cτ | are relatively small:
usually, team size range in [2, 5], while the required competencies are usually less than 10.

3.4.2 Personality Diversity & Gender Balance

The second feature across which we want to evaluate a team is that of personality and gender.
According toDefinition2, an agent’s personalityprofile is describedby aquartet 〈SN, TF, EI, JP〉
that positions the agents in a four-dimensional personality space, as shown in Figure 3.1.

[Wilde, 2009] conducted a series of experiments to study student teams and reach some
valuable conclusions regarding the combinations of personality types that compose efficient
teams. [Andrejczuk, 2018, Andrejczuk et al., 2019] introduced a novel metric to measure con-
geniality of a team based on Wilde’s findings. Specifically, the congeniality metric proposed
in [Andrejczuk, 2018] follows four base rules for composing a team:

1. The teammembers should be as diverse as possible across the Sensing-Intuition (SN) and
Thinking-Feeling (TF) dimensions.

2. There should be at least onemember that inclines towards the extrovert (E), the thinking
(T) and the judging (J) extreme at the same time.

3. There should be at least one introvert (I) member.

4. There should be gender balance within the team.

[Andrejczuk, 2018] used a numerical representation of personality, considering a four-element
vector where each element corresponds to one of the personality dimensions and ranges from
−1 to 1, indicating the two extremes of the dimension. For example, such a vector is p =
[sn, tf, ei, jp]> where the first element sn represents the Sensing-Intuition dimension and when
sn = −1 the individual stands in the sensing extreme, when sn = 1 the individual stands in
the intuition extreme, and when −1 < sn < 1 the individual stands somewhere in-between.
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As such, the personality profile of an agent according to Definition 2 shall be Ppersonality
a =

〈SNa, TFa, EIa, JPa〉 = [SNa, TFa, EIa, JPa]> ∈ [−1, 1]4, i.e., each element inPpersonality is rep-
resented by a real number in the range [−1, 1]. Then [Andrejczuk et al., 2018] put forward the
congeniality metric as:

Definition 13 (Team’s Congeniality [Andrejczuk et al., 2018]). Given a team of agentsK ⊆ A,
the congeniality of the team is computed as:

cong(K) = σSN (K) · σTF (K) + max
a∈KETJ

(
max(c ·p, 0)

)
+max
a∈K

(
max(d ·p, 0)

)
+ e · sin

(
fem

|K | · π
)

where σSN (K) and σTF (K) stands for the standard deviation of the teammembers in the SN and
the TF dimensions, respectively;KETJ = {a ∈ K : TFa > 0, EIa > 0, JPa > 0} is the subset of the
agents inK that incline towards extrovert, thinking and judging extreme. c = [0, c, c, c] is a vector
of importance weights for the TF, EI and JP personality dimensions; d = [0, 0,−d, 0] is a vector of
importance weight for the EI dimension. Finally, fem is the number of agents of the female gender
in the teamK , and e weighs the influence of gender balance in the team’s congeniality.

Andrejczuk argues that parameters c and d shall be such to weight the personality dimen-
sions equally, and therefore the author opted that c = 0.19 and d ≤ 1. Moreover, in order to
allow the gender balance equally influence the team’s congeniality with the other elements, an
appropriate compromise is to use e = 0.1. Notably, Adrejczuk considers solely two genders,
i.e., an agent can be either male or female. However, people may identify themselves differently
as either male or female. Thus, we adjust the congeniality metric to consider more than two
genders. Specifically, we propose a metric to measure the diversity of a team regarding a feature
with categorical values. In our view, a diversity metric should satisfy the following properties:

1. diversity should be minimum when every team member holds the same value for the
feature; and

2. diversity should be maximum when the feature values’ within the team are distributed
similarly to the feature values’ within the total population.

Thus, we put forward a definition of the diversity of a team with respect to some feature with
categorical values that satisfy the two properties mentioned above:

Definition 14 (Team’s Diversity). Given a set of agents A, a team of agents K ⊆ A and a
feature f with categorical values, we compute the diversity ofK as:

diversityf (K) =
©«
∏
v∈V

exp
©«−

��� nv|K | − fv���
1 − nv

|K | + ε
ª®®¬
ª®®¬

1
|V |

(3.10)
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whereV = {v1, v2, · · · , vk} is a set of categorical values for feature f ; nv stands for the number of
agents in team K that has value v, fv is the frequency with which we can find value v in the total
populationA, and ε is a small positive number.

Now considering the feature of gender, let f be a frequency distribution of genders on the
total agents’ populationA. For example, if agents identify themselves in 3 genders Vgender =
{Male, Female, Non−Binary} and40%of the agents aremale, 40% are female and20% are non-
binary,then the frequency distribution would be fMale = 0.4, fFemale = 0.4 and fNon−Binary =
0.2. Then, the diversity of a teamK concerning the gender feature is given by:

diversitygender (K) =
©«

∏
gn∈Vgender

exp
©«−

��� ngn|K | − fgn���
1 − ngn

|K | + ε
ª®®¬
ª®®¬

1
|Vgender |

(3.11)

Therefore, we adjust the congeniality metric proposed in [Andrejczuk, 2018] in order to
consider more than two genders:

Definition 15 (Team’s Congeniality). Given a team of agentsK ⊆ A, the congeniality ofK is:

cong(K) = σSN (K)·σTF (K)+ max
a∈KETJ

(
max(c·p, 0)

)
+max
a∈K

(
max(d·p, 0)

)
+e·diversitygender (K)

where σSN (K) and σTF (K) stands for the standard deviation of the teammembers in the SN and
the TF dimensions, respectively; KETJ = {a ∈ K : TFa > 0, EIa > 0, JPa > 0} is the subset of
the agents in K that incline towards extrovert, thinking and judging extreme. c = [0, c, c, c] is a
vector of importance weights for the TF, EI and JP personality dimensions; d = [0, 0,−d, 0] is a
vector of importance weights for the EI dimension; and e weighs the influence of gender diversity
in the team’s congeniality.

3.4.3 Motivation

The next metric we introduce is related to agents’ motivation. Specifically, we consider the
agents’ preferences over tasks to measure the agents’ satisfaction with their assigned tasks. How
motivated a team is to work on their assigned task depends on howmuch each teammember is
willing to work on this task. Thus, here we put forward themotivationmetric; which, given a
teamK ⊆ A and its assinged task τ ∈ T , it evaluates:

1. the satisfaction of each teammember; and

2. the overallmotivation of the team.
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To begin with, according to Definition 3, each agent has a task preference profile, which
corresponds to an ordering of the tasks per agent. That is, for an agent a ∈ A and any two
tasks τ, τ′ ∈ T it holds that:

τ ≿Ta τ′⇔ a prefers working on τ as least as much as working on τ′

The satisfaction of an agent a ∈ A towards task τ ∈ T depends on the position of τ on a’s
preference ordering. Thus, we define the agent’s satisfaction 11 as:

Definition 16 (Agent’s Satisfaction). Given an agent a ∈ A and a task τ ∈ T , a’ satisfaction
for working on τ is computed as:

sat(a, τ) =
|T | − pos(≿Ta , τ) + 1

|T | (3.12)

where |T | = m is the number of tasks inT , and pos(≿Ta , τ) stands for the position of task τ in the
preference ordering ≿Ta .

When pos(≿Ta , τ) is equal to 1, then τ is themost preferred task for agent a; while when pos(≿Ta
, τ) is equal tom, then the τ is the least preferred task for agent a. When an agent a is indifferent
between two different tasks τ, τ′ ∈ T , denoted as τ ∼Ta τ′, we assume that tasks τ and τ′ are in
the same position in the preference over tasks, i.e., pos(≿Ta , τ) = pos(≿Ta , τ′).

We want to highlight that we can “extract” the agents’ preference profile by explicitly defin-
ing the sat(·) function. That is, each agent a ∈ A dignifies a function λTa : T → [0, 1], and
for which it holds that task τ ∈ T is at least preferred as τ′ ∈ T if and only if the value of τ
according to λTa is greater or equal to the value of τ′, i.e.,:

τ ≿Ta τ′⇔ λTa (τ) ≥ λTa (τ′)
Such a function can be easily obtained by asking each agent to rate each task in a five-Likert
Scale, with 1 indicating the least preferred tasks and 5 indicating the most preferred tasks. In
such a case, we have that the agent’s satisfaction corresponds to the following:

sat(a, τ) = λTa (τ) =
a’s rating for τ

5
(3.13)

Now, the motivation of a team depends on its members’ satisfaction. The more satisfied
each member is with the assigned task, the more motivated they are to work on it, and, impor-
tantly, the more likely they are to inspire non-motivated team members. In other words, more
motivated members of a team are identified as “leaders” (see Proposition 8 in
[Ellemers et al., 2004]), and leaders tend to positively motivate their “followers” (see Propo-
sition 9 in [Ellemers et al., 2004]).

11Note that by agent satisfaction, we refer to satisfying and respecting the agent’s preferences. This is not to be
confused with the term “job satisfaction” [Tietjen andMyers, 1998] in Motivational Psychology.
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Thus, ourmotivationmetric shall satisfy the following properties:

1. motivation is maximum when all team members announce the task as their most pre-
ferred one;

2. motivation is minimum when all team members announce the task as their most pre-
ferred one;

3. the more team members who are maximally satisfied with the task, the more motivated
the team is; and

4. themore teammembers who are minimally satisfied with the task, the less motivated the
team is.

With the above in mind, we compute a team’s motivation for working on its assigned task
as the geometric mean of the teammembers’ satisfaction. Formally:

Definition 17 (Team’sMotivation). Givena teamof agentsK ⊆ Aand its assigned task τ ∈ T ,
the motivation ofK for working on τ is:

mot(K, τ) =
(∏
a∈K

sat(a, τ)
) 1
|K |

(3.14)

We opted for the geometric mean because it is immune to the team’s size and fluctuations.

3.4.4 Social Cohesion

Lastly, we introduce a metric related to the agents’ acceptance for and being accepted by their
team. More precisely, in this section, we introduce a variation of the group efficiency metric
proposed in [Ballesteros-Perez et al., 2012]. We consider the agents’ preferences over potential
teammates to measure the team’s acceptance by each member. Thus, we put forward a social
cohesionmetric, which given a teamK ⊆ A, evaluates:

1. the fondness of each member for the rest of the team; and

2. the overall social cohesion of the team.

According toDefinition4, each agent has a teammatepreferenceprofile,which corresponds
to an ordering of all agents. That is, for an agent a ∈ A and any other two agents b, c ∈ A it
holds that:

b ≿Aa c⇔ a prefers working with b as least as much as working with c
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The fondness of an agent a ∈ A towards another agent b ∈ A depends on the position of b in
a’ preference ordering over teammates. Thus we define the agent’s teammate fondness as:

Definition 18 (Agent’sTeammate Fondness). Givenanagenta ∈ Aandanother agent b ∈ A,
a’s fondness for working with b is computed as:

fond(a, b) =
|A| − pos(≿Aa , b) + 1

|A| (3.15)

where |A| = n is the number of agents inA, and pos(≿Aa , b) stands for the position of agent b
in the preference ordering ≿Aa .

Again, when pos(≿Aa , b) is equal to 1, then agent b is themost preferred teammate for agent
a, while when pos(≿Aa , b) is equal to 0, then agent b is the least preferred teammate for agent a.
When agent a is indifferent between two different teammates b, c ∈ A, is denoted with b ∼Aa c,
andwe assume that agents b and c are in the same position in the preference over teammates, i.e.,
pos(≿Aa , b) = pos(≿Aa , c). Notice that for the sake of completeness, we consider a preference
relation over all agents inA, including a themselves. That is, including a in the ordering of ≿a
A for every a ∈ A, we are able to compare two preferences of two different agents if necessary.
However, since any agent a cannot avoid being in a team with themselves, we assume that for
any a ∈ A it stands pos(≿Aa , a) = 1, i.e., a is among the most preferred teammates for a.

Similarly to the task preference profile, we can extract the agents’ teammate preference pro-
file by explicitly defining the fond(·) function. That is, each agent a ∈ A dignifies a function
λAa : A → [0, 1], and for which it hold that agent b ∈ A is at least preferred as c ∈ A if and
only id the value of b according to λAa is greater or equal to the value of c, i.e.,:

b ≿Aa c⇔ λAa (b) ≥ λAa (c)

Such a function can be easily obtained by asking each agent to rate each task on a five-Likert
Scale, with 1 indicating the least preferred teammate and 5 indicating the most preferred team-
mate. In such a case, we have that the agent’s fondness for a teammate corresponds to the fol-
lowing:

fond(a, b) = λAa (b) =
a’s rating for b

5
(3.16)

Now, give a teamK ⊆ Awho is working on a task τ, we define an agent’s a ∈ K fondness
for the teamK as:
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Definition 19 (Agent’s Team Fondness). Given a team of agents K ⊆ A, the fondness of any
agent a ∈ K for the teamK is computed as:

fond(a, K) =
∑
b∈K

fond(a, b)
|K | (3.17)

where |K | is the team size.

soc(K) =
(∏
a∈K

fond(a, K)
) 1
|K |

(3.18)

The social cohesion of a team depends on its members’ fondness for the team. The more
mutually accepted the team is by each member, the more socially coherent the team is. In
other words, teams with reciprocated accepted members tend to stick together [Harwood and
Thrower, 2020].

Thus, our social cohesionmetric shall satisfy the following properties:

1. social cohesion is maximumwhen all teammembers maximally fond their team, and

2. Social cohesion is minimumwhen all teammembers minimally fond their team.

Therefore, we compute a team’s social cohesion as the geometric mean of the members’
fondness for the team. Formally:

Definition 20 (Team’s Social Cohesion). Given a team of agentsK ⊆ Aworking on some task
τ ∈ T , the social cohesion ofK is:

soc(K, τ) =
(∏
a∈K

fond(a, K)
) 1
|K |

=

(∏
a∈K

∑
b∈K

fond(a, b)
|K |

) 1
|K |

(3.19)

We opted for the geometric mean because it is immune to the team’s size and fluctuations.

3.4.5 Collegiality

In the previous sections, we discussed how to evaluate a single team of agents across the four fea-
tures of interest: competencies, personality and gender, preferences over tasks, and preferences
over potential teammates. For this purpose, we introduced three novel metrics and adjusted an
existing one. However, as we have discussed so far, a team’s performance when they carry out
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Figure 3.4: Team’s Collegiality

some task and how effective the team is depends on all four features. Here, we introduce the col-
legial value of a team that balances the influence of each one of the metrics competence affinity,
congeniality, motivation, and social cohesion to the teamwork. Formally, we define collegiality
as:

Definition 21 (Team’sCollegiality). Given a team of a gentsK ⊆ Awhoworks on a task τ ∈ T
the collegiality ofK is computed as:

collegiality(K, τ) = α · aff (K, τ, η∗τ→K ) + β · cong(K) + γ ·mot(K, τ) + δ · soc(K) (3.20)

where α, β, γ and δ are positive real numbers used to regulate the influence of competence affinity,
congeniality, motivation, and social cohesion on the collegial value, respectively.
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3.5 Summary

This chapter explored the essential components for forming human teams associatedwith some
task. We began by discussing the fundamental features that describe a human agent. These fea-
tures include competencies, knowledge, and skills that allow individuals to complete tasks on
their own or as part of a team. We then turned our attention to personality, which is an en-
during characteristic that drives people’s behaviour and adjustment to life in general. Humans
have a unique personality that influences how they react to situations and interact with others.
Additionally, we discussed how gender could impact an individual’s behaviour as it is linked
to personality traits. Next, we examined how human agents prioritise different options and ex-
press their preferences. We learned that people’s preferences could affect their motivation and
willingness to accept an option. In a team formation scenario, agents express their preferences
for the different tasks and teammates to work with. Understanding these preferences can help
form effective teams that can efficiently tackle their assigned tasks. Having specified the above
features, we formally defined human agents as a combination of these features.

In addition, we talked about tasks and how to describe them formally. A task is simply an
activity someone needs to do to achieve a goal. However, to successfully complete a task, the
agent(s) must have the necessary skills and knowledge, i.e., the necessary competencies. Other-
wise, failure is expected. Furthermore, we discussed that the difficulty of a task and the amount
of work involved determine the ideal team size needed to complete it. So, we formally describe
a task through its competencies and team size requirements. Next, we described a human team
that associates a set of humans with a task by fully determining the responsibilities of each team
member in order to complete the task. In particular, we discussed competence assignments, func-
tions responsible for distributing duties among the teammembers.

Finally, we elaborated on how to evaluate a team, i.e., how suitable or efficient is a set of
agents for working on a task. Specifically, we introduced three novel evaluationmetrics (compe-
tence affinity, motivation, and social cohesion), we enriched an existing one (diversity), and we
put forward collegiality to evaluate a team combining all fourmetricsmentioned above. Compe-
tence affinity evaluates how competent is a set of agents for the assigned tasks; diversity evaluates
how diverse in personality and gender is a set of agents;motivation evaluates howmotivated is a
set of agents to work on the assigned tasks, and social cohesion evaluates how accepted is an agent
by a set of agents and vice versa. Each of these metrics draws information from teammembers’
individual profiles and aggregates this information to the team level.

Notably, with the above metrics, we can not only evaluate a single team but also compare
different teams. In this chapter, we developed the tools that allow us to distinguish among
teams and ultimately decide which team is better (compared to others). With this in mind, the
following chapter introduces the team formation problemwe tackle in this thesis, where solving
the problem amounts to deciding which teams should be formed, i.e., which teams should be
selected frommany alternative solutions.
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The Non‐Overlapping Many Teams To Many
Tasks Allocation Problem

Many real-world problems require allocating teams of individuals to tasks. For instance, form-
ing teams of robots for search and rescue missions [Capezzuto et al., 2020], forming teams of
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) for surveillance [Ponda et al., 2015], building teams of peo-
ple to perform projects in a company [Ballesteros-Perez et al., 2012, da Silva andKrohling, 2018],
or grouping students to undertake school projects [Andrejczuk et al., 2019]. In this chapter, we
discuss the problem of forming multiple human teams, i.e., the problem of assigning different
tasks to different sets of agents. Specifically, we focus on problems where no overlaps are per-
mitted; that is, each agent can be part of at most one team, and each task can be assigned to at
most one set of agents. In other words, two teams share no common agents, and each team is
allocated to work on a different task.

As we have discussed in Chapters 1 and 2, the multi-agent systems (MAS) literature has
tackled the problem of allocating teams to tasks in several ways. The existing literature includes
research on how to form a single team and allocate it to a single task [Anagnostopoulos et al.,
2010, Lappas et al., 2009, Anagnostopoulos et al., 2012]; how to form a single team and match
it with multiple tasks [Crawford et al., 2016]; and how to formmultiple teams to solve the very
same task [Andrejczuk et al., 2019]. There is a handful of research works on forming multi-
ple teams to match with multiple tasks, either by allowing agent overlaps (agents participate in
multiple teams [Capezzuto et al., 2020]), and/or task overlaps (different teams jointly solve a
task [Bachrach et al., 2010]). However, the problem of distributing agents in non-overlapping
teams, each to solve a different task, has deserved little attention, with the exception of [Czat-
necki and Dutta, 2019, Präntare and Heintz, 2018, Czarnecki and Dutta, 2021]. This non-
overlapping many teams to many tasks (NOMTMT) allocation problem is the one we address
in this thesis.
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As such, in this chapter,wemakeheadway in theproblemof allocatingmanynon-overlapping
human teams tomany tasks through the following contributions. First, we provide the formali-
sation of the non-overlappingmany teams tomany tasks (NOMTMT) allocation problem, cast
it as an optimisation problem, and discuss the complexity of the problem. Then we obtain two
solutions of the problem:

1. an optimal solution, based on casting the problem as an integer linear program (ILP) that
we can solve with off-the-self optimisation libraries, and

2. an approximate solution, obtained with a novel anytime hueristic algorithm.

4.1 Formalising the Non‐Overlapping Many Teams To Many Tasks
Allocation Problem

The non-overlapping many teams to many tasks allocation problem amounts to picking a size-
compliant set of agents per task so that each agent belongs to at most one team. In the previous
chapter, we discussed how to evaluate the matching of a group of agents with a task. To begin
with, assume that we only have a single task at hand. Given a set of agentsA, the best team for
this task corresponds to the size-compliant subset of agents with the maximum collegial value
(Definition 21). That is, given a single task τ = 〈Cτ , lτ , wτ , sτ〉 (with T = {τ} and |T | = 1),
the best team to resolve τ corresponds to the subset of agents K∗ ⊆ A with |K∗ | = sτ and
collegiality(K∗, τ) is maximum, i.e.,

K∗ = argmax
K∈Kτ

collegiality(K, τ)

where Kτ = {K ⊆ A : |K | = sτ} is the set of all feasible candidate teams that can be matched
with task τ.

For a collection of tasks T , with |T | > 1, we must maximise the collegiality of all candidate
teams with the corresponding tasks, given that

• each agent can participate in at most one team,

• each team works on exacrtly one task (as in Definition 10), and

• each task can be assigned to at most one team.

First, we need to formally definewhat is a Feasible TeamAllocation Function (FTAF), and then
proceed on finding the optimum one, i.e., the one that maximises collegiality.
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Definition 22 (Feasible TeamAllocation Function (FTAF)). Given a set of tasksT , and a set of
agents A, a feasible team allocation function g is a function g : T → 2A such that:

1. every task τ ∈ T is allocated its requested number of agents so that |g(τ) | = sτ ; and

2. an agent can only be assigned to one team: for every pair of tasks τ, τ′ ∈ T , such that
τ ≠ τ′, it holds that g(τ) ∩ g(τ′) = ∅.

The family of all feasible team allocation functions is denoted byG.
At this point, wewant to highlight that the problemwe address here is a non-trivial generali-

sation of the problem tackled in [Andrejczuk, 2018, Andrejczuk et al., 2019]. Unlike us, in these
previous works, the authors consider a single task and cope with the problem of forming non-
overlapping teams that all tackle (independently) the very same task. As we have mentioned
earlier, in this thesis we illustrate the problem in the educational domain. For example, we con-
sider students teams carrying out homework or semester project and students being assigned to
internship programs as a team. Such team formation scenarios have in common thatwe seek for
balanced allocations. [Andrejczuk, 2018] points out that in such scenarios, we cannot afford to
have a single highly evaluated teamwhile the remaining teams are poorly evaluated. Instead, all
teams shall be equally good, i.e., all teams are more or less at the same level of collegiality. Be-
yond the educational domain, other team formation scenarios such as hackathons, volunteering
missions, or crowdsoucing and social impact events seek for balanced allocations, as well.

Therefore, to achievebalanced allocations, the optimumteamallocation function g∗ should
maximise the a-la-Nash product of collegiality of all teams since the product promotes fairness
and homogenity [Nash, 1950]. Now we formally define the non-overlapping many teams to
many tasks allocation problem as:

Definition 23 (Non-Overlapping Many Teams to Many Tasks (NOMTMT) Allocation Prob-
lem). Given a set of tasks T , and a set of agentsA, theNon-OverlappingMany Teams toMany
Tasks Allocation Problem is to find a team allocation function g∗ ∈ G thatmaximises the overall
team collegiality:

g∗ = argmax
g∈G

∏
τ∈T

collegiality
(
g(τ), τ

)
(4.1)

We remind the reader that in order to compute the collegiality of every team in g, we need
to compute the competence affinity, congeniality, motivation and social cohesion of each team,
as discussed in section 3.4.5. Notably, competence affinity requires computing the optimum
competence assignment as discussed in section 3.4.1. Thus, for each team allocation g, we need
to solve |T | optimisation problems (one per task) in order to determine |T | competence assign-
ment functions each of which is the best one for a pair 〈τ, g(τ)〉. The NOMTMT allocation
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problem is interrelated with the |T | optimisation problems. However, for a fixed team allo-
cation, the inner optimisation problems are independent of one another. In other words, al-
though picking the optimum team allocation g∗ depends on the collegial value of all teams and
computing the collegial value of each team amounts to computing the optimum competence
assignment, as soon as an allocation g is in place, computing the optimum competence assign-
ment for two different teams g(τ) and g(τ′) requires solving two independent optimisation
problems.

4.2 Complexity Analysis

This section aims to discuss the complexity and hardness results of the non-overlapping many
teams to many tasks allocation problem. Previously, we introduced the NOMTMT allocation
problem as an optimisation one. In this problem, we need to find the best allocation function g
thatmaps each task τ ∈ T with a size-compliant set of agents. In contrast, no agent participates
in more than one team, and each team is assigned a different task.

We begin by examining the vastness of the search space of the problem. This amounts to
quantifying the number of feasible teamallocation functions inG. For that, we start by splitting
the tasks inT into r ∈ N+ buckets of tasks, where the tasks in the same bucket share a common
requirement in team size. That is let b1, · · · , br ⊆ T denote the buckets, where bi ∩ bj =
∅, ∀i, j = 1, · · · , r and ⋃r

i=1 bi = T . Now, for each bucket bi with |bi | = ni (i.e., bucket bi
contains ni different tasks), it holds that sτ1 = sτ2 = · · · = sτni = si for all τ1, τ2, · · · , τni ∈ bi.
Moreover, for any two different buckets bi and bj it holds that si ≠ sj , where si and sj characterise
bi and bj respectively. For example, assume that we have 10 tasks T = {τ1, τ2·, τ10}, where
τ1, τ2, τ3 and τ4 require a team of size 3 (i.e., sτ1 = sτ2 = sτ3 = sτ4 = 3), τ5, τ6 and τ7 require a
team of size 4 (i.e., sτ5 = sτ6 = sτ7 = 4), and τ8, τ9 and τ10 require a team of size 5(i.e., sτ8 = sτ9 =
sτ10 = 5). In this case, we would have three buckets b1, b2 and b3, where b1 = {τ1, τ2, τ3, τ4}
with n1 = 4 and s1 = 3, b2 = {τ5, τ6, τ7} with n2 = 3 and s2 = 3, and b3 = {τ8, τ9, τ10} with
n3 = 3 and s3 = 5. Next, we will distinguish three cases when counting the number of feasible
teams inG. We assume that there are n agents inA, i.e., |A| = n.

Case I:
∑
τ∈T sτ =

∑r
i=1 si · |bi | = n, we have exactly as many agents as required by all tasks in

T . In this case, we seek for partition functions over T . According to Theorem 3.4.19
in [Maddox, 2002], the space ofG is

n!∏r
i=1(si!)bi

Case II:
∑
τ∈T sτ =

∑r
i=1 si · |bi | < n, we have more agents than the required ones by all tasks in

T . Following the Example 3.4.20 in [Maddox, 2002], we assume one more bucket br+1
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containing exactly one auxiliary program, which requires a team of size sr+1 =
∑r
i=1 si ·

|bi | − n. Now the number of different feasible team allocation functions is:

|G | = n!∏r
i=1(si!)bi ·

(
n −∑r

i=1 |bi | · si
)
!

Case III:
∑
τ∈T sτ =

∑r
i=1 si · |bi | > n, we have less agents than the required ones by all tasks in T .

In this case, first we need to introduce

cover(T ,A) =
{
T ′ ⊂ T :

∑
τ∈T ′

sτ ≤ n ∧ � τ′ ∈ T − T ′ : sτ ′ ≤ n −
∑
τ∈T ′

sτ

}
as the set that contains all the subsets of tasks T ′ ⊂ T such that pair 〈A,T ′〉 leads to
Case I or Case II, and by adding any τ ∉ T ′ in τ′ it will lead to Case III. The number of
feasible team assignment functions is:

|G | =
∑

T ′∈cover(T ,A)

n!∏r
i=1(si!)bi ·

(
n −∑r

i=1 |bi | · si
)
!

where variables r, b1, · · · , br and s1, · · · , sr changes according toT ′. The number of sub-
sets T ′ in cover(T ,A) depends on the total number of agents, and the team sizes re-
quired by the tasks in T .

Note that the number of feasible team allocation functions quickly grows with the number
of tasks and agents, hence leading to vast search spaces. Next, we show that the NOMTMT
allocation problem isNP-complete by reduction to a well-known problem.

Theorem 1. The Non-OverlappingMany Teams toMany Tasks (NOMTMT) allocation prob-
lem for more than one task isNP-complete.

Proof. We can decide whether a given solution is feasible in polynomial time (O(∑τ∈T sτ)). We
now show that the problem isNP-complete by using a reduction from Single Unit Auctions
with XOR Constraints and Free Disposals (referred to as BCAWDP with XOR Constraints)
which is shown to be NP-complete [Sandholm et al., 2002]. In the BCAWDP with XOR
Constraints, the auctioneer hasN items to sell, the bidders place their bids Bi = 〈bi, bi〉 with
bi a subset of items and bi the price. Between two bids there can exist an XOR constraint–
not necessarily to every pair of bids. The auctioneer allows free disposals, i.e., items can remain
unsold.

Given an instance of BCAWDP with XOR Constraints, we construct an instance of the
NOMTMT allocation problem as follows: “For each item i we create an agent ai. For each
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Figure 4.1: Task allocation for human teams.

task τj of size sτj we create
( n
sτj

)
different bids Bjk = 〈bjk, bjk〉, where n is the number of items,

|bjk | = sτi , and bjk = collegialbjk, τj . All bids created for task τj are XOR-constrained bids.
Moreover, each pair of bids Bj,k, Bq,l such that bjk ∩ bql ≠ ∅ are also XOR-constrained.” Now,
the non-overlappingmany teams tomany tasks allocation problem has a feasible solution if and
only if BCAWDPwith XOR constraints has a solution. □

4.3 Solving the NOMTMT Allocation Problem

The non-overlapping allocation problem is anNP-complete problem with a vast search space,
as discussed in the above section. As such, solving the problem by hand can be very hard and
time-consuming, especially as the number of agents, tasks, and required team sizes increase. In
this section, we put forward two solvers for the NOMTMT allocation problem:

1. an optimal solver employing integer linear programing (ILP), and

2. an anytime heuristic solver, especially devised for the problem.

4.3.1 Optimal solver

We start with the optimal solver. We can optimally solve theNOMTMTallocation problem by
encoding the problem as an integer linear program. Given a set of agentsA and a set of tasks
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T , for each task τ ∈ T we denote with Kτ = {K ⊆ A : |K | = sτ} all the size-compliant teams
for task τ, i.e., all the subset of agents that meet task’s τ team size requirement. For each task
τ and each size-compliant subset of agents K ∈ Kτ , we use a binary decision variable xKτ . We
interpret a decision variable xKτ being equal to 1 as “agents in K form a team for task τ”; while
a decision variable xKτ being equal to 0 corresponds to “agents inK do not form a team for task
τ”. Moreover, let function membership : 2A ×A → {0, 1} indicate whether an agent is a
member in a subset of agents, i.e.,

membership(K, a) =
{
1 if a ∈ K,
0 otherwise

.

Then, in order to solve a NOMTMT allocation problem, we need to solve the following non-
linear program:

max
∏
τ∈T

∏
K∈Kτ

(
collegiality(K, τ)

)xτK (4.2)

subject to: ∑
K⊆Kτ

xτK ≤ 1 ∀τ ∈ T (4.2a)∑
τ∈T

∑
K⊆Kτ

xτK ·membership(K, a) ≤ 1 ∀a ∈ A (4.2b)

xτK ∈ {0, 1} ∀ τ ∈ T,K ⊆ Kτ (4.2c)

Constraint (4.2a) guarantees that atmost one team is formed for each task. Constraint (4.2b) en-
sures that each agent will be assigned to atmost one task. The combination of constraints (4.2a)
and (4.2b) guarantees that each agent participates in at most one team, ensuring that we permit
no overlaps.

Linear Transformation

Notice that the encoding above, precisely the objective function in Equation (4.2) is non-linear.
Nevertheless, we can easily obtain an equivalent linear function. First, we change the func-

tion’s domain. In order to use the logarithm of
∏

τ∈T
∏

K∈Kτ

(
collegiality(K, τ)

)xτK we need to
ensure that it is non-negative and non-zero. According to Equation (3.20), collegiality equals
the summation of four non-negative values:
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• the competence affinity of any team for its assigned task ranges in [0, 1];

• the congeniality of any set of agents ranges in [0, 1 + 3 · c + d + e] (where c, d, e ≥ 0, see
Section 3.4.2);

• the motivation of any team for its assigned task ranges in [0, 1];

• the social cohesion of any set of agents ranges in [0, 1]; and

• the regulating parameters are positive numbers, i.e., α, β, γ, δ ∈ R+ .

Therefore,
∏

τ∈T
∏

K∈Kτ

(
collegiality(K, τ)

)xτK is always non-negative since the collegiality of
any team is always non-negative. However, we cannot guarantee that it is always non-zero. As
such, without harming the monotonicity of the function, we change the objective function’s
domain by considering the following “surrogate” objective function:∏

τ∈T

∏
K∈Kτ

(
1 + collegiality(K, τ)

)xτK
.

Now, we can use the logarithm to linearise the objective function, and thus, solving the non-
linear program above is equivalent to solving the following binary linear program:

max
∑
τ∈T

∑
K∈Kτ

xτK · log
(
1 + collegiality(K, τ)

)
(4.3)

subject to: equations (4.2a), (4.2b), and (4.2c), which are linear constraints.
Wecan solve thisLPwith the aidof anoff-the-shelf solver (e.g. CPLEX[IBM,2019],Gurobi

[GUROBI, 2018], GLPK [GLPK, 2018], or SCIP [Gamrath et al., 2020]). Given sufficient time,
an LP solver will return an optimal solution to the NOMTMT allocation problem.

Note that building such an LP requires to pre-compute the values of competence affinity,
congeniality, motivation and social cohesion, with competence affinity being the computation-
ally most challenging value to compute since it requires solving an optimisation problem for
each candidate team for a task (see Section 3.4.1). This is bound to lead to large linear programs
as the number of agents and tasks grows. Such large LPs require significant time to perform the
necessary pre-computations before even solving the problem. Later in Chapter 5 we will em-
pirically show that, indeed, this hinders the scalability of the optimal solver. With this in mind,
in the following section, we introduce a novel anytime heuristic solver for the non-overlapping
many teams to many tasks allocation problem.
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4.3.2 Edu2Com: An anytime heuristic solver

Our proposed algorithm, called Edu2Com, consists of two stages in a similar manner as in [An-
drejczuk et al., 2019]—as we already said, the problemwe address in this work is a generalisation
of the problem in the work of [Andrejczuk et al., 2019]. The first stage finds an initial feasi-
ble team allocation function. The second stage iteratively improves the allocation function by
swapping agents between pairs of teams using different strategies. Edu2Com is presented in
Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1: Edu2Com
input :AgentsA, tasksT

1 ginit = Initial Team Allocation(A,T );
2 g = Improving Team Allocation(ginit ,A,T );
3 return g;

Building an initial team allocation
The algorithm finds an initial, feasible, and promising team allocation function; that is, the
initial team allocation function involves non-overlapping teams, where tasks are matched with
size-compliant teams that are highly evaluated (considering the evaluation metrics discussed in
Section 3.4). It sequentially forms a team for each task, starting from the ‘hardest’ task to the
‘lightest’ one. We consider a task ‘hard’ if just a few agents can cover its competencies. Picking
teammembers for themore challenging tasks first is a heuristic that allows us to avoid allocating
the dew agents that can cover the most challenging tasks to ‘lighter’ tasks’ teams.

Computing the allocation hardness of tasks. The allocation hardness (or simply ‘hard-
ness’) of a task assesses the difficulty of finding agents who can adequately cover the task’s re-
quired competencies. Intuitively, when, for some competence c, more agents adequately cover c
(i.e., with high coverage on c), it is easier to find an agent for some task requiring c, and therefore
the task is less hard. Inspired by the notion of the moment of inertia [Morrison and De Jong,
2002], we measure the difficulty of covering a competence, and therefore, the task’s hardness
requiring that competence, as the effort that the agents should make to reach the ideal compe-
tence coverage of c. We remind the reader that the coverage of a competence c ranges from 0 to
1. Thus, the ideal competence coverage for a competence occurs if every agent can fully cover
the competence (i.e. competence coverage equals 1 for all agents). We compute the moment of
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inertia for some competence c as:

I (c) =
∑
J∈I

ncJ ·
(
1 −mid(J )

)2 (4.4)

where:

(i) I = {[0, 0.1), [0.1, 0.2), [0.2, 0.3), [0.3, 0.4), [0.4, 0.5), [0.5, 0.6), [0.6, 0.7), [0.7, 0.8),
[0.8, 0.9), [0.9, 1]} is an interval partition of the domain of competence coverage [0, 1];

(ii) ncJ = |{a ∈ A|cvg(c, a) ∈ J }| is the number of agents inA whose coverage of compe-
tence c lies within interval J , and hence represents themass of c in the interval; and

(iii) mid(J ) corresponds to the midpoint of interval J .

Now, we compute the hardness of each task from the hardness of each one of its required
competencies as well as their relative importance weights. Specifically, the hardness of a task is
proportional to themoment of inertia and the importanceweight of each required competence.
Thus, given task τ, we define its hardness as:

h(τ) = ω ·
∑
c∈Cτ

wτ (c) · I (c) (4.5)

where ω = 1∑
c∈Cτ wτ (c)

, is a normalising factor over the importance weights.

Building an initial team allocation. To build an initial team allocation function, our
algorithmfirst sorts tasks according to their hardness and then proceeds by sequentially forming
and allocating a team for each task, starting from the hardest one. Let Aτ ⊆ A be the set of
available agents to allocate to τ, i.e., the set of agents that have not been allocated to some task
proceeding τ. First, the algorithm sorts the task’s Cτ , based on their relative importance, into
a sequence C̄τ . We note as C̄ i

τ the i-th competence in C̄τ . The first agent to be allocated to τ’s
team is the agent inAτ that can cover best competence C̄1

τ—formally, we compute the first agent
to pick for the team as:

σ1 = argmax
a∈Aτ

{cvg(C̄1
τ , a)}

After picking the first agent σ1, the remaining available agents are Aτ − {σ1}. The following
agent to join τ’s team, σ2, is the agent that covers best competence C̄2

τ , and so on. As such, the
i-th agent to be picked for the team of task τ is computed as:

σi = argmax
a∈Aτ−Σi−1

{cvg(C̄ j
τ , a)}
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where Σi−1 =
⋃i−1

k=1{σ (C̄k
τ )} stands for the agents allocated so far up to i-th agent, and

j =
(
i − 1 (mod |Cτ |)

)
+ 1 indicates which competence agent σi shall cover best. Depend-

ing on the required team size and the number of required competencies, we discern two cases:

• sτ < |Cτ |: the agents in the initial team are picked so that they cover best the sτ most
important required competencies; and

• sτ ≥ |Cτ |: the |Cτ | agents in the initial team are picked so that they cover best all required
competencies. Then, agents are picked to reinforce the already covered competencies
(prioritising the most important ones) until the required team size is reached.

After following the procedure above for some task τ, our algorithm allocates to τ the team
consisting of:

K =
sτ⋃
i=1

σ (C̄ i
τ)

The agents inK are no longer available for being chosen to participate in another team.

The initial feasible team allocation function can be built by following the algorithm de-
scribed above and presented in Algorithm 2.

Improving team allocation
The second stage of our algorithm applies several heuristics implemented as agent swaps. This
stage is similar to the approach proposed in [Andrejczuk et al., 2019], with the addition of an
exploring step. The heuristics are applied until either:

1. no solution improvement occurs for a number of iterations; or

2. the algorithm is stopped by the user.

In all cases, the most recently found solution is returned. This stage performs two types of
iterations:

1. Single pairing. We randomly select two tasks, and we apply over them the following
swaps:

a) Exploiting swap. Find the optimal team allocation just considering the agents in
the teams currently allocated to both tasks. (Figure 4.2a)

b) Exploring swap. Try a maximum of k times the following: (i) randomly select
one of the two tasks, one agent within that task and an unassigned agent (if any);
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Algorithm 2: Edu2Com: Initial Team Allocation
input :AgentsA, tasksT

1 Call ←
⋃

τ∈T Cτ ;
2 for ( competence c ∈ Call ):

/* Compute the moment of inertia for every competence */
3 for ( interval J ∈ I ):
4 ncJ ← count agents inA for which cvg(a, c) ∈ J ;
5 I (c) ← ∑

J∈I n
c
J ·

(
1 −mid(J )

)2
6 for ( task τ ∈ T ):

/* Compute the hardness for every tasks */

7 ω← 1∑
c∈Cτ wτ (c)

;
8 h(c) ← ω ·∑c∈Cτ wτ (c) · I (c);
9 T ′← SortT in descending order according to h;
10 Aτ ←Copy all agents inA to be considered as available agents;
11 for ( task τ ∈ T ′ ):

/* Form a promising team for every task */
12 if( |A′| < sτ ): proceed to the next task ;
13 C̄τ ←Sort Cτ in descending order according to wτ ;
14 K ← ∅; // Initialise an empty set of agents for task τ
15 agent_idx← 1;
16 while ( |K | < sτ ):
17 c_idx←

(
(agent_idx − 1) % |Cτ |

)
+ 1;

18 σ (C̄c_idx
τ ) ← argmaxa∈Aτ {cvg(C̄

c_idx
τ , a)};

19 Add σ (C̄c_idx
τ ) toK ; // Add chosen agent in the set of agents.

20 Remove σ (C̄c_idx
τ ) from Aτ ; // Remove chosen agent from the set with

the available agents.
21 agent_idx← agent_idx + 1;

/* Allocate set of agents K as a team to task τ. */
22 g(τ) ← K ;
23 return team allocation function g
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(a) Exploiting swaps (b) Exploiting swaps

Figure 4.2: Single pairing

Figure 4.3: Exhaustive pairing

(ii) swap them; (iii) if the collegiality is improved, keep the change and stop the
exploring swaps. (Figure 4.2b)

2. Exhaustive pairing. For every pair of tasks, swap every possible pair of agents within
them. If the collegiality is improved, keep the change and stop the exhaustivepairing.(Figure 4.3)

An exhaustive pairing iteration is performed after a number of single pairing iterations. The
second stage of Edu2Com is presented in Algorithm 3.
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Algorithm 3: Edu2Com: Improving Team Allocation
input :Initial Allocation g, AgentsA, tasksT

1 Aavailable ←A −⋃
τ∈T g(τ); // Available agents

2 iterlast_impr ← 0; // Iteration of last improvement

3 itercurrent ← 0; // Current iteration
4 while ( itercurrent − iterlast_impr <max iterations w/o improvement ):
5 itercurrent ← itercurrent + 1;
6 if( interrupted by user ):
7 return g;

/* Single Pairing Iteration: Exploiting swaps */
8 τ1, τ2 ←Pick randomly two tasks fromT ;
9 Aτ1,τ2 ← g(τ1) ∪ g(τ2);
10 K∗1 , K

∗
2 ← argmaxK1,K2⊆Aτ1 ,τ2

(
collegiality(K1, τ1) · collegiality(K2, τ2)

)
;

11 g←Update g such that g(τ1) = K∗1 and g(τ2) = K∗2 ;
12 if( overall collegiality is improved ):
13 iterlast_impr ← itercurrent;

/* Single Pairing Iteration: Exploring swaps */
14 if( there are available agents in Aavailable ):
15 while ( k ≤max number of exploring attempts ):
16 a1 ←Randomly pick an agent from Aavailable;
17 a2 ←Randomly pick an agent from Aτ1,τ2 ;
18 K1, K2, A

′
available ← Swap a1 with a2;

19 if( overall collegiality is improved ):
20 g←Update g such that g(τ1) = K1 and g(τ2) = K2;
21 Aavailable ←Update available agents with A′available;
22 iterlast_impr ← itercurrent;
23 Exit inner while loop;
24 k← k + 1;
25 if( interrupted by user ):
26 return g;

/* Exhaustive Pairing Iteration */
27 if( itercurrent % iterexhaustive pairing == 0 ):
28 for ( τ1 ∈ T ):
29 for ( τ2 ∈ T ):
30 for ( a1 ∈ g(τ1) ):
31 for ( a2 ∈ g(τ2) ):
32 K1, K2 ← Swap a1 with a2;
33 if( overall collegiality is improved ):
34 g←Update g such that g(τ1) = K1 and g(τ2) = K2;
35 iterlast_impr ← itercurrent;
36 Terminate exhaustive pairing iteration;
37 return g;
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Complexity Analysis of the Edu2Com Algorithm
Note that our proposed heuristic algorithm is computationally efficient. On the one hand,
Edu2Com’s first stage is polynomial on the number of agents |A| = n and the number of tasks
|T | = m. Going throughAlgorithm 2, we see thatmost computationally hard process is to pick
the agents to form a team for each task (lines 11-18). Specifically, the complexity for forming the
initial teams for all tasks is O(m · n · smax), where smax = maxτ∈T sτ corresponds to the largest
required team size. Notably, computing the hardness of all tasks (lines 6-8) costs O(m), while
computing the moment of inertia I (c) for each competence is of complexity O

(
|Call | · m

)
. At

this point we assume that the total number of competencies involved in the problem instance
is smaller than the total number of agents, i.e., |Call | < n. Thus, building an initial feasible
solution with Edu2Com is polynomial on the number of agents and the number of tasks, and
specificallyO(n ·m).

On the other hand, Edu2Com’s second stage is an iterative process which terminates at any
time at the user’s request. The complexity of the improving stage depends on the complexity
of the two types of iterations, namely the single pairing and exhaustive pairing. To be more
precise, the complexity of improving the team allocation is polynomial on the number of agents
|A| = n and factorial on the size of the two largest required team sizes.1 That is, to perform an
exploiting swapwe consider all possible allocations involving just the agents currently allocated
in the two tasks considered by the exploiting swap iteration. As such, in the worst case scenario,
the complexity of an exploiting swap is O

(
(2 · smax)!

)
. The computational complexity of an

exploring swap depends on the number k we try to swap an already assigned agent with an
unassigned one. Hence, given that (2 · smax)! � k, the complexity of a single pairing iteration
is O

(
(2 · smax)!

)
. Finally, an exhaustive pairing may result in swapping every possible pair of

agents, therefore the complexity isO(n2). Notably, the complexity of an exploiting swap drives
the computational complexity of the algorithm’s improving stage. However, in practise the
required team sizes are not large—[Andrejczuk, 2018] points out that teams within classrooms
should have at most five members. As such, the factorial complexity of the exploiting swaps is
not prohibitive in practice. Thus, our heuristic algorithm is computationally efficient, as we
will empirically show in Chapter 5.

1Note that if there aremore than one task requiring the largest team size smax, then the second largest required
team size is ssecond max ≡ smax.
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4.4 Summary

This chapter introduces the problemwe address in this work: the non-overlappingmany teams
to many tasks (NOMTMT) allocation problem. The NOMTMT allocation problem corre-
sponds to the problem of, given a set of tasks and a set of agents, forming a single team of agents
for each one of the tasks such that no agent can participate inmore than one team and no agent
can work onmore than one task, i.e., the same set of agents compose a team for exactly one task.
We formally defined the problem and cast it as an optimisation problem that intends to max-
imise the collegiality of all formed teams in a balancedway. Then, we discussed the complexity
of the problem. Specifically, we first showed the vastness of the search space and provided the
means to quantify the number of different solutions to the problem; then, we proved that the
NOMTMT allocation problem is NP-complete. Given the complexity of the problem, we
put forward two solvers: an optimal solver and an anytime heuristic solver. More precisely, the
optimal solver is an integer linear program encoding that can be solved with any off-the-shelf
solver, given sufficient time. However, given the combinatorial nature of the problem, the op-
timal solver cannot handle large problem instances easily. Large ILPs may require an extreme
amount of time to be solved andmainly to be built. That is, as we discussed in this chapter, our
optimal solver considers a decision variable per each size-compliant team for each task. There-
fore, the optimal solver needs to handle a large number of decision variables as the number of
agents and tasks increases. InChapter 5, wewill empirically show thatwe cannot solve large real-
world problems optimally. As such, we need an approximating anytime algorithm to solve the
problem. Thus, finally, in this chapter, we devised and proposed Edu2Com, a novel anytime
heuristic algorithm. Edu2Com consists of two stages: in the first stage, the algorithm builds
a promising initial team allocation function, while in the second stage, the algorithm iterative
improves the allocation until it is interrupted by the user or converges to a solution without im-
proving for a large number of iterations. Moreover, we studied the computational complexity
of Edu2Com algorithm, and we showed that it is computationally efficient. As we will see in
the following chapter, where wewill empirically evaluate the solving time of the two algorithms
(optimal solver and Edu2Com), we can achieve significant time savings by using our anytime
heuristic algorithm.
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Empirical Evaluation

In this chapter, we empirically evaluate the capability of our proposed team formation algo-
rithm, Edu2Com, to cope with real-world problems. We begin by evaluating the behaviour of
our heuristic algorithmwhen solving theNOMTMTallocation problem compared to optimal
solvers. More precisely, first, we study the quality of the teams built with our algorithm, along
with our algorithm’s runtime and anytime behaviour. Given that the NOMTMT allocation
problem is an optimisation problem, with the term quality, we refer to the objective achieved
by the solution formed with Edu2Com compared to the objective of the optimal solution (i.e.,
the solution formed by an optimal solver). As such, Section 5.2 details the analysis of the solu-
tion quality, runtime performance and anytime capabilities of Edu2Comwhen pitched against
CPLEX, a state-of-the-art linear programming solver, over synthetic data.

Next, we use real-world data to study the scalability of our algorithm and the limitations of
optimal solvers. We investigate the behaviour of Edu2Com as the problem instances scale up
(in terms of the number of agents, number of tasks, and required team sizes), and we show the
frontier of problem instances that can be solved with an optimal solver. Sections 5.3.2 and 5.3.4
report on the scalability and the optimal solvers’ limitations, respectively.

Afterwards, in Sections 5.3.3, 5.4.3, and 5.5.3, we employ Edu2Com to solve real-world in-
stances of the NOMTMT allocation problem. In more detail, we solve several instances of the
NOMTMTallocation problem found in the education domain, andwe study the composition
of the teams formedwith Edu2Com and their performance. Specifically, experts in forming stu-
dent teams (i.e., educational authorities with years of experience in forming teams of students
for several activities) evaluate and compare the composition of teams formed with Edu2Com
against teams formed by a human expert in forming student teams. Moreover, we study how
the teams formed by Edu2Com perform in practice. We show that our algorithm builds stu-
dent teams (who participate in school activities) that achieve highermarks compared to student
teams formed following the teachers’ current practices. Finally, we investigate the relationship
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between the team’s collegiality and the team’s performance.

5.1 Empirical Setup

The implementation of Edu2Com, along with all the necessary supporting code, was made in
Python3.7. All the experiments ran on a PC with Intel Core i7 CPU, 8 cores, and 8Gb RAM.
In our experiments below, we set our algorithm’s parameters to: compute similarity with κ =
0.35, λ = 0.75; performone exhaustive-pairing every 50 single-pairings; stop the algorithmafter
two blocks of single-pairings and exhaustive pairings have elapsed with no improvements.

5.2 Quality, Runtime and Anytime Analysis

In this section, we study the performance of Edu2Com, our proposed heuristic for the Non-
Overlapping Many Team toMany Tasks allocation problem (NOMTMT-AP), across three di-
mensions: (i) solution quality, (ii) runtime behaviour, and (iii) anytime behaviour. Specifically,
we pitch Edu2Com against CPLEX, a state-of-the-art optimal solver. Both algorithmswere em-
ployed to solve the same instances of the NOMTMT-AP.

5.2.1 Synthetic Data Generation

To compare our heuristic algorithm against the optimal solver, we created three sets of problem
instances with varying sizes (low, medium, and large). All synthetically generated problem in-
stances can be solved with linear programming and CPLEX, and an optimal solution can be
obtained within acceptable time limits.

Here we would like to point out that the application domains considered in this thesis do
not require a real-time solution within tight limits. We mainly consider NOMTMT alloca-
tionproblem instanceswithin the educational domain, withnon-restrictive time limits between
gathering agents’ profiles and reaching a team formation solution.

We generated three families of problem instances, considering settings involving 10, 15, and
20 tasks. Below we describe the process of generating the problem instances. Initially, we set
the number of tasksm by selecting from the set {10, 15, 20}. Then, we generated the tasks. We
remind the reader that a task τ is given by a tuple 〈Cτ , lτ , wτ , sτ〉; thus for each task τ ∈ T =
{τ1, · · · , τm} , we randomly selected its components. Specifically, we randomly selected:

1. the task’s required team size from a uniform distribution in the range [2, 3], i.e., sτ ∼
U (2, 3);

2. the number of required competencies from a uniform distribution in the range [2, 5],
i.e. |Cτ | ∼ U (2, 5);
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Data Family Number of Number of Number of Agents Number of Competencies
Size Tasks Problem Instances Average St. Dev. Average St. Dev.
low 10 20 24.5 1.5035 3.41 1.0779

middle 15 20 37.7 2.0799 3.51 1.1090

large 20 20 50.55 2.7236 3.54 1.1461

Table 5.1: Synthetically generated data families.

3. the set of required competenciesCτ from the ESCOontology, and in turn, for each com-
petence in Cτ , we randomly selected:

a) an importance weight from a normal distribution, i.e. wτ (c) ∼ N (µ, σ2), with
mean µ ∼ U (0, 1) and variance σ2 ∼ U (0.01, 0.1), and

b) an expertise level lτ (c) ∼ N (µ, σ2) with mean µ ∼ U (0, 1) and variance σ2 ∼
U (0.01, 0.1).1

Next, we generated the agents. This empirical evaluation considers agents’ profiles contain-
ing only competence profiles. Moreover, we generated sufficient agents to tackle all the gener-
ated tasks here. To do so, for each task τ, we generated competent agents to tackle τ as follows.
Given τ, we randomly generate sτ competence profiles; we remind the reader that an agent’s a
competence profile is given with a tuple 〈Ca, la〉. For each agent generated for task τ, we ran-
domly select |Cτ | competencies such that they are identical to some required competence inCτ
or a child node in the ESCO ontology of some required competence. That is, for an agent a
generated for task τ and each required competence c ∈ Cτ we randomly select:

1. a competence c′ from the set {c} ∪ {c′ ∈ESCO such that c′ is a child node of c}, and

2. an expertise level from a normal distribution la(c) ∼N (µ, σ2) withmean µ ∼ U (0, 1)
and variance σ2 ∼ U (0.01, 0.1).

In total, we generated 60 problem instances of varying sizes. Specifically, we considered
three data families containing 20 instances each. Each problem instance involves (i) 10 tasks
and on average∼ 24.5 agents in the low-size family, (ii) 15 tasks and on average∼ 37.7 agents in
the middle-size family, and (iii) 20 tasks and on average ∼ 50.55 agents in the large-size family.
Table 5.1 summarises the characteristics of each data family.
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Figure 5.1: Competence quality of our algorithm along time.

5.2.2 Quality Analysis

Our first analysis regards the quality of the solutions computed with our proposed algorithm,
Edu2Com. We define quality of a solution as the ratio between the competence affinity of the
solution and the competence affinity of the optimal solution.

We tasked CPLEX to solve each problem instance optimally. The competence affinity of
the optimal solution corresponds to the highest competence affinity that can be achieved. Then
we task Edu2Com to compute a solution for each problem instance. The competence affin-
ity achieved by Edu2Com is compared against the optimal competence affinity comprising the
quality of the heuristic solution. Figure 5.1 illustrates the quality of the solutions built with
Edu2Com across time. As we can see, our algorithm reaches the optimal solution for each data
family (low-size involving 10 tasks, middle-size involving 15 tasks, large-size involving 20 tasks).
That is, in all problem instances, Edu2Com computed a solution exhibiting competence affin-
ity equal to the affinity of the corresponding optimal solution. Table 5.2 summarises the average
solution time and the average converged solution quality. Notably, as shown in Table 5.2, all 60
problem instances (20 instances per data family) reached optimality, i.e., the average quality of
the converged solution equals 1with 0 standard deviation.

1Note that any importance weight or expertise level sampled below 0 is considered as 0, and any weight above
1 is considered as 1.
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Data Family Size Solving Time (sec) Converged Solution Quality
Average Standard Deviation Average Standard Deviation

low (10 tasks) 124.561 9.52 1 0

middle (15 tasks) 153.66 21.07 1 0

large (20 tasks) 633.962 13.51 1 0

Table 5.2: Average solving time and converged solution quality over 20 problem instances per
data family.

Data Family Size Time (sec) Time-Savings (%)Edu2Com CPLEX
low (10 tasks) 124.561 407.214 55.70%

middle (15 tasks) 153.66 438.419 52.22%
large (20 tasks) 633.962 1899.769 64.69%

Table 5.3: Time savings to converge to an optimal solution wrt. CPLEX.

5.2.3 Runtime Analysis

In our second analysis, we focus on the runtime behaviour of our heuristic algorithm. Themost
significant advantage of Edu2Com is that it is much faster than CPLEX. Table 5.3 shows the
time we can save with respect to CPLEX to reach optimality. Time-saving is quantified as the
relative difference between the time needed by Edu2Com to converge to the optimal solution,
denoted as tedu2com, and the time needed by CPLEX to solve the problem instance optimally,
denoted as tcplex—we express time-savings as a percentage:

time-saving =
(
1 − tedu2com

tcplex

)
· 100%

In detail, considering the time we need to build the corresponding linear programs and solve
the problem instances with CPLEX, we can save from∼52% to∼65% time by using Edu2Com
instead. At this point, we should note that the primary time-consuming task for CPLEX is
building the linear programs.

5.2.4 Anytime Analysis

In our third analysis, we study the anytime behaviour of our heuristic algorithm. Edu2Com
reaches solutions of high-quality (i.e., with quality above0.8) at least7 times faster thanCPLEX.
In more detail, let us denote with topt the time in seconds that CPLEX required to yield a solu-
tion. Edu2Com finds a solution of quality at least 0.8 after:
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Quality Low-size (10 tasks) Middle-size (15 tasks) Large-size (20 tasks)
Time (sec) Portion of topt Time (sec) Portion of topt Time (sec) Portion of topt

≥ 0.30 0.091 2.23 · 10−5 1.451 3.31 · 10−3 2.564 1.135 · 10−3
≥ 0.65 17.51 0.043 54.608 0.125 227.93 0.119

≥ 0.80 26.313 0.064 65.251 0.142 238.715 0.126

≥ 0.90 36.061 0.088 83.205 0.189 400.796 0.211

1.00 49.806 0.122 110.38 0.252 515.085 0.271

Table 5.4: Quality of the solution as time progresses, the time needed in seconds, and the pro-
portion of time compared to the time required by CPLEX (topt).

• topt · 6.4% in the low-size setting which corresponds to 26.313 seconds,

• topt · 14.2% in the middle-size setting which corresponds to 65.251 seconds, and

• topt · 12.6% in the large-size setting which corresponds to 238.715.

Moreover, our algorithm finds the first solution (i) of quality 0.32 after 2.25 · 10−5 of the
time topt, (ii) of quality 0.30 after 1.451 · 10−3 of the time topt, and (iii) of quality 0.28 after
1.35 · 10−3 of the time topt for the low-size settings (10 tasks), middle-size settings (15 tasks) and
large-size settings (20 tasks), respectively. Table 5.4 describes the quality of the solutions as time
progress for the three different families of datasets. Specifically, we provide the time needed by
Edu2Com to reach a solution of a certain quality and the portion of time compared to topt.

5.3 Case Study: Fondazione Bruno Kessler (FBK) Institute

This section reports the findings resulting from our collaboration with the Fondazione Bruno
Kessler (FBK)2 institute in Italy in the framework of the European project “AI4EU: A Euro-
pean AI On Demand Platform and Ecosystems”.3 In this case study, we tested our algorithm,
Edu2Com, in the real-world problem of forming student teams to be placed in internship pro-
grams. Our analysis concerns: (i) the capabilities of Edu2Com to solve large real-world prob-
lems, (ii) the limitations of solving optimally such problems, and (iii) the quality of the solu-
tions computed by Edu2Com validated by experts when pitched against human expert’s solu-
tions.

2https://www.fbk.eu/en/
3https://www.ai4eu.eu/
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This empirical evaluationwas conductedwith the aid of our collaboratorsRamanKazhami-
akin, Ornela Mich, and Alessio Palmero Aprossio from Fondazione Bruno Kessler and Jean
Christophe Pazzaglia from SAP.

5.3.1 Real‐world Data

In this empirical analysis section, we used real-world data. In more detail, we use 100 profiles
of students provided by our FBK partner. The students’ profiles correspond to past students’
profiles who participated in the School-Work Alternation (SWA) programme. For this reason,
these profiles contain only the students’ competence profiles. The competencies were extracted
from students’ CVs and described in ESCO ontology—the Competence and Skills Extraction
Tool developed by FBK can be found in [Georgara et al., 2023]. Students’ profiles involved 118
distinct competencies, and each student acquired ∼ 11.95 competencies.

Moreover, we used 50 real internship programs offered by FBK in the past. The Compe-
tence and Skills Extraction Tool was used for each internship program to extract the required
competencies based on the internship description. The internship programs involved 34 dis-
tinct competencies, and each internship required 4 competencies (minimum 2, maximum 15).

5.3.2 Scalability Analysis

This analysis aims to highlight the scalability of the problem as tasks’ required team sizes in-
crease and assess Edu2Com on handling the problem. Notably, the actual data regarding the
tasks (internship programs) did not specify the team size. Thus we synthetically populated the
problem instances with specific team sizes. [Andrejczuk et al., 2018] points out that teams
within classrooms shall have at most five members. As such, we considered problem instances
where all tasks require the same team size, ranging in [2, 5]. Moreover, we considered problem
instances with varying required team sizes. Specifically, the problem instances contained tasks
requiring team sizes ranging in [2,3], [2,4], [2,5], [3,4], [3,5], and [4,5]. In each problem instance,
the number of tasks requiring a specific team size is uniformly distributed across the team sizes
in the corresponding range. As we discuss in Section 5.3.4, we cannot optimally solve instances
with 100 agents, 50 tasks, and the aforementioned team sizes.

Analysis. In Figure 5.2, we show our findings with respect to the time needed by our algo-
rithm to converge to a solution. Each bar in Figure 5.2 illustrates the average time (in minutes:
seconds) over 20 problem instances per required team size. Here we highlight that Edu2Com
converges to a solution in less than 50 minutes, especially in large settings that contain tasks
requiring teams of size 5. Our experiments showed that Edu2Com needs less time to solve in-
stances containing tasks requiring smaller team sizes—such a result is expected since the search
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Figure 5.2: Time inMin:Sec required as team sizes grow.

space is much smaller in small team-size instances. Specifically, we observe that solving a prob-
lem instance with team size 2 requires less time than a problem instance with team size 3, which
in its turn requires less time than a problem instance with team size 4, which in its turn requires
less time than a problem instance with team size 5. Moreover, notice the time needed for find-
ing a solution in problem instances with tasks requiring team sizes in a range [a, b]. In such
problem instances, the time needed to find a solution falls between the time Edu2Com needs
to solve (a) problem instances requiring teams only of size either a or b, and (b) instances re-
quiring teams in team sizes in ranges [a, b − 1] and [a + 1, b]. In the hardest scenario where
all tasks’ required team size is size 5, Edu2Com yields a solution in (approximately) less than
50 minutes. Given that this process does not need to be performed in real-time with highly
demanding time constraints (i.e., we do not need to come up with a solution within a few sec-
onds), it is acceptable. Notably, the educational authorities spend much more working time
matching students to internships since the current practice is to do it manually; while solving
the problem optimally with the means of an LP is infeasible since we cannot even generate the
LP in time. Hence, our findings confirm our algorithm’s feasibility in large problem instances
and show that Edu2Com can handle the team allocation problem in this education scenario.
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5.3.3 Expert Validation: Edu2Com vs Human Experts vs Random

In this part of our empirical analysis, we focus on validating our algorithm, Edu2Com, by edu-
cational authorities with experience in allocating students to internship programs. To do so, we
pitched Edu2Com against teachers with such experience—we refer to them as experts. In more
detail, we consider a synthetic problem instance—similar to the actual-world problem instances
we employed in Section 5.3.2—with 100 agents (students) and 50 tasks (internships) requiring
teams of sizes 1, 2 and 3. The problem instance used here is the largest regarding the number
of tasks we can generate with the 100 student profiles at hand. Notably, solving this problem
optimally (e.g., with CPLEX) would require more than 1.8million decision variables.

Then, we followed the process below. Given the synthetically generated problem instance:

1. an expert matches each internship with a student team by hand,

2. Edu2Com computes an allocation of students to internships, and

3. we randomly allocate a student team to each internship

Henceforth, gexpert, gedu2com, and grandom stand for the allocations built with each method, re-
spectively. Next, we task eight (8) experts with experience in the allocating process to assess and
compare the three allocations, ignoring by which method each allocated was built—we refer
to these experts as evaluators. Here we would like to highlight that regarding the time needed
to reach a solution Edu2Com required less than 1 hour and 45minutes to build an allocation.
In contrast, the expert needed approximately the time of a working week, including studying,
analysing and matching each internship with a student team.

Evaluation Process. Weasked each evaluator to study and assess the three allocations. Specif-
ically, the evaluators should mark the team allocated to each internship as follows:

• 1 for high quality,

• 2 for medium quality, and

• 3 for low quality.

Moreover, the evaluators were allowed to mark with the same value teams assigned to the same
internship that were produced by different methods in case they considered the teams were of
the same quality
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55.18%

34.48%

10.34%

Edu2Com
Human Expert
Random

Figure 5.3: Single winner: Edu2com vs Human Expert vs Random. Percentage out of 29
tournaments.

Handling missing data. During the final analysis, we encountered a challenge of missing
data where the expert could not form a team for every internship. Specifically, out of the 50
internships, the expert failed to provide a team for 13 of them, resulting in 23 students out of
100beingwithout internships. As a result, the evaluators had toworkwith incomplete data and
provide incomplete evaluations. The absence of expert allocation for some tasks prevented the
evaluators from rating all three allocation methods (gexpert, gedu2com, and grandom). An auxiliary
mark of 4was used to signify the missing allocation, indicating absence, which was considered
worse than a low-quality mark (mark 3). As a result, all evaluators marked any missing alloca-
tion with a four. Additionally, the evaluators missed marking the teams of some internships,
resulting in low-quality marks (mark 3) for missing evaluations.

Analysis. Our analysis aims to determine the best method for allocating student teams to
internships, founded on the evaluators’ assessments. For that, we consider the evaluation of the
teams assigned to each internship as a tournament, while a tournament involves three rounds
of competing pairs:

1. Edu2Com vs Expert;

2. Edu2Com vs Random;

3. Expert vs Random

The evaluators’ marks serve as the means for determining the winning allocation method
for each round and, therefore, for each tournament. The allocation method that receives the
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higher aggregated mark in a round is declared the winner of that round and earns one point
for the corresponding internship assignment. If in a round two internship assignments are of
the same quality, i.e. there is a tie, both of their allocation methods receive half a point. By
tallying the points earned from each round of the tournament, we utilise the Copelandα vot-
ing rule [Conitzer and Sandholm, 2002] (with α = 0.5) to determine the overall winner. This
voting rule is shown in [Faliszewski et al., 2007] to be “resistant to all the standard types of (con-
structive) electoral control.” In a nutshell, the allocation method that accumulates the highest
number of points throughout the three rounds is declared the tournament winner. Again, if
there is a tie between two allocation methods, each one earns half a point. For instance, sup-
pose that for a given tournament, 8 evaluators considered the heuristic algorithm (Edu2Com)
the best assignment, 5 evaluators preferred the expert’s allocation to the random one, and 2
evaluators equally favoured both the expert and the random allocation. This would result in
the heuristic algorithm earning 8 points, the expert’s allocation receiving 6 points, and the ran-
dom allocation getting 2 points. Therefore, the tournament winner, in this case, would be the
heuristic algorithm.

In each tournament, there can be three outcomes:

1. a single winner,

2. a tie with no winners or

3. no winner

Our analysis shows that 58% out of 50 tournaments declared a single winner, 34% declared two
winners in a tie, and 8% declared no winner. Figure 5.3 illustrates the tournament results that
declared a single winner. As we can see, 55.17% of these tournaments were announced as the
winning allocationmethodEdu2com, the heuristic algorithm, 34.48%of themwere announced
as the winning allocation method of the human exert, while 10.35% of the tournaments were
won by the random allocation method. As such, our heuristic algorithm, Edu2Com, was the
preferred allocation method to allocate student teams to internships.

Now, in Figure 5.4, we report the tournaments announcing a tie with two winners. As ex-
pected, the majority of the tournaments (52.92%) declared a tie between the methods of our
heuristic algorithm and the human expert. Overall, Edu2Comwas announced as a winner in a
tie in 88.23% of the tournaments. To summarise, our analysis indicates that expert evaluators
deem Edu2Com as the method of choice to assign student teams to internships.

5.3.4 Reasonable time limits for response and limitations of optimal solving

In this section, we study the limitations of forming student teams and assigning them to intern-
ship programs optimally. Notably, as mentioned in Section 5.2, the problem we address here
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52.95%

35.29%
11.76%

Edu2Com& Human Expert
Edu2Com & Random
Human Expert & Random

Figure 5.4: Tie with two winners: Edu2Com vs Human Expert vs Random. Percentage out
of 17 tournaments.

does not require a real-time solution within tight time limits. As we stated in Section 5.3.3, a hu-
man expert may require a whole week in order to arrange a real-world school-work alternation
programme. That is, a human expert needs around a week to manually solve a real-world prob-
lem instance with around 100 students and 50 internships. As such, we believe that 24 hours is
a reasonable computing time for solving the problem.

Asmentioned in Section 5.3.2, CPLEX cannot copewith real-world instances. This section
aims to empirically characterise the instances that we can optimally solve and hence the limits
of CPLEX. Figure 5.5 shows the configurations of problem instances (in terms of the number
of agents, number of tasks, and team sizes) that CPLEX can optimally solve. Green squares
showproblem instance configurations thatCPLEXmanaged to solve,whereas red squares show
problem instance configurations that CPLEX could not solve (because it ran out of memory).
The figure shows that CPLEX cannot handle real-world problem instances (with 100 agents
and 50 internships) unless we limit team size to 2. Considering only pairs is not realistic: as
pointed out in [Andrejczuk et al., 2018], educational scenarios require teams of sizes up to 5.
As we increase the team size from 2 to 5, the range of configuration of problem instances that
CPLEX can optimally solve dramatically decreases. We empirically observe that CPLEX did
not manage to solve problem instances that lead to an LP containing more than around 8 · 105
decision variables. Figure 5.5 characterises the frontier of configurations of problem instances
that CPLEX can optimally solve. In Appendix I , we include the frontier of configurations of
problem instances along with the number of decision variables involved in the corresponding
LPs and required solving time. We highlight that the solving time depends on

1. the number of agents,
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2. the number of tasks, and

3. the required team sizes (by all tasks)

with the number of agents and team size being the most influential

5.4 Case Study: Technical University of Crete (TUC)

This section reports our observations from employing Edu2Com in undergraduate university
courses. In collaboration with the Technical University of Crete (TUC)4 in Greece—and specif-
ically the School of Electrical and Computer Engineering—we formed student teams to work
on their semester project for the “Design and Development of Information Systems”5 course
during the academic year 2021-2022. In this case study, we tested Edu2Com in yet another real-
world problem from the educational domain.

This empirical evaluation was conducted with the aid of Georgios Chalkiadakis and Niko-
laos Pappas from the School of Electrical and Computer Engineering of the Technical Univer-
sity of Crete.

5.4.1 Real‐world Data

In this empirical analysis, we used real-world data. In more detail, we collected data from 118
undergraduate students (ages ranging from 20 to 25 years old), including competence profiles,
personalityprofiles, andpreferences overprojects and teammates. For their competenceprofiles,
students were asked to self-assess their competency across 21 distinct competencies described in
the ESCOontology. Specifically, each student assessed their expertise level for each competence
as (i)Novice, (ii)AdvancedBeginner, (iii)Competent, (iv)Proficient or (v)Expert. Weused the
Post-Jungarian Personality Test developed by [Wilde, 2013] to collect the students’ personality
profiles.6 Moreover, students declared their preferences over the different semester projects;
each student was asked to specify their interest in working on each project (out of 10 project
types) as (i) Not at all interested, (ii) Not so interested, (iii) Somewhat interested, (iv) Very
interested or (v) Extremely interested. Finally, to extract students’ preferences over teammates,
we asked each student to name their top-five potential teammates and their top-five people to
avoid. We opted for partial preferences over teammates—i.e., a preference relation consisting of
thefivemost preferred and thefive least preferred teammates, while everyone else is considered as
neither preferred nor not-preferred—because (1) it is rather hard to engage people to respond
in surveys requiring more than 10 minutes of their time [Revilla and Ochoa, 2017], and (2)

4https://www.tuc.gr
5Corresponding greek course title: “Σχεδίαση και Ανάπτυξη Πληροφοριακών Συστημάτων”
6We translated the personality test into Greek so the students could answer it in their primary language.
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Figure 5.5: Problem instance configurations (number of agents, number of tasks, and team sizes)
solvable by CPLEX. Red squares correspond to configurations that CPLEX cannot solve (be-
cause it runs out of memory), while green squares correspond to configurations that CPLEX
can solve.
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commonly, people are not familiar with every other individual to have an opinion regarding a
potential partnership. Instead, they are aware of the few people they can collaborate with and
the few they do not get along with. The questionnaires for extracting students’ profiles can be
found in Appendix II .

The semester project aims to engage the students to work on requirement analysis while
designing an information system. To do so, each student team needs to find an existing busi-
ness entity, analyse the needs of the business entity, and design an information system for them.
Given the project’s objective, the professor in charge of the course offered different types of
businesses that could be the business target of the analysis. Therefore, the professor offered ten
(10) variations of the project and described each project using eleven (11) competencies related
to the project’smain objective, alongwith capabilities in interactingwith the client and present-
ing the team’s work. Additionally, each project variation has one (1) competence related to the
business target’s functionality. All competencies were described in the ESCO ontology. The
required team size for such a project was set to 4 or 5 students per team (regardless of the type
of business target).

5.4.2 “Teachers’ Methodology”: A greedy approach

For comparison reasons, we developed a greedy approach following the “teachers’ methodol-
ogy”, i.e., the practices in which a teacher usually forms student teams [Andrejczuk, 2018]. The
greedy approach we followed aims to form heterogeneous teams by mixing strong and weak
(with respect to their skills) students. This methodology allows students to help each other
while working and promotes learning from each other. Moreover, such heterogeneous teams
exhibit fewer conflicts among the teammembers [Sedaghat, 2018]. The teachers’ methodology
includes the steps below:

1. Characterise each student based on their skills as: (i) strong, (ii)weak, or (iii) average.

2. Build a team by:

a) choosing one strong student;
b) choosing one weak student; and

c) completing the required team sizewith average students.

To characterise the students, we used their competence profiles. First, we compute for each
student a their average competency as follows:

• we map the available qualitative expertise levels to a real number in [0, 1]:
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Novice 0.2

Advanced Beginner 0.4

Competent 0.6

Proficent 0.8

Expert 1.0

• we compute the average competency:

average_competency(a) = 1

21
·
∑
c

la(c)

• we normalise with

normalising_factor =
1

maxa average_competencya

Given the (normalised) average competency, we characterise the top-m students as strong;
the bottom-m students asweak, and anyone else asaverage, wherem corresponds to the number
of teams we need to form. Then, for each task τ we form a team by randomly selecting one
strong student, one weak student, and sτ − 2 average students.

5.4.3 Validation in Practice: Edu2Com vs Teachers’ Methodology

In this section, we study how teams perform in practice, i.e., the quality of the deliverables
handed in by each team. For this reason, we compare teams formed by Edu2Com considering
competence affinity, personality, and gender diversity, preferences over tasks, and preferences
over teammates—our methodology—against teams formed by the teachers’ methodology de-
scribed in Section 5.4.2.

Asmentioned earlier, we involved 118undergraduate students to form teams and carry out a
semester project, while 10 different variations of the semester projectwere offered. Each student
shall be amember of exactly one team, and each team shall work on exactly one project variation.
Given that there are 10 variations, two different teams may work on the same project variation:
two different teams may work on the same type of business target (see Section 5.4.1), but they
cannot work on the very same business target. Moreover, it was not necessary that all project
variations would be assigned to at least one team—i.e., we could have multiple teams working
on business target A and at the same time have no teams working on business target B.

The experimental process followed the next steps:

1. Divide the students into two distinct groups: the test group and the control group.
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Business Target Number of Teams Business Target Number of Teams
Test Group Control Group Test Group Control Group

Accommodation Business 2 2 Lending Library 1 1

Construction Company 1 1 Pharmacy 3 3

Clinic 0 0 Rental Business 0 0

Event Center 0 0 Retail Business 2 2

Food Service Business 3 3 Training School 2 2

Table 5.5: Distribution of project’s variations per group.

2. Use Edu2Com to form teams in the test group.

3. Use the Teachers’ Methodology to form teams in the control group.

4. Each formed team (in either group) carries out their semester project and hand in the
project’s deliverables. Students do not know which way their team was formed.

5. The professor’s assistant, without knowing how the teams were formed,7 evaluates the
deliverables by awarding a grade within [0, 10] to each team.

In each group (test and control), we formed 11 teams consisting of 4members and 3 teams
consisting of 5members. Moreover, the distribution of the projects’ variation is shown in Ta-
ble 5.5.

After forming the teams in each group, each team carried out their assigned project. There-
after, the evaluator assessed each team across 4 criteria:

• Technical Report:

– correctness of technical content,

– report’s structure

• Oral Presentation

• Teamwork &Members’ Participation

• Client’s Satisfaction

7To avoid any bias during the projects’ evaluation, the evaluator was not informed that the teamswere formed
using AI tools and therefore was unaware of which team belonged to each group.
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Figure 5.6: Teams Performance: Edu2Com vs Teachers’ Method

grading each team with a mark ranging from 0 to 10, with 0 indicating the lowest quality, 10
indicating the highest quality, and 5being thePass / Fail bordeline. Given the teams’ finalmarks,
we distinguished five (5) categories of outcomes: (i) Drop out, for the teams that failed to deliver
their project, (ii) Fail, for the teams that delivered their project but received a mark below the
borderline (= 5), (iii) Pass for the teams that received a mark in the range [5, 6), (iv) Good for
the teams receiving a mark within [6, 8), and (v) Outstanding for the teams receiving a mark
within (8, 10].
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Analysis. This analysis aims to investigate whether teams built with Edu2Com outperform
teams formed following the teachers’ methodology. Figure 5.6 illustrates the results. As we can
see, 10.71% of the teams (i.e., 3 teams out of 28) were awarded an ‘Outstanding’ grade, with all
of these teams being formed with Edu2com. 50% of the teams (14 out of 28) were awarded a
‘Good’ grade, with Edu2Com and Teachers’ Method forming 50% of these teams each. At the
same time, 10.71% of the teams (3 out of 28) received a ‘Pass’ grade (just above the borderline
= 5), all formed with the Teachers’ Method. Regarding the teams that did not manage to reach
the borderline and received a ‘Fail’ grade, we see that 17.86% of the teams (5 out of 28) failed,
with 40% of these teams (2 out of 5) being formedwith Edu2Comand 60% (3 out of 5) with the
Teachers’Method. Finally, 10.71% of the teams (3 out of 28) dropped out, i.e., did not complete
their semester project, with 66.67% of the teams being formed with Edu2Com (2 out of 3) and
33.33% of the teams (1 out of 3) being formed with the Teachers’ Method.

Overall, bothmethodologies share somebehavioural similarities, e.g., for eachmethodology,
(1) 71.43%of the teams received a grade above the borderline, and (2) 50%of the teams received a
‘Good’ grade. However, looking closer at the grades awarded, the teams formedwith Edu2Com
outperformed the ones formed with the Teachers’ Method since: (1) Edu2Com formed teams
that received an ‘Outstanding’ gradewhileTeachersMethoddid not, and (2) Edu2Com formed
fewer teams that failed compared to the Teachers’ Method.

Figure 5.7 presents the team’s performance (captured through the team’smark)with respect
to the team’s collegiality. Both Edu2Com and the Teacher’s Method formed teams with colle-
giality ranging in [0.4, 0.65]. As shown in Figure 5.7, the teamwith the lowest collegiality (0.4)
was gradedwith the lowestmark (4), and at the same time, the teamwith the highest collegiality
(0.63) was gradedwith the highestmark (9). We used linear regression tomodel the relationship
between teams’ collegiality and teams’ performance. The obtained line shows that the higher
the team’s collegiality, the higher the team’s performance is as well.8 This result supports our
hypothesis that high collegiality boosts performance. As such, using collegiality as a guide can
help form human teams that perform well.

At this point, we want to report that, according to the professor in charge of this course,
forming teamswithAI tools (referring tobothEdu2Comand theTeachers’Method) resulted in
lowerdropout and failure rates compared to former years, when students self-organised in teams.
At the same time, they exhibited higher-quality projects compared to former years. Notably, the
professor expressed theirwillingness to reuse suchAI tools, especially to formcompetitive teams
with the students that fail to be self-organised in a team.

8TheMean Squared Error (MSE) is 0.7055.
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Figure 5.7: TUCCase: Teams’ Performance vs Teams’ Collegiality

5.5 Case Study: EADA Business School

In this section, we continue the study of the performance in practice of teams formed with our
algorithm, Edu2Com. Here we collaborated with EADA Business School9 in Spain. In this case
study, we needed to form student teams to carry out a two-day activity as part of their Master’s
program. This empirical evaluation was conducted during the academic year 2022-2023, with
the aid of Antony Lewis Poole andMireia Montané Balagué from EADA Bussiness School.

5.5.1 Real‐world Data

In this empirical evaluation, we used real-world data. Specifically, we collected data from 164
Master’s students who attended Master’s programs in several disciplines (e.g., management, fi-
nance, sustainable business & innovation, marketing, and hospitality). The collected data in-

9https://www.eada.edu/en
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clude competence profiles, personality profiles, and task preferences. For their competence pro-
files, the students were asked to self-assess their competency across 9 different competencies
described in the ESCO ontology. Similarly to the data collection in Section 5.4.1, each student
assessed their expertise level as (i)Novice, (ii) Advanced Beginner, (iii) Competent, (iv) Profi-
cient or (v) Expert. Again, we extracted students’ personality profiles using the Post-Jugarian
Personality Test [Wilde, 2013].10 Finally, for each task, students specified their preferences as (i)
I love to do it, (ii) I want to do it, (iii) I don’t mind to do it, (iv) I slightly prefer not to do it, or
(v) I prefer not to do it.

As part of the Master’s programs, the students (from all disciplines) attended a two-day
commonmodule. In this module, the students were engaged in a creative and fun activity with
interdisciplinary collaborations, aiming towrapup the lessons learned. Theprofessors in charge
of the Master’s program offered three different task types. Each task type was described using
five (5) competencies in the ESCO ontology: two (2) competencies common to all three task
types and three (3) distinct competencies per task type. The desired team size ranged from 3 to
5members per team (regardless of the task type).

5.5.2 Experimental Process

The 164 students attended the two-day module in three groups:

Group Masters’ Program Number of Participants
A Finance, Hospitality, Marketing 63

B Sustainable Business & Innovation 42

C Management 59

In Group A, we split the students randomly into two sub-groups. For the first subgroup
(group A1), consisting of 32 students, we used Edu2Com to form 9 teams of sizes 3 and 4. For
the second subgroup (group A2), consisting of 31 students, we randomly distributed the stu-
dents into 9 teams of sizes 3 and 4.

In Group B, students worked in their “stable teams”. During the Master’s program offered
byEADABussiness School, students are put together in teams towork throughout their studies.
People in EADA Bussiness School form these teams by hand, considering information regard-
ing students’ academic/scientific background, behavioural assessments obtained through DISC
assessments[Marston, 2013], and their nationality/cultural background (in an attempt to form
diverse teams). Group B involved 8 stable teams of sizes ranging from 4 to 6members per team.
To match the teams with tasks, we manually assigned each task to a team that was more moti-
vated for the task.

10Students answered the personality test in English.
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Group Number of teams per task type
Task type 1 Task type 2 Task type 3

A1 3 3 3

A2 3 3 3

B 3 2 3

C1 2 2 2

C2 2 2 2

Table 5.6: Number of teams per task type per group.

In Group C, again, we split the students randomly into two sub-groups. For the first sub-
group (group C1), consisting of 30 students, we used Edu2Com to form 6 teams of size 5. For
the second subgroup (groupC2), consisting of 29 students, we usedEdu2Comconsidering only
the students’ competence and personality profiles to form 6 teams of sizes 4 and 5. We refer to
the algorithm used in group C2 as “SynTeam-base”, as it uses the two components (competen-
cies and personality) used by the Synteam Algorithm introduced in [Andrejczuk et al., 2019].11

According to the professors in charge of the Master’s programs, task types should be as-
signed to amore or less equal number of teams in each group. Table 5.6 summarises the number
of teams per task type per group. After each team carried out their assigned task, the evaluators
(i.e., the professors offering the two-day module) graded wach team with a mark within the
range of [0, 10]. In GroupA and Group C , neither the students nor the evaluators were aware
of the algorithm used to form each team—in Group B, students were in their stable teams.

5.5.3 Validation in Practice: Team Collegiality wrt Team Performance

In this section, we study the performance of the teams with respect to the teams’ collegiality.
Notably, all teams exhibited good performance, being gradedwithmarks in the range [7.3, 9.6].
Tomake the differences easier to be observed between the teams, we “stretch” the teams’ grades
in the range [5, 10], i.e., the team graded with the lowest mark 7.3 was mapped to the mark 5,
and the team graded with the highest mark 9.6 was mapped to the mark 10. Let x be the mark
of a team (with 7.3 ≤ x ≤ 9.6); instead of x, we consider the stretched mark y defined as:

y =
x − 7.3
9.6 − 7.3 · (10 − 5) + 5

Moreover, given the students’ profiles, we observed that the majority of the students were
indifferent among the three different tasks. Precisely, 24.44% of students did not specify any
preference,while27.44%declared the samepreference for every task. InGroupA,50.73%of the

11Even though in Group C we formed 12 teams in total, only 8 teams carried out the activity due to a flue.
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Figure 5.8: EADACase: Teams’ Performance vs Teams’ Collegiality

students were indifferent; in Group B, the indifferent students were 28.57%; and in Group C,
the indifferent students were 57.62%. The absence of preferences results in motivation having
a negligible impact on the teams’ collegiality. The negligible impact of motivation results in the
Edu2Com algorithm and the SynTeam-base variation (in Group C) coinciding. As such, we
will refer to the teams formed by either of these two algorithms as teams formed by Edu2Com.

Analysis. In this analysis, we study how collegiality affects teams’ performance. Figure 5.8
illustrates the performance with respect to the team’s collegiality for the “from-scratch-formed”
teams, i.e., the teams formed randomly and the teams formed with Edu2Com. As we can see in
the figure, teams formed randomly (red cross points) exhibit lower congeniality—which ranges
in [0.2, 0.4]—compared to the collegiality of the teams formed with Edu2com (green circu-
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Figure 5.9: Team’s PerformancewrtTeam’s Collegiality: Edu2com vs Random vs Stable Teams

lar points)—which ranges in [0.3, 0.7]. At the same time, teams formed with Edu2Com ex-
hibit better performance— which ranges in [6, 9.5]—than those formed randomly—the per-
formance of which ranges in [5, 7.5]. We used linear regression over the data points to model
the relation between collegiality and performance.12 Even though the number of samples is low,
the data show that increased performance is associated with increased collegiality, supporting
our hypothesis. That is, the results indicate that the better the collegiality of a “from-scratch-
formed” team is, the better the team’s performance.

In Figure 5.9, we show the performance of all teams, including the stable teams, with re-
spect to their collegiality. The stable teams (represented with yellow triangular points) exhibit
better performance than the randomly formed teams (represented with red cross points) and

12TheMean Squared Error (MSE) is 0.8177.
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slightly better performance than the teams formed with Edu2Com (represented with green cir-
cular points). Regarding the relationship between the team’s collegiality and the team’s per-
formance, the stable teams are above the regression line obtained via the from-scratch-formed
teams (purple straight line).13 Such a result is expected due to the former interaction and collab-
oration among the members in the stable teams. In other words, stable teams are experienced
teams, i.e., teams that have been working together repeatedly for an extended period of time;
thus, such teams advance key teamwork factors, including trusting their teammates, knowing
eachmember’s strengths andweaknesses, and having established communication and coordina-
tion channels. Therefore, experienced teams are more likely to outperform teams formed from
scratch, where the members have no prior interaction with each other.

Nonetheless, we observe that Edu2Com formed teams from scratch that can compete with
the stable (i.e., experienced) teams. Teams formed with Edu2Com received a mark as high as
the stable teams’ marks. This observation suggests that in cases where we need to form teams
from scratch, using collegiality can be a good guide for forming teams that performwell and are
competitive with experienced teams. That is, when people have no prior interactions with each
other or any collaborative experience as a team, we can use collegiality, and an algorithm such as
Edu2Com, to form efficient teams.

Here, we would like to point out that all teams (formed-from-scratch and stable ones) re-
ceived high marks—we remind the reader that every team received an actual mark in the range
of [7.3, 9.6]. The generally highmarks achieved by all teamsmay result from (i) very competent
students and/or (ii) very determined students to successfully carry out their activity (regardless
of the assigned task) and/or (iii) non-challenging tasks. Thus, in such cases—where we can find
any of the (i)-(iii)—increased collegialitymay not result in a significant added value in the teams’
performance.

5.6 Summary

In this chapter, we reported a series of experiments to confirm our approach’s effectiveness em-
pirically. First, we tested the Edu2Com algorithm regarding solutions’ quality, the algorithm’s
runtime performance and its anytime behaviour. Specifically, we pitched Edu2Com against the
state-of-the-art optimal solver IBM CPLEX. The obtained results showed that (i) Edu2Com
reaches optimality, (ii) it yields a solution much faster than CPLEX, and (iii) it reaches high-
quality solutions after a few iterations.

Afterwards, we tested the capabilities of our algorithm to cope with large real-world prob-
lems. In particular, we employed Edu2Com to solve the real-world problem of forming student

13The regression line obtained via all the teams, including both from-scratch-formed teams and stable teams,
is represented with the brown dashed line and exhibits Mean Squared Error (MSE) equal to 1.1733.
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teams to be matched with internship programs using real-world data. We investigated the scal-
ability of the problem as team sizes change, and we showed that Edu2Com reaches a solution
within reasonable time limits, whereas solving the problem optimally is infeasible.

Moreover, in this empirical evaluation, we validated the quality of the solution provided by
our algorithm. We tasked one human expert to form student teams and match them with in-
ternship programs, and after that, we askeddifferent human experts to assess the teams provided
by the human and Edu2Com. The results showed that (i) Edu2Com can be much faster than
humans (less than 2 hours vs the working hours of a week) and that (ii) the experts preferred
the teams formed by Edu2Com instead of the ones formed by the human.

Thenwe employed Edu2Com to solve the problem of forming teams of university students
towork on semester projects. We pitched Edu2Comagainst the current teachers’ practices used
to form teams. The results showed that our approach formed better teams in terms of exhibit-
ing fewer failures (teams receiving marks below the borderline) and higher marks. Moreover,
we observed that teams with higher collegiality achieved higher performance (i.e., they received
higher marks). Notably, the educational authorities expressed interest in using AI tools to form
student teams.

Finally, we tasked Edu2Com to form teams of postgraduate students to work on a short-
term activity related to their master’s program. This empirical evaluation investigated the rela-
tionship between a team’s performance and collegiality. Wepitched teams formedbyEdu2Com
against randomly formed ones and stable teams, i.e., teams with students working together the
whole academic year. The teams’ performance was captured through the marks the teams’ re-
ceived. The results showed that higher collegiality results in better performance. Specifically,
teams formedbyEdu2Comexhibitedhigher collegiality than the randomly formedones. At the
same time, teams with higher collegiality exhibited better performance. Notably, we observed
that experience gained through previous collaborations can significantly boost performance.
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Chapter 6

Explainable Team Formation

Over the past decade, there has been a resurgence in explainable artificial intelligence. As more
and more complex procedures are being automated with the aid of artificial intelligence, the
need for humans to understand the rationale behind AI decisions becomes imperative. Ade-
quate explanations for decisions made by an intelligent system help describe how the system
works and earn users’ trust. At the same time, recent legislation regarding data privacy, such as
the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) within the EU or the California Consumer
Privacy Act (CCPA) in the USA, highlighted the “right to explanation”. That is, the users have
the right to know how the several AI systems use their data.

In this thesis, we work towards developing artificial intelligence tools to aid the team forma-
tion problem. As such, in this chapter, we make headway towards explaining team formation
algorithms. In particular, we propose a general methodology for explaining why certain teams
are formed and others are not by a team formation algorithm (TFA). We introduce an algo-
rithm that wraps up any existing team formation algorithm and builds explanations regarding
the teams formed by such algorithms. Notably, this is done without modifying the team for-
mation algorithm in any way. Moreover, we turn our attention to a vital challenge regarding
explanations. Specifically, in this chapter, we also work towards privacy-aware explanations. As
such, we put forward a privacy breach detector, i.e., we provide the means to analyse whether
an explanation leads an explainability algorithm to incur privacy breaches when computing ex-
planations for a user. Additionally, we propose a general framework that describes how our
privacy breach detector interacts with a team formation algorithm (AI system) and an explana-
tory algorithm (XAI system) to approve or disapprove explanations.

In what follows, Section 6.1 discusses the need for providing explanations along with the
challenges we need to tackle and presents our motivation towards explaining team formation
scenarios. In Section 6.2, we introduce a general method for building contrastive explanations
within team formation scenarios. In Section 6.3, we empirically evaluate the explanations built
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with our algorithms. The results showed that our contrastive explanations are easy to under-
stand, requiring just the reading level of a high-school student. Finally, Section 6.4 addresses
the challenge of preserving privacy when explaining team formation scenarios, where we intro-
duce a general framework combining (i) team formation solutions, (ii) explanations for teams
and (iii) a theory of mind that reasons over explanations to detect privacy breaches.

6.1 Motivation

In an era where artificial intelligence can be practically found in any system, it is increasingly
common for people tomake decisions guided by the suggestions and recommendations of some
intelligent system. As these systems support everyday life decisions, they unavoidablymake peo-
ple curious about their functionality. Often, users question the rationale of their AI systems,
bearing a feeling of ‘distrust’ with machines. Explainable artificial intelligence (XAI) [Miller,
2018, Arrieta et al., 2020] aims at alleviating this distrust by providing answers to questions
like “How does this machine learning model operate?” or “Why did the AI system reach this
decision?”. Over the past years, XAI has attracted much attention, primarily focusing on ex-
plaining classification and machine learning (ML) models [Lipton, 2018, Adadi and Berrada,
2018, Došilović et al., 2018, Carvalho et al., 2019]. More precisely, in recent years, the AI com-
munity has welcomed several explainable algorithms and techniques with significant impacts,
such as: the LIME [Ribeiro et al., 2016], SHAP [Lundberg and Lee, 2017] or ANCHORS
[Ribeiro et al., 2018]. Briefly, regarding these widely used algorithms, LIME builds explana-
tions for any classifier by building an interpretable linear model that approximates a prediction
locally; SHAP exploits a celebrated game theoretic solution concept to identify the most crit-
ical features affecting a prediction; while ANCHORS provides model-agnostic explanations.
Apart from general machine learning models, a particular family of ML algorithms that has
gainedmuch attention regarding explainability and interpretability is that of recommender sys-
tems [McAuley and Leskovec, 2013, Rossetti et al., 2013, Tintarev and Masthoff, 2015, Zhang
and Chen, 2020, Kleinerman et al., 2018]. Providing explanations in such systems is especially
critical as they need to earn the trust of users so that they accept the recommendations provided.

Recently, [Kraus et al., 2020] argued about the importance of explaining decisions in mul-
tiagent environments (xMASE), an area that has received little attention so far. In multiagent
environments, agents must make decisions based on their goals and preferences and the actions
and decisions of other agents and third parties. [Ramchurn et al., 2021] discusses the necessity
of developing trustworthy by design systems to facilitate human-AI partnerships where both
parties act autonomously, and the authors consider machine-generated explanations as an es-
sential step towards trustworthiness. Explaining the agents’ decisions in complex and dynamic
environments is essential to ensure transparency, accountability, and trustworthiness. As de-
scribed by the authors in [Kraus et al., 2020], providing explanations in a multiagent context is
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challenging. In particular, xMASE requires the following:

1. identifying the technical reasons for a decision,

2. adapting the answer to the different agents’ preferences, and

3. decidingwhat kind of information canbe revealed considering privacy and fairness issues.

Each of the above challenges is hard and complex to tackle individually, let alone all together.
Moreover, XAI approaches usually ignore the explanations’ social nature and tend to ‘miss’ the
human factor while evaluating the explanations [Kraus et al., 2020]. This is an essential as-
pectsin explainingmultiagent environments that should be addressed along with the aforemen-
tioned challenges.

While in fields like machine learning and recommender systems, there is already extensive
(and still growing) research on providing explanations, when considering explainable multia-
gent environments, there is only a handful of recent works in a few application domains, as
stated by [Kraus et al., 2020]. Among them, [Mosca and Such, 2021] introduces a system that
recommends a sharing policy (i.e., a policy for sharing posts in online social networks) within
multi-user environments that can justify its proposed sharing policies. [Pozanco et al., 2022]
proposed a framework for explainingusers’ unsatisfiedpreferences in resource allocation schedul-
ingproblemswhere agents express their preferences over resources and time slots. Anotherwork
in the context of multiagent systems proposes an explanation scheme for themulti-agent path
finding problem that justifies the agents’ routes [Almagor and Lahijanian, 2020]. A further
multiagent system contribution builds explanations to justify winners’ selections in voting set-
tings [Boixel and Endriss, 2020].

So far, in this thesis, we have studied the problem of forming human teams to work on
some tasks. As we have already discussed, forming teams is relevant to many domain applica-
tions (e.g. education [Andrejczuk et al., 2018], industry [Ballesteros-Perez et al., 2012, Gutiérrez
et al., 2016], search and rescue [Capezzuto et al., 2020], etc.). Despite the interest in team for-
mation, to the best of our knowledge, the problem of explaining team formation decisions still
needs to be addressed. In this chapter, wemake headway in thismatter. Thus, we propose a gen-
eral method that allows building explanations for the decisions of team formation algorithms.
Importantly, our proposed explanatory algorithm is not designed to explain the decisions of
some specific team formation algorithm. Instead, it is a general method that wraps a team for-
mation algorithm at hand and calls it to build contrastive explanations. Such explanations are
motivated by the fact that people expect explanations justifying the decision taken by an AI
system compared to some other alternative decision (that was not taken) [Miller, 2018].

We illustrate our method with the team formation problem we discussed in Chapter 4, as
we believe is a general model for the problem of forming human teams to tackle several tasks.
Nonetheless, the proposed method is not restricted to that specific problem. In other words,
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our method for building explanations can wrap existing algorithms for any team formation
problem. To be more precise, as discussed in Section 2.1, in the literature, we can find several
variations for the team formation problem, including problems (and respective algorithms) for

(i) forming a single team for tackling a single task [Lappas et al., 2009, Anagnostopoulos
et al., 2010, Anagnostopoulos et al., 2012],

(ii) forming a single team for tackling multiple tasks [Crawford et al., 2016],

(iii) forming multiple teams for tackling a single (very same) task [Andrejczuk et al., 2019],
and

(iv) forming multiple teams for tackling multiple tasks [Bachrach et al., 2010, Ballesteros-
Perez et al., 2012, Capezzuto et al., 2020]).

In this chapter, we introduce a method for building explanations that can accompany team for-
mation algorithms that solve the abovementioned problems without modifying the algorithm
at hand.

One step further, the recent resurgence in explainable artificial intelligence brought up sev-
eral challenging issues. [Kraus et al., 2020] identified the key challengeswe should addresswhen
explaining multiagent environments. Among these key challenges is that of preserving privacy.
AI systems, in general, use data often provided by the users in order to help them reach some
decision. As the data provided may be sensitive or private, Kraus et al. argue that when one
provides explanations for an AI system, one should consider that some of the information used
shall not be disclosed. This issue is rather important within multiagent environments involv-
ing many individuals who provide their data. In this direction, [Goodman and Flaxman, 2017]
points out the right to explanation as a consequence of recent legislations such as the GDPR in
the EU or the CCPA in the USA. Such legislation focuses on protecting people’s private data
and ensuring that some AI system(s) do not misuse their information. All the above suggest
that the right to explanation is limited by the right to privacy. In other words, while individuals
have the right to know how their data is used by some AI system, at the same time they have the
right to preserve their privacy and, therefore, explanations should avoid any privacy violation.

Hence, this chapter also addresses the challenge of preserving privacywhen explaining team
formation scenarios. One of the purposes for explaining an AI system is to earn the users’ trust,
and earning users’ trust is rather difficult if the explanation reveals private information to third
parties. We argue that it should be guaranteed that an explanation exposes no private data. To-
wards this, we propose using a privacy breach detector that can accompany an explanatory al-
gorithm, assess whether the explanation built reveals some private information, and notify the
explanatory algorithm accordingly. Finally, we put forward a general framework that describes
the interactions among a teamformation algorithm(AI system), an explanatory algorithm(XAI
system) and the privacy breach detector (privacy-aware system).
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6.2 Building Contrastive Explanations for Multi‐Agent Team
Formation Problems

In this section, we propose a novel explanatory algorithm that canwrap existing team formation
algorithms without modifying them. In Section 6.2.1, we present the general team formation
model for task allocations. Section 6.2.2 outlines our novel methodology for building explana-
tions. In Section 6.2.2, we identify query templates that are relevant to team formation, and
in Sections 6.2.3 and 6.2.4, we show how to handle the queries. Namely, how to translate and
incorporate them into an extended version of the original team formation problem that must
be solved to build explanations. Section 6.2.5 describes the building and tailoring of contrastive
explanation. Finally, Section 6.2.6 systematically evaluates the quality of the explanations we
generate.

6.2.1 A General Team Formation Problem For Task Allocation

Let us begin by introducing the general team formation problemwewill refer to in this chapter.
WedenotewithA = {a1, · · · , an} a set ofn agents (with |A| = n), andwithT = {τ1, · · · , τm}
a set ofm tasks (with |T | = m). A team of agents K ⊆ A corresponds to a subset of agents,
who are put together to jointly tackle several tasks in T (similar to Definition 10). A team for-
mation algorithm, TFA for short, forms such teams—e.g., the linear program and the heuristic
algorithm Edu2Com presented Sections 4.3.1 and 4.3.2, respectively, are TFAs. More precisely,
a TFA gets as input agentsA and tasks T and returns a team allocation function that assigns
teams to tasks denoted by g. Typically, a TFA forms teams based on several desired features
(e.g., a team consists of agents with specific skills [Lappas et al., 2009, Anagnostopoulos et al.,
2010, Andrejczuk et al., 2019], agents who are socially coherent [Ballesteros-Perez et al., 2012],
agents whose location is close to the task’s location [Capezzuto et al., 2020], etc.). The satisfac-
tion of such features determines how good a team is for tackling a task. Let fi : 2A × T → R
be an evaluating function for some feature i, which determines how good a subset of agents is
for a task from feature i’s perspective. We define the adequacy of matching subset of agents K
with task τ with respect to a set of features as an oracle function:

u(K, τ, F ) ∈ R+ ∪ {0} (6.1)

where F = {f1, f2, · · · , fr} is a set of feature evaluating functions. Using an oracle function is
common in several team formation algorithms, e.g., [Bachrach et al., 2010, Ponda et al., 2015,
Capezzuto et al., 2020]. As such, a team formation algorithm does not compute the quality of
a team for its assigned task. Instead, it consults with the oracle u to obtain such information.
For instance, our collegiality function (Definition 21) can be considered as an oracle, which we
consult when solving the NOMTMT allocation problem presented in Chapter 4.
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As a TFA builds an allocation function, any TFA is driven by the quality value of a whole
team allocation as specified by g. Thus, the quality of allocation g is naturally an aggregation
over the values u(g(τ), τ, F ) for all τ ∈ T , i.e., the quality of g is given by

v(g) = F
τ∈T

u
(
g(τ), τ, F

)
where F is some aggregating function. For instance, the aggregation function can be the a-la-
Nash product over the values u

(
g(τ), τ, F

)
for every team formed according to g, as we did in

Section 4.1 when we formalised the NOMTMT allocation problem (see Definition 23).
Moreover, a TFAmay handle constraints imposed by the Team Formation Problem (TFP)

at hand. Such constraints may refer to: whether an agent can participate inmultiple teams, and
if so, what is themaximumworkload per agent; acceptable team sizes; whether every agentmust
be part of at least one team; etc. Notice, though, that not all TFAs deal with constraints [Czat-
necki and Dutta, 2019, Lappas et al., 2009]. A TFA that does not handle constraints cannot
be used if the solution must respect certain constraints; some TFAs can handle only specific
types of constraints (e.g., each agentmust be assigned to exactly one task) [Präntare andHeintz,
2018, Anagnostopoulos et al., 2010, Anagnostopoulos et al., 2012], others can solve a wide vari-
ety of constraints [Capezzuto et al., 2020, Andrejczuk et al., 2018]. With this inmind, we define
our generalised model of team formation problem for task allocation as follows:

Definition 24 (Team Formation Problem for Task Allocation (TFP-TA)). ATeam Formation
Problem for Task Allocation p is represented by a tuple 〈A,T , F, u, C〉, whereA = {a1, · · · , an}
is a set of agents; T = {τ1, · · · , τm} is a set of tasks; F = {f1, f2, · · · , fr} is a set of feature eval-
uating functions; u is the oracle determining the suitability of a subset of agents K ⊆ 2A for a
task τ ∈ T across all features in F ; and C = {c1, c2, · · · , cs} is a possibly empty set of linear con-
straints (with the understanding that a problem with C = {∅} is equivalent to an unconstrained
problem).

As mentioned above, there are many instances and variations of the team formation prob-
lem for task allocation, and therefore there are several corresponding algorithms (TFAs)
[Bachrach et al., 2010, Ballesteros-Perez et al., 2012,Andrejczuk et al., 2019,Czatnecki andDutta,
2019, Capezzuto et al., 2020, Präntare and Heintz, 2020].

Here, wepropose building explanations for problem instances of theTFP-TAdefined above
without focusing on any particular TFA. In other words, given an instance of a TFP-TA,we can
use any available TFA that can solve the problem, and we will be able to build contrastive expla-
nations for a rich set of questions about the solution found. Moreover, this is without modify-
ing the TFA. Before proceeding with the explanatory algorithm, let us present an example we
will use throughout the chapter.
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Example 1. In an artificial intelligence course in a university, a professor must divide their 20
students into teams of size 4 for them to work on their semester projects. Each semester project shall
cover a different topic of the course. The professor offers five projects: building a pathfinder agent-
squad to explore unknown planets in a simulation (pathfinder), building competitive agents to
play chess using reinforcement and Q learning (chess), building agents to solve SUDOKU prob-
lems using probabilistic inference and probabilistic graphical models (sudoku), building trading
agents to play the game “Shelters of Catan (SoC)” (trading), and building competitive agents sim-
ulating electrical power producers and consumers (energy). While every student must be part of
exactly one team, ideally, the professor would like to compose teams such that: (i) the members of
each team have complementary skills to tackle their assigned semester project; (ii) the members of
each team have diverse personalities; and (iii) students’ preferences over projects are satisfied as
much as possible. In this case, the TFP-TA would be p = 〈A,T , F, u, C〉, where:

• A = {a1, a2, a3 · · · , a20} is a set of 20 students;

• T = {Pathfinder, Chess, Sudoku, Trading, Energy};

• F = {fskills, fpersonality, fpreferences} are the desired features since the value of a team working
on a semester project depends on the students’ complementary skills for the project (fskills),
their balanced personalities (fpersonality), and their interests in the project (fprefernces);

• u is the oracle determining the quality of a team for a given task; and

• C = {team size is 4, each student takes part in a single team} are the constraints to fulfil.

6.2.2 The Explanatory Algorithm

In this section, we outline the algorithmwrapper to explain teammembership and assignments
of teams to tasks. Our algorithm builds contrastive explanations, i.e., explanations that contrast
facts and foils. That is, our explanations justify why the team formation algorithm reached one
solution (fact) instead of another alternative solution (foil). The alternative solution derives
from thequery questioning the solutionoriginally reachedby theTFAat hand. Aswewill detail
later, a question q results in a set of additional constraints Cq, referred to as query-constraints,
that indicate the alternative solution the explanatory algorithmshall contrast against the original
solution. Therefore, in order to explain question q, given a TFP-TA p = 〈A, T, F, u, C〉 and
a TFA that can solve p, we first need to wrap the TFA so that it can now deal with the extra
constraints Cq. With TFA(u), let us denote the team formation algorithm that solves TFP-TA
p by consulting the oracle u. We wrap the TFA so that it handles the query-constraints, by
wrapping the oracle u. We will explain later on how this wrapper function is built. For now, let
us note the wrapped TFA as TFA(ũ) and see the definition of a Query-Compliant TFP-TA.
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Figure 6.1: The Explanatory Algorithm.
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Semester Project Original (g) Query-Compliant (g′)
Pathfinder {Alex, Ann, Beth, Bob} {Alex, Ann,Daniel, Fedra}
Chess {Cynthia,Daniel, Edward, Fedra} {Cynthia, Beth, Edward,Wiliam}
Sudoku {Helena, Ian, John, Jack} {Helena, Ian, John, Jack}
Trading {Kate, Martha, Roger, Stefani} {Kate, Martha, Roger, Stefani}
Energy {Suzan, Tania, Victor,William} {Suzan, Tania, Victor, Bob}

Table 6.1: Original Allocation (g) vs Query-compliant (g′) Allocation

Definition 25 (Query-Compliant TFP-TA (QTFP-TA)). Given a Team Formation Problem
for Task Allocation p = 〈A, T, F, u, C〉, and a question q, we define a Query-Compliant TFP-TA
(QTFP-TA) as p′ = 〈A, T, F, u, C, ũ, Cq〉 where ũ is the wrapping function of u that satisfies the
constraints Cq derived from question q.

Our explanatory algorithm follows the steps illustrated in Figure 6.1 and described below:

1. The TFA(u) algorithm solves problem p and yields a team allocation g.

2. A questioner makes a query q regarding team allocation g.

3. Query q is translated into a set of query-constraints Cq.

4. A problem transformation process combines the original problem pwith the query con-
straints in Cq to produce aQuery-CompliantTFP-TA p′.

5. The TFA(ũ) solves the QTFP-TA p′ and outputs a query-compliant team allocation g′.

6. A builder of contrastive explanations compares the original team allocation (g) with the
query-compliant allocation (g′) to analyse their differences and generate explanations.

7. Finally, the contrastive explanations are tailored to highlight different perspectives and
passed back to the questioner.

Next, we go through the steps above in more detail to explain the whole explanatory al-
gorithm. However, further discussion follows in Sections 6.2.3-6.2.6. To begin with, given a
problem TFP-TA p = 〈A,T , F, u, C〉, the TFA(u) solves the problem and produces a team al-
location g. Thereafter, a questioner questions the allocation g. That is, a questionermay ask, for
instance, why a particular team was assigned to a task or why a questioner-made team was not
assigned to the task. Following Example 1, consider that theTFA(u) outputs the team allocation
depicted in the second column of Table 6.1, the one labelled asOriginal.
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The professor studies the allocation and, acting as questioner, places a question regarding
g: for instance, “Why is Bob assigned to the pathfinder project?”. In Section 6.2.3, we intro-
duce a number of query templates that focus on team formation problems. Our explanatory
algorithm deals with such questions by providing contrastive explanations [Miller, 2018]. Con-
trastive explanations are based on findings in the philosophical and cognitive sciences literature
indicating that people are not interested in the causes leading to a particular outcome (in our
case, an allocation) per se, but, on the contrary, they are interested in the causes that explain a
non-occurring outcome. In other words, people are interested (and tend to give) explanations
regarding questions of the type “Why X instead of Y?”. For instance, in our running example,
the professor is interested in the causes that led TFA(u) to assign Bob to the Pathfinder project
instead of assigning him to a different project.

To build such a contrastive explanation, we need to compute the differences between the
original allocation produced by the TFA(u) and another alternative allocation, determined by
the particular question of the questioner, produced by the TFA(ũ). Thus, given a question
q made by the questioner, the justification algorithm processes this question and proceeds to
build an alternative, query-compliant allocation. This procedure is implemented by steps 3-5 in
Figure 6.1. First, our explanatory algorithmtranslates thequestionposed into a set of constraints
Cq. For instance, in our example, the question “Why is Bob assigned to the Pathfinder project?”
is translated into one constraint that forbids Bob to be assigned to the Pathfinder project. Sec-
tion 6.2.4 thoroughly discusses how to translate queries. This problem p′ is a query-compliant
TFP-TA, that is, p′ is an extension of the original problem pwith the query-constraints Cq and
the wrapper function ũ.

Back to our example, problem p′ would split the 20 students into teams of size 4, though
constrained to assigning each team to exactly one semester project and ensuring that every stu-
dent participates in exactly one team (likewise the original problem p). However, p′ must con-
sider an extra constraint: “Bobmust not be assigned to the Pathfinder project”. TheQTFP-TA
p′ is then solved by TFA(ũ). The output is a query-compliant allocation g′ that respects the
query constraints. For instance, in the allocation depicted along the third column in Table 6.1,
Bob is assigned to the Energy project. Note that the query-compliant allocation is the best al-
location that TFA(ũ) could find while fulfilling the query constraints. Once our explanatory
algorithm gets the original and the query-compliant allocations (g and g′, respectively), it is
ready to build a contrastive explanation by computing the differences between the two.

As soon as the contrastive explanation builder finds these differences (step 6 in Figure 6.1),
the generated explanations go through a tailoring process. This process highlights different
points of view. Specifically, as discussed in Section 6.2.6, we focus on different levels of ab-
straction in order to provide the questioner with a suitable explanation. In our example, our
explanatory algorithm would generate three different types of explanations:

(a) one referring specifically to Bob;
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(b) one referring to teams and their assigned tasks; and

(c) one referring to the allocation as a whole.

The following sections detail the main processes of the algorithm: Section 6.2.3 identifies
several meaningful questions regarding team formation, Section 6.2.4 shows the translation
process of these queries into query constraints, Section 6.2.5 transforms the initial TFP-TA to
accommodate such constraints, and Section 6.2.6 elaborates on how to build contrastive expla-
nations.

6.2.3 Identifying User Queries

Given a team formation scenario, a questioner may ask several questions regarding the alloca-
tion computed to solve a team formationproblem. Herewe identify a collectionof intuitive and
meaningful questions that cover themain points of interest regarding team formation scenarios.
In Tables 6.2 and 6.3, we list the collected questions as query templates. There, we distinguish
two types of queries:

Collaboration Queries question the established collaboration between agents. Thus, they
question the teams formed while disregarding their assignments. Queries of this type consider
the teams formed in a given allocation, focusing on the complete team (see queries Q8, Q9 in
Table 6.3), or on individual agents (see queries Q10, Q11 in Table 6.3). This type of query also
includes questions about the participation of specific agents in a team (see queries Q7, Q12 and
Q13 in Table 6.3).
Assignment Queries challenge the assignment of tasks to teams and individuals. This type
of query concerns the assignment of a complete team to a specific task (see queries Q3, Q4 in
Table 6.2) or the assignment of certain agents to a specific task (see queries Q1, Q2, Q5 and Q6
in Table 6.2).

Following our running example 1, the question “Why is Bob assigned to the Pathfinder
project?” is an assignment query questioning the assignment of Bob to a specific project, the
Pathfinder project. The question “Why is team K = {Cynthia, Daniel,Edward,Fedra} not
assigned to the Sudoku project?” is also an assignment query questioning the assignment of
the complete team K to a specific project, and therefore the assignment of each student in
K to that project. Alternatively, question “Why is student Cynthia in team K = {Cynthia,
Daniel,Edward,Fedra}?” is a collaboration query questioning the participation of Cynthia in
teamK , and therefore, the collaboration of student Cynthia with each of the students inK .

After identifying these relevant team formation query templates, we show how to translate
each of these queries into query constraints in the following section.
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6.2.4 Query Translation

Asmentioned in Section 6.2.2, we translate the queries posed by a questioner into constraints in
order to compute an alternative allocation based on the query and thereafter build a contrastive
explanation. Complying with a query constraint is necessary to compute an alternative alloca-
tion corresponding to a ‘what-if’ scenario, an alternative scenario. Query constraints are hard
constraints and must be met when solving the new team formation problem that arises by im-
posing the query constraints. Looking at the query templates in Tables 6.2 and 6.3, we observe
that a (collaboration or assignment) query poses:

(i) why a specific collaboration or assignment is established in a given allocation,or

(ii) why a specific collaboration or assignment is not established.

Such types of queries are then translated into one of two types of constraints:

(i) veto constraints that capture queries that question an established teamor assignment, and

(ii) enforcement constraints that capture queries regarding why a team or assignment did not
occur.

Consider the question asked by the professor in our running example, “Why is Bob assigned
to the Pathfinder project?” which is an instance of query template Q1. To provide an explana-
tion, we must find an allocation for the alternative what-if scenario: “What would happen if
Bob were not assigned to the Pathfinder project?”. By adding the appropriate constraint, we
can compute alternative allocations suitable for answering the query posed by the professor.
Thus, when a query template targets a team or an assignment established in the original alloca-
tion, it generally translates into veto constraints on the team or assignment. This translation is
necessary to describe a meaningful what-if scenario and build meaningful contrastive explana-
tions.

Alternatively, when a query template targets a team or assignment that did not occur in
the original allocation, the query translates into enforcement constraints so that the query-
compliant allocation contains the team or the assignment described in the query. For instance,
consider the question “Why is team K = {a1, a3, a5, a7} not formed”, as an instance of query
template Q9. The what-if scenario to consider would be: “What would happen if teamK was
formed?”. Hence, replying to this query demands computing an allocation that enforces the
formation of teamK .

Depending on the query template, and more precisely on howmany agents are involved in
a query, the queries are translated into (a) a single constraint, or (b) a set of constraints. Queries
translated into a single constraint are referred to as simple queries and involve a pair 〈agent, task〉
(Q1, Q2) or two agents (Q10, Q11). Regarding the queries translated into a set of constraints, we
refer to them as complex queries, and we differentiate three translation patterns for them:
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(i) conjunction of constraints (Q4, Q5, Q9, Q12), which deal with a team formation or as-
signment that did not occur;

(ii) disjunction of constraints (Q3, Q6, Q7, Q8), which focus on an established team forma-
tion or assignment; and

(iii) disjunction of conjunctions (Q13) considers both an established team and one that did
not occur.

6.2.5 Problem Transformation

This section shows how to transform the original problemTFP-TA into a query-compliant one
QTFP-TA bywrapping the oracle function u. The problem transformation process is based on
defining the wrapper function ũ and thus changing the evaluation function that determines
the quality of the assignment of a team to a task, depending on the query constraints. In more
detail, given a query q, we incorporate its query constraints Cq in the oracle function by im-
posing large penalties when a team-task pair violates a query constraint. The amount of the
penalty depends on the function that aggregates the quality of each team-task allocation. For
instance, if the aggregation is the product of the individual qualities, then the penalty would
be zero when a query constraint is violated. The penalty would be a large negative value if the
aggregation is based on adding qualities. In the equations below, we assume we have a product
aggregation as an example. In other words, the new, query-compliant problem p′ is given by the
tuple 〈A, T, F, u, C, ũ, Cq〉 (see Definition 25) where:

ũ(K, τ, F, Cq) = ψ (K, τ, Cq) · u(K, τ, F ) (6.2)

and

ψ (K, τ, Cq) =
{
0, if 〈K, τ〉 violates a constraint in Cq
1, otherwise

(6.3)

Thus, when TFA(ũ) is solving problem p′, allocations that violate a query constraint are pe-
nalised and therefore avoided, since the allocation’s quality depends on the quality of all teams
for their assigned tasks—i.e., v(g) = F τ∈T ũ

(
g(τ), τ, F

)
.

6.2.6 Building Contrastive Explanations

This section outlines themethodology for building and tailoring contrastive explanations to ad-
dress queries related to team formation. As discussed in Section 6.2.2, a contrastive explanation
involves comparing an initial allocation (g) with an alternative, query-compliant allocation (g′)
that satisfies a what-if scenario resulting from the query at hand. The explanation highlights
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the factors favouring the initial allocation over the alternative one. The initial and alternative
allocations are compared at three levels of abstraction, referred to as the explanation views. Each
explanation viewprovides a distinct perspective for explainingwhy the initial allocation is prefer-
able to the alternative allocation. The three explanation views are:

• the individual view (IV), which focuses on the agents identified in the query;

• the local view (LV), which focuses on the individual tasks and the teams assigned to them;
and

• the global view (GV), which evaluates the overall quality of the allocations.

For each view, we compute the relative differences between the original allocation and the
query-compliant one. Such differences quantify the gains or losses of one allocation with re-
spect to the other. That is, we computeΔf IVi ,Δf LVi ,Δf GVi for each feature evaluation function
fi ∈ F . Specifically, we compute relative differences considering the oracle u in the individual
and the local view, while in the global view, we compute relative differences considering the
aggregation function F . Notice that in this step, we need access to (a) the oracle function u,
and (b) the aggregating function F . However, the oracle function is accessible by our explana-
tory algorithm (through the wrapper ũ); while the aggregating function is known for a given
TFA—remember that for our wrapper to impose the proper penalty during the problem trans-
formation step, our explanatory algorithmmust be aware of the aggregation function F .

Moreover, we make the following assumption to compute the relative differences for the
individual view. There is a way to compute the contribution of a single agent a to its team g(τ)
(denoted as |a∈g(τ)) concerning (i) each feature evaluation function fi, and (ii) the value yielded
by the oracle u. Even though this may seem a strong assumption, it is common in the literature
to employ oracles that allow such computation (e.g. [Czatnecki and Dutta, 2019, Andrejczuk
et al., 2018]). In our empirical evaluation, we illustrate the use of one general oracle that allows
us to compute relative differences. Given an original allocation g, a query-compliant allocation
g′, a task tau and an agent a, we compute relative differences as follows:

Individual View: Δf IVi (a, g′) =
fi (g(τ), τ) |a∈g(τ) − fi (g′(τ′), τ′) |a∈g′(τ ′)

fi (g(τ), τ) |a∈g(τ)

Local View: Δf LVi (τ, g′) =
fi (g(τ), τ) − fi (g′(τ), τ)

fi (g′(τ), τ)
, ∀τ ∈ T

Global View: Δf GVi (g′) =
F τ∈T fi (g(τ), τ) − F τ∈T fi (g′(τ), τ)

F τ∈T fi (g(τ), τ)
where fi is some feature evaluation function.
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Original Allocation g Query-Compliant Allocation g′
fskills fpersonality fprefernces fskills fpersonality fprefernces

Bob 0.67 - 0.9 0.44 - 0.75

Pathfinder 0.83 0.62 0.8 0.33 0.65 0.72

Chess 0.87 0.72 0.57 0.6 0.28 0.5

Sudoku 0.78 0.9 0.71 0.78 0.9 0.71

Trading 0.93 0.82 0.92 0.93 0.82 0.92

Energy 0.66 0.55 0.5 0.7 0.41 0.55

Overall 0.3457 0.1812 0.1489 0.1005 0.0551 0.1293

Table 6.4: Running Example: Contributions across each feature of (i) Bob, (ii) each teamwith
respect to their corresponding task, and (iii) the overall allocation.

Explanation View fskills fpersonality fpreferences

IV Bob −34.33% - −16.67%

LV

Pathfinder −60.24% 4.84% −10.00%
Chess −31.03% −61.11% −12.28%
Sudoku 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%
Trading 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%
Energy 6.06% −25.45% 10.00%

GV overall −70.92% −69.61% −13.16%

Table 6.5: Running Example: Relative differences per explanation view.

Back to our running example, assume that after compting the query-compliant allocation
g′, we measure the contribution of Bob to each assigned team and task across all features of
interest (F = {fskills, fpersonality, fpreferences}) both the original allocation g and the alternative one
g′, as shown in Table 6.4. Similarly, we measure the evaluation across all features of each team
formed either in g or g′ and the evaluation of the overall allocation. Then we can compute the
relative differences used in each explanation view, as illustrated in Table 6.5.

Explanation Template. Up to this point, we have discussed how to compute an alternative,
query-compliant solution and the differences between this solution and the original one, i.e.,
how to compute the reasons why the original solution is more preferred than an alternative
one. However, the explanations are built to address humans’ doubts towards the AI algorithm
at hand. As pointed out in [Kraus et al., 2020], explanations built within XAI (and XMASE)
usually neglect the human factor. That is, even if by computing the differences between the two
solutions, we conclude the reasons that explain why the AI algorithm decided on the original
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solution rather than the alternative one, we still need to present these reasons to the user. To do
so,weuse anatural language template. In otherwords, wepre-define a template per explanation
view. We tailor the explanations by filling out a template according to (i) the computed relative
differences and (ii) the explanation view.

Consider our running example again. The professor asked, “Why is Bob assigned to the
Pathfinder project?” and our algorithm built an alternative, query-compliant allocation g′ that
assigns Bob to a project other than Pathfinder, as shown in Table 6.1. Given the relative differ-
ences shown inTable 6.5, our explanation builder generates one explanation per view as follows:

“If Bob was not assigned to the Pathfinder project, then...

IV: “Bobwould have had to participate in the Energy project, for which they are
less skilled.”

LV: “40% of the tasks would have been assigned to less-skilled (up to 60.24%)
teams, and 20% of the tasks would have been assigned to less-compatible (up
to 25.45%) teams, while 40% of the tasks would have been assigned to equally
skilled, compatible and satisfied teams.”

GV: “The overallmatching of teams to taskswouldbe70.92% less-skilled, 69.61%
less-diverse in terms of personality, and 13.16% less-satisfying. Thus, the al-
ternative allocation would be 30.35% less-suitable considering all features”.

The explanation example above is built by first computing the relative differences and then
filling out an explanation template in natural language. The explanation template is generally
common to all queries—changes only for the IV. The templates can be found in Appendix III .

6.3 Empirical Evaluation of Explanations

This section evaluates the quality of the explanations that our algorithm generates. First, Sec-
tion 6.3.1 specifies the instance of the TFP-TA selected for our experiments, along with the TFA
of choice. Then, Section 6.3.2 introduces our evaluationmetrics for explanations, some adapted
from metrics used in the ML literature. Finally, Section 6.3.3 reports the results of our evalua-
tion.

6.3.1 Team Formation Problem, Algorithm and Datasets

Team Formation Problem For our empirical evaluation, we choose the team formation
problem that we have been discussing throughout this dissertation. That is, we consider the
problem of forming non-overlapping teams that tackle one task each, and in turn, each task is
tackled by only one team, i.e., the NO-MTMT allocation problem introduced in Chapter 4.
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Moreover, we choose the same features as described in the running example of Section 6.2,
namely: skills, personality, and agents’ preferences over tasks ({fskills, fpersonality, fpreferences}). Each
task specifies the skills required by a team to perform it. We also adopt the typical team-size con-
straint per task (e.g. [Andrejczuk et al., 2018]), i.e., each task requires a team of a specified
number of members. We use the metrics introduced in Chapter 3.3 as feature evaluation func-
tions. Specifically, as fskills we use the competence affinity metric (Section 3.4.1), as fpersonality
we use the congeniality metric (Section 3.4.2), and as fpreferences we use the motivation metric
(Section 3.4.3). As oracle u that yields suitability, we define the linear combination of the three:

u(K, τ, F ) =
∑
fi∈F

wi · fi (K, τ).

Using a linear combination of multiple attributes to form a scalar function is a commonly
used technique [Horn et al., 1994]. As aggregating function F , we use the product (F 4

=
∏
),

since, as claimed by [Andrejczuk et al., 2018, Andrejczuk et al., 2019], a product promotes “bal-
anced” team allocations—according to [Chevaleyre et al., 2006], it favours both increasing the
overall team allocation utility and reducing the differences in individual team allocation quality.

Algorithm To solve the problem, we use the linear program encoding introduced in Sec-
tion 4.3.1, and as a team formation algorithm (TFA), we use the state-of-the-art optimal solver
CPLEX [IBM, 2019].

Datasets. For our empirical evaluation, weused synthetic data as instances for the problemof
forming teams for task allocation. Specifically, we generated 20 datasets. Each dataset contains
10 tasks, and each task requires a team consisting of 2 to 4 team members—–we took special
care that at least one task requires a teamof 4members. Each task requires 3 to 10 different skills,
randomly selected out of 475 skills defined in the “European Skill/Competence, qualifications
and Occupations” (version 1.0.8).1 Given a dataset D (out of 20), we denote with SkD the set
with the different skills required by all 10 tasks in D (SkD ⊂ SkESCO).

Anagent is defined through their competenceprofile (Def. 1), their personality profile (Def. 2),
and their task preference profile (Def. 3). That is, agents count on (i) a skill set to tackle a task, (ii)
a personality profile, and (iii) their set of gradedpreferences over tasks. Each agent indatasetD is
equippedwith 2 to 5 skills from SkD. An agent’s personality is expressed by the four personality
traits: Sensing–Intuition (SN), Thinking–Feeling (TF), Extroversion–Introversion (EI), and
Perception–Judgement (PJ), and specifically by a real value in [1, 1] for each trait [Andrejczuk
et al., 2018, Andrejczuk et al., 2019]. As such, we generate a personality profile for each agent
by uniformly drawing 4 real numbers in the range [1, 1]. Finally, for each agent, we randomly

1https://esco.ec.europa.eu/en
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select 1 to 10 tasks in the dataset, for which we express a preference degree in [0, 1] (randomly
selected).

The queries used in our experimental evaluation focus on tasks requiring a team of size 4
and its formed team. As mentioned above, we take special care that there exists at least one
such task in every synthetically generated dataset. Let us denote with τ4m a task requiring a 4-
member team, and withK4m the team formed for task τ4m within the original allocation g, i.e.,
g(τ4m) = K4m. Then, we generate a query per query template following the process below:

Q1: we randomly select an agent a from team K4m (i.e., a ∈ K4m ), and generate a question
why a is assigned to τ4m;

Q2: we randomly select an agent a not in team K4m (i.e., a ∈ A \ K4m, with A the set of all
agents in the dataset), and generate a question why a is not assigned to τ4m;

Q3: we question why teamK4m is assigned to τ4m;

Q4: we randomly select 4 agents not in team K4m forming team K ′ (i.e., K ′ ⊆ A and
K ′ ∩ K4m = ∅); and generate a question why teamK ′ is not assigned to τ4m;

Q5: we randomly select an agent a from team K4m (i.e., a ∈ K4m ), an agent a′ not in team
K4m (i.e., a′ ∈ A \ K4m ), and generate a question why a is assigned to τ4m , instead of
a′;

Q6: we randomly select an agent a from team K4m (i.e., a′ ∈ K4m), an agent a′ not in team
K4m (i.e., a ∈ A \ K4m ), and generate a question why a is assigned to τ4m, while a′ is
not;

Q7: we randomly select an agent a from team K4m (i.e., a ∈ K4m ), and question why a
participates inK4m ;

Q8: we question why teamK4m is formed;

Q9: we randomly select 4 agents not in team K4m forming team K ′ (i.e., K ′ ⊆ A and K ′ ∪
K4m = ∅); and generate a question why teamK ′ is not formed;

Q10: we randomly select 2 agents a and a′ in team K4m (i.e., a, a′ ∈ K4m, with a ≠ a′), and
generate a question why a and a′ are in the same team;

Q11: we randomly select an agent a from team K4m (i.e., a ∈ K4m), an agent a′ not in team
K4m (i.e., a′ ∈ A \ K4m) and generate a question why a and a′ are not in the same team;
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Q12: we randomly select an agent a from team K4m (i.e., a ∈ K4m), an agent a′ not in team
K4m (i.e., a′ ∈ A \ K4m) and generate a question why a participates in K4m, instead of
a′; and finally

Q13: we randomly select an agent a from team K4m (i.e., a ∈ K4m), an agent a′ not in team
K4m (i.e., a′ ∈ A \ K4m) and generate a question why a participates in K4m, while a′
does not.

6.3.2 Evaluation Metrics

Wehave singled out several off-line evaluationmetrics alignedwith the existing literature to eval-
uate the quality of explanations.

Number of features (NOF). Considering the number of features that appear within an expla-
nation is a commonly usedmetric inmany explainable models. Indeed, sincemost XAImodels
attempt to give insights on the functionality and the rationale of a black box (e.g., MLmodels),
it is common to use the number of features used to explain a decision as a quality index for ex-
planations [Zhang and Chen, 2020, Rosenfeld, 2021]. However, this metric is not restricted to
explanatory systems related to ML models; instead, non-ML explanatory systems have consid-
ered the number of features as a quality index, as well. For instance, when justifying election
winners in [Boixel and Endriss, 2020], the number of axioms that back up the elected winner
is used to evaluate the quality of an explanation. The number of features can also be seen as
the number of causes [Miller, 2018] displayed in an explanation, with the general guideline that
good explanations are the simple ones containing a relatively small number of causes. Here, we
consider the number of features that exhibit a utility decrease in the query-compliant allocation
compared to the original allocation.

Mean explainability precision (MEP) [Abdollahi and Nasraoui, 2017, Mohseni et al.,
2020]. Explainability precision—resembling the correspondingmetric in information retrieval,
classification, andML in general— is the proportion of explainable items in a list relative to the
total number of items. Regarding team formation, wemeasureMEP in terms of the percentage
of agents, tasks, and attributes for which we can explain why the alternative query-compliant
allocation is worse than the initial allocation.

Gunning Fog readability (GFR) index [Gunning, 1952]. Sinceweproduce explanations in
natural language, we also use theGunning Fog readability (GFR) index [Gunning, 1952], a well-
known readability metric in the literature. The GFR considers (a) the proportion of “complex
words” relative to the total number of words; and (b) the number of words per sentence. The
resulting score indicates the reading level needed to comprehend the text by grade.
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6.3.3 Results

Our empirical evaluation employs 20 synthetic instances of the TFP-TA in Section 6.3.1 with
10 tasks and ∼ 26.5 agents each. Note that we can quickly compute relative differences for IV,
since the oracle u in Section 6.3.1 allows us to compute the contribution to a team per agent at
a low computational cost. We solved each one of the problem instances with an LP solver to
obtain their original allocations.

After that, we generated one query for each query template and for each original allocation
so that each allocation was artificially challenged by one query of each one of the thirteen query
templates. We generated queries depending on the query template as follows. First, we selected
an original allocation. Second, we randomly selected a team (K) in the allocation. Third, we
built one query per query template by randomly selecting: agents fromK (for templatesQ1,Q7,
Q10); agents fromA\K (templatesQ2, Q10); one agent fromK and one fromA\K (templates
Q5, Q9, Q11, Q12, Q13). Finally, we handed the queries to our algorithm to compute explana-
tions. We evaluated their quality using the metrics in Section 6.3.2. Tables 6.6-6.8 compile our
results per metric grouped per query template, which we discuss below comparing explanation
views.

Average number of features (NOF). Table 6.6 illustrates the average number of features
({fskills, fpersonalitt, fpreferences}) used to explain why the original allocation is preferable to the
query-compliant one. That is, these are the average number of features per explanation that:
(a) exhibit a relative gain, and (b) are part of the textual explanation. The results tell us that the
individual view uses fewer features than the local view, which in turn uses fewer features than
the global viewwhen building an explanation for each query. Moreover, explanations of simple
queries (Q1,Q2, Q7,Q8, Q10 or Q11) use fewer features compared to more complex ones.

Mean explainable precision (MEP). The results are shown inTable 6.7. As we can see, the
GV reaches higherMEP (at least 67%) than theLVand the IV.That is, with theGVexplanation,
we can easily explainwhy the original allocation is preferred to the query-compliant one. This is
because the TFA’s goal is to optimise the overall allocation function; hence, the GV aligns with
the algorithm’s point of view. The LV reaches lowMEP (below 50%) since many tasks are not
affected by the query and, therefore, cannot explain why one allocation is preferred to the other.
Finally, the IV exhibits a wide variability inMEP since the IV is highly query-dependent. Thus,
the GV is more precise for explaining team formation.

Gunning Fog readability index. In Table 6.8, we observe that 92% (36 out of 39) of our
explanations achieve scores between 8 (reading level of eighth grade) and 12 (reading level of a
high school senior student) and 6% are very close to 12. Thus, we conclude that our explanations
are easy to read and comprehend. In general, we see that simple queries achieve a lowGFR index
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(∼ 8.36), while complex queries achieve a higher GFR index (∼ 10.33). Notably, the LV and
GV explanations exhibit a ‘stable’ reading index (the LV index is always ∼ 8.8, and the GV
index is ∼ 11). This is because, regardless of the query template, the LV always considers the
same number of tasks (10 in all problem instances), and the GV considers a constant number of
attributes. On the contrary, the readability score for the IV is query-dependent.

Query Individual View Local View Global View
Average NOF Standard Deviation Average NOF Standard Deviation Average NOF Standard Deviation

Q1 1 0 2.2 0.8 2.7 0.55

Q2 1 0 2.20 0.74 3.00 0.71

Q3 0.91 0.14 1.87 0.47 2.75 0.50

Q4 1.55 0.49 2.8 0.4 3.35 0.57

Q5 1.29 0.45 2.85 0.65 3.05 0.67

Q6 0.58 0.18 2.58 0.48 3.03 0.43

Q7 0.91 0.20 1.88 0.51 2.82 0.55

Q8 0.91 0.22 1.86 0.51 2.84 0.53

Q9 1.41 0.49 3.35 0.47 3.2 0.5

Q10 1.06 0.23 1.95 0.59 2.80 0.68

Q11 1.18 0.58 2.45 0.86 2.90 0.62

Q12 1.60 0.49 2.20 0.92 3.30 0.55

Q13 1.18 0.39 2.73 0.51 3.20 0.66

Table 6.6: Number of Features (NOF) per explanation view per query template.
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Query Individual View Local View Global View
Q1 65% 40% 67.5%

Q2 70% 42.5% 73.75%

Q3 91.25% 37.75% 68.75%

Q4 75% 80% 83.75%

Q5 47.5% 54.5% 76.25%

Q6 35% 41.25% 75.63%

Q7 55% 37.17% 70.42%

Q8 55.41% 36.58% 71.04%

Q9 61.67% 73.5% 80%

Q10 50% 38.5% 70%

Q11 35% 49.5% 72.5%

Q12 17.49% 39.5% 82.5%

Q13 48.87% 47.5% 80.62%

Table 6.7: Mean Explanable Precision per explanation view per query template

Query Individual View Local View Global View
Q1 8.37 8.78 10.61
Q2 9.1 8.77 10.84
Q3 7.08 8.53 10.33
Q4 12.4 9.05 11.53
Q5 9.89 8.87 11.42
Q6 8.3 8.76 10.9
Q7 7.47 8.64 10.63
Q8 7.25 8.51 10.45
Q9 10.2 8.91 10.79
Q10 8.4 8.76 10.88
Q11 9.34 8.99 11.8
Q12 14.62 8.75 12.32
Q13 9.82 8.78 11.54

Table 6.8: Gunning Fog Readability index per explanation view per query template.
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6.4 Privacy‐Aware Explainable Team Formation

The method for building explanations we presented in Section 6.2 does not consider privacy
issues, one of the key challenges in explainable multi-agent environments (XMASE) as identi-
fied by [Kraus et al., 2020]. The explanations built by our method use agents’ individual data
(profiles) along with information about teams’ quality (in terms of, e.g., competence affinity,
personality and gender diversity, motivation, etc.). This can result in revealing agents’ private
information to third parties. For example, an explanation under the individual view (see Sec-
tion 6.2.6) may disclose information about an individual’s competencies or preferences, while
an explanation under the local view may disclose information about people’s personality. This
section aims to “enhance” our building of explanations to account for privacy issues.

As discussed earlier, explainable AI provides “inside information” regarding the inner func-
tionality of an AI system in an attempt to be transparent and earn, in this way, the users’ trust.
More andmore applications turn to AI to ease and automate complex procedures and demand
an understanding of the solutions recommended by such systems. Besides the growing need for
explanations, as pointed out by [Goodman and Flaxman, 2017], legislation such as the GDPR
recently put forward by the EU leads to the right to explanation. That is, a user providing per-
sonal information as input data to some AI algorithm has the right to knowwhy the algorithm
makes a particular decision with their input data instead of another decision.

Note that in any AI system that assists people in making a decision or solving a problem, in-
dividuals need to feed the systemwith information (possibly private), which is therefore utilised
by the system to reach a solution. For people to use an AI system and feed it with their data, the
systemmust ensure that it works towards its users’ best interest and does not misuse their data.
In this direction, explainable AI sheds light on the practices used by the system at hand and
shares internal information with the users. However, information and data shall not be shared
lavishly, especially in environments involving many individuals. Instead, users’ data must be
treated with care when explanations are provided, and the AI system must guarantee that pri-
vate information remains private and is not disclosed to third parties.

In this context, [Puiu et al., 2021] present recent developments on explainability and inter-
pretability along with the limitation of data accessibility due to ethical constraints in cardio-
vascular diagnosis. [Sokol and Flach, 2019] points out the challenge to avoid revealing private
information through counterfactual explanations, while [Goethals et al., 2022] proposes an al-
gorithm for generating k-anonymous counterfactual explanations. [Sovrano et al., 2020]make
a separation between explainable (X-) and explanatory (Y-) AI and propose a model for YAI un-
der GPDR guidelines. According to Sorvano et al., making an AI system explainable (referred
to as XAI) should be separated and independent of actually explaining the system (referred to
as YAI).

In this section, we address the challenge of preserving privacy upon providing explanations
within multi-agent environments and specifically in team formation scenarios. Specifically, we
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argue that an AI system should only offer explanations that guarantee no privacy breaches. To
our knowledge, our proposal below is the first work tackling this challenge in team formation.
As such, in this section, we propose a privacy breach detector capable of findingwhether a given
explanation is bound to lead to privacy breaches. Aswe detail later, wemodel the reasoning trig-
gered by explanations using a theory ofmind [Frith and Frith, 2005], which allows our detector
to capture explanations bound to cause breaches. In addition, we propose a general framework
that describes how our privacy breach detector interacts with a team formation algorithm (AI
system) and an explanatory algorithm (XAI system) to approve or disapprove explanations. It is
worth noting that our proposed framework is not restricted to the team formation algorithms
presented in Chapter 4 and the explanatory algorithm presented in Section 6.2. Instead, the
framework can involve team formation and explanatory algorithms other than the ones pro-
posed in this dissertation.

The remaining of the section is structured as follows. In Section 6.4.1, we illustrate an ex-
ample of the classroom team formation scenario which we use throughout this section. In Sec-
tion 6.4.2, we describe a general framework that detects breaches of private information within
explanations regarding team formation scenarios. To develop the privacy breach detector, Sec-
tion 6.4.3 shows how to represent the concepts of knowledge and beliefs that we utilise in our
framework. Then, in Section 6.4.4, we discuss the necessary inference rules used to reason over
explanations. Section 6.4.5 puts forward a belief updater. The belief updater follows a theory
of mind to simulate the line of reasoning of a questionnaire, and we illustrate this theory of
mind in the classroom team formation scenario. Finally, in Section 6.4.6, we present the pri-
vacy checker that detects potential privacy breaches.

6.4.1 The Classroom Team Formation Scenario

Here we present a running example of the team formation scenario. We will be following this
example throughout this section.

LetRenatta be a high-school teacher in charge of the history and literature courses. A group
of six very enthusiastic students were interested in learning more about their local town. Thus,
Renatta came up with three different “get-to-know-your-town” projects for the students to
work on and investigate their town’s local history and culture:

• The PodCast Project (TPCP): In this project, the team in charge must prepare a pod-
cast containing interviews with local people and narratives about the town’s traditions.

• TheU-VideoProject (TUVP): In this project, the team in chargemustprepare aYouTube
video series such that in each video, students visit monuments and historical places in
town and briefly present the history of each place.
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• The WebSite Project (TWSP): In this project, the team in charge must prepare a web-
site containing a “cultural map” of the town describing what kind of local festivities a
visitor can enjoy (in which neighbourhood, at what time of the year, etc.).

Renatta wants her six students to work in pairs and each team to work on a different task so
they can present it at the end of the school year. Ideally, Renatta would like each team to satisfy
the following properties. Each team must be (1) skilled for its assigned project, (2) diverse in
terms of personalities and gender, (3) motivated to work on its assigned project, and (4) socially
coherent.

The students, namely Alex, Beth, Fedra, Jack, John and Suzan, provide their profiles con-
taining their competencies, personalities, and preferences over projects and teammates. Then
Renatta uses an AI team formation algorithm (TFA)—e.g., one of the algorithms presented
in Chapter 4—to form teams and allocate them to projects. When the TFA yields a teams-to-
tasks allocation, Beth challenges the explanatory algorithm (EA)—e.g., the algorithm described
in Section 6.2—with the following query:2

“Why is Jack in my team instead of Alex?”

Given the query, the explanatory algorithm computes an alternative allocation in which
Beth and Alex are forced to work together. Consider that according to the current allocation,
Beth works with Jack on The PodCast Project, while according to the alternative allocation,
Beth works with Alex on TheWebsite Project. Then the EA computes the differences between
the teams in both allocations for Beth. That is, the EA compares 〈Beth and Jack, TPCP〉 against
〈Beth and Alex, TWSP〉 with respect to the requirements placed by the teacher:

• each team being skilled for their assigned project;

• each team being diverse in terms of personality;

• each team being satisfied with their assigned project in terms of individuals’ preferences
over projects; and

• each team being socially coherent in terms of individuals’ preferences over teammates.

Finally, the EA builds the following explanation for Beth:

“If Alex were on your team instead of Jack, then you would be in a less diverse
team in terms of personality than the team you are currently in.”

2Weremind the reader that the frameworkwepropose in this section is general; the team formation algorithms
in Sections 4.3.1 and 4.3.2, and the explanatory algorithm in Section 6.2 are particular algorithms that we can use.
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Figure 6.2: General Framework for Privacy-Aware Explanations for Team Formation

According to the EA, the desired property that explains best why Beth should be working
with Jack and not with Alex is the property of diverse personalities. As we will see later, this is
bound to lead to a privacy violation.

6.4.2 A General Framework for Privacy‐Aware Explainable Team Formation

In this section, we describe a general framework that combines team formation solutions, expla-
nations of these solutions, and amechanism for checkingwhether some explanationsmay cause
a privacy breach. Consider a team formation scenario (e.g., the one presented in the previous
section) involving a set of agentsA and a set of tasksT . Moreover, let o be the ‘orchestrator’ or
team-maker, i.e., the person who requests forming a team-to-tasks allocation using some team
formation algorithm. A user corresponds to a person who challenges the teams-to-tasks allo-
cation and can be either a team-maker or an agent. In this work, we assume that each agent
holds a view of the world which consists of (i) known facts such as their private information,
the description of the tasks, and the teams-to-tasks allocation, and (ii) beliefs over other agents’
private information. Similarly, the team-maker also holds their view of the world, consisting of
some known facts and their beliefs over the agents’ private information. Figure 6.2 illustrates
our proposed framework, which, in a nutshell, consists of the following components:
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1. A team formation algorithm (TFA) that forms a teams-to-tasks allocation.

2. An explanatory algorithm (EA)—interactingwith theTFA—that generates explanations
regarding a teams-to-tasks allocation.

3. A privacy breach detector (PBD) that assesses whether an explanation may incur in pri-
vacy breaches. The PBD is composed of:

a) a belief updater (BU) that computes posterior beliefs that the user is expected to
form upon receiving an explanation; and

b) a privacy checker (PC) that assesses whether the user’s expected posterior beliefs
exceed a belief threshold.

In more detail, the team-maker uses the TFA to solve a team formation problem and form
an allocation, while the TFA notifies the team-maker and the agents of the allocation formed.
As mentioned earlier, there is a plethora of TFAs that solve team formation problem. As such,
depending on the problem at hand, one shall use the corresponding TFA. Considering the ex-
ample in Section 6.4.1, Renatta, the teacher, acts as the team-maker and uses Edu2Com (Sec-
tion 4.3.2) as the TFA to group her students (who correspond to agents) into teams to work
on their “get-to-know-your-town” projects (which correspond to tasks). The TFA computes
the teams along with their allocation to tasks. After that, the TFA communicates the resulting
teams and allocations to the teacher and the students.

Then, say that some user challenges the TFA’s result. That is, a user may argue that there
is a better allocation than the one yielded by the TFA. Hence, the user poses a question to the
explanatory algorithm. For example, student Beth asks why Jack is in her team instead of her
friend Alex. The EA processes the user’s question and builds an appropriate explanation by
interacting with the TFA—following, for example, the process of building contrastive explana-
tions we described earlier in this chapter. For example, the EA builds the following explanation
to answer Beth’s question:

“If Alex were on your team instead of Jack, then you would be in a less diverse
team in terms of personality than the team you are currently in.”

Next, the EA passes the generated explanation to the privacy breach detector, particularly
to the belief updater. Each agent holds knowledge regarding the world and beliefs over other
agents’ private information. The BU is responsible for exploiting the information conveyed by
an explanation, combining it with the user’s knowledge and current beliefs to extract valuable
conclusions. Specifically, the BU follows a theory of mind [Frith and Frith, 2005] on the user
to simulate the reasoning the user is expected to follow (based on the user’s knowledge and
beliefs). As a result, the BU forms an updated version of beliefs, which the user is expected to
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reach after receiving the explanation. In our running example, Beth holds some prior beliefs
about the personalities of Alex and Jack. Beth is expected to update her prior beliefs based on
the explanation provided by the EA. After that, the BU passes the expected posterior beliefs to
the privacy checker. The PC assesses whether the user’s expected posterior beliefs exceed the
belief threshold ε. The belief threshold corresponds to a maximum probability that a user may
believe that some agent’s information is truewithout violating this agent’s privacy. For example,
with a belief threshold ε = 0.5, if Beth is expected to update her beliefs thatAlex is of personality
role ‘leader’ to0.3, then this causes no violationofAlex’s private information. On the other hand,
if Beth is expected to update her belief that Jack is of personality ‘implementer’ to 0.7, then this
causes a violation of Jack’s private information. Notably, each usermay set their belief threshold
regarding their private information. For example, Alexmay set his belief threshold regarding his
personality to 0.2. On the other hand, Jackmay set his corresponding threshold to 0.75. In this
case, the explanation that answers Beth’s questionwould cause a violation of Alex’s privacy, but
it would not violate Jack’s privacy.

Finally, the privacy checker outputs an answer for the explanatory algorithm. Specifically,
the privacy checker’s responds with an appropriatemessage indicating whether the explanation
is safe in case our Privacy Breach Detector detected no privacy breaches on private information
or violatingotherwise. Depending on the PC’s response, the explanatory algorithm either yields
with the explanation or handles the situation. That is, in case the explanation is safe according
to the PC, then the EA can share the explanation with the user. Otherwise, the EA needs to
resolve the privacy issue, e.g., by computing a different explanation or denying an answer due
to a privacy breach.

6.4.3 Representing knowledge and beliefs

In this section, we discuss how to represent knowledge and beliefs within our framework (see
Figure 6.2). Recall that both the agents and the team-maker hold a view of the team formation
problem. This view consists of known facts and beliefs. Knowledge corresponds to known
facts that an agent has over the team formation scenario. Such known facts include the tasks’
description and the team-to-tasks allocation published by the TFA. Moreover, for an agent a,
known facts also include their ownpersonal profile—inour example,Alex’s knowledge includes
his competence profile, personality profile, and preference profiles over tasks and teammates.
Besides knowledge, individuals can form beliefsover others. Specifically, individuals formbeliefs
regarding knowledge they do not own, i.e., beliefs over another agent’s profile.

Agent’s Knowledge. An agent holds knowledge that can be either private or public. Given
an agent a ∈ A, their private knowledge refers to characteristics that comprise agent a’s own
profile. Each agent holds their own private knowledge, withheld from anyone else. For in-
stance, “John acquires the competence of Video Editing” is part of John’s private knowledge.
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Public knowledge refers to the tasks made public by the team-maker. That is, “The U-Video
Project requires the competence of Video Editing” is public knowledge. Moreover, public
knowledge includes the team-to-tasks allocation announced by the team formation algorithm.
For example, “John has been assigned to work on The U-Video Project” is public knowledge.
All agents at the outset share the same public knowledge, i.e. public knowledge is common to
all agents.

We represent knowledge usingfirst-order predicateswith ground terms. For an agent a ∈ A,
we denote the private knowledge of a as Γa corresponding to a set of first-order predicates with
ground terms referring to a. In our running example, we use the following predicates for agent
a’s private knowledge:

• acquires(a, c), where a ∈ A is an agent, and c ∈ Ca is one of a’s acquired competencies;

• personality(a, p), where a ∈ A is an agent, and p is a’s personality role;3

• wants_to_work_on(a, τ), where a ∈ A is an agent, and τ ∈ T is a task; and

• wants_to_work_with(a, b), where a ∈ A is an agent, and b ∈ A \ {a} is an agent
different to a.

So, predicate acquires(John, Video Editing) ∈ Γa corresponds to some of John’s private
knowledge. We denote withΓτ the public knowledge that each agent holds regarding task τ. In
our example, weuse the followingpredicates for public knowledge related to a task’s description:

• requires(τ, c), where τ ∈ T is a task and c ∈ Cτ is one of τ’s required competencies;

• size(τ, sτ), where τ ∈ T is a task and sτ ∈ N is the required team size (with sτ ≥ 2).

Finally, with Γg, we denote the public knowledge that each agent holds regarding the team-to-
task allocation announced by the TFA. In our example, we use the predicateworks_on(g, a, τ)
which is read as “According to team-to-task-allocation g, agenta ismember of the teamallocated
to work on task τ”. Therefore, an agent a’s knowledge consists of: Γa ∪ Γτ ∪ Γg.

Team-Maker’sKnowledge The teammaker onlyholdspublic knowledge regarding the tasks’
description and team-to-tasks allocations. Thus, the team-maker’s knowledge is Γo ≡ Γτ ∪ Γg.

3Assuming a finite set of Personality Roles, e.g., the Belbin’s nine roles or the 16 MBTI.
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Agents’ Beliefs. Each agent holds beliefs over other agents’ private knowledge. That is, an
agent sets a probability with which they believe that some private knowledge of another agent
is true. For example, let Beth believe that John is knowledgeable in Video Editing with a proba-
bility of 0.7, which comprises Beth’s belief over some of John’s private knowledge. This belief
is, in fact, a probability over a predicate in ΓJohn, i.e., P [acquires(John, Video Editing)] = 0.7.
Thus, an agent’s a beliefs correspond to a probability function over predicates in

⋃
b∈A Γb.

Team-maker’s Beliefs. The team-maker holds beliefs over the agents’ private information as
well. Similarly, the team-maker’s beliefs correspond to a probability function over predicates in⋃

a∈A Γa.

Beliefs Initialisation. When the different parties (participants, team-maker, observers, etc.)
have no prior interaction, then we have a team formation environment under full uncertainty.
In such cases, some generally known guidelines help individuals form their initial beliefs about
other agents’ private information. In our running example, we can consider four such guide-
lines, one per feature comprising an agent’s profile:

init1 : An agent a ∈ Amay either acquire a competence c ∈ C OR amay not acquire c.
init2 : An agent a ∈ Amay be of exactly one out of sixteen (16) personality roles
init3 : An agent a ∈ Amay either like working on a task τ ∈ T OR amay not like working on τ.
init4 : An agent a ∈ Amay either like working with another agent b ∈ A \ {a}

OR amay not like working with b.

Interrelation Properties of Beliefs. In addition, we also have some properties that govern
beliefs, indicating the interrelations among the features and profiles of different agents. In our
running example, we have four such properties:

property1: Agent a acquiring competence c is independent to agent b acquiring competence c′.

property2: Agent a being of perosnality p is independent to agent b being of personality p′.

property3: Agent a liking task τ is independent to agent b liking task τ′.

property3: Agent a liking agent b is independent to agent c liking agent d.
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6.4.4 Inference Rules

Here, we discuss the inference rules used by our model within the privacy breach detector (see
Figure 6.2). In particular, we use ‘IF-THEN’ rules that guide the belief updater (BU) compo-
nent to reason over new information deriving from an explanation. We consider two types of
rules, namely:

(i) rules that determine when a team satisfies a desired requirement placed by the teamaker,
and

(ii) rules that interpret a contrastive explanation.

Considering our classroom example in Section 6.4.1, we have one rule per desired require-
ment to determine when a team satisfies this requirement. For example, such a rule is:

“IF the members of team K are of different personality roles THEN the team K
is diverse”.

If we use first-order predicates, we can write the rule as follows:

∀x, y, ∀p inTeam(x, K)∧inTeam(y, K)∧personality(x, p)∧¬personality(y, p) ⇒ isDiverse(K)

We also have rules for interpreting contrastive explanations, i.e., interpreting the comparisons
described in the explanations. In our example, a contrastive explanation involves a comparison
of the form:

“teamA assigned to task τ satisfies requirement f , while team B assigned to task σ
does not”

or a comparison of the form:

“both team A assigned to task τ and team B assigned to task σ (do not) satisfy
property f ”.

Using first-order predicates, the comparisons above can be written as follows:

assignedTo(A, τ)∧assignedTo(B, σ)∧isBetter(A, B, f ) ⇒ satisfies(A, τ, f )∧¬satisfies(B, σ, f )

and

assignedTo(A, τ)∧assignedTo(B, σ) ∧ isEqual(A, B, f ) ⇒(
satisfies(A, τ, f ) ∧ satisfies(B, σ, f )

)
∨

(
¬satisfies(A, τ, f ) ∧ ¬satisfies(B, σ, f )

)
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Next, we provide the inference rules used in our running example. We express the inference
rules in natural language.

r1 : IF the teammembers count on all the skills required by the task THEN the
team is skilled for the task.

r2 : IF the teammembers are of different personality roles THEN the team is di-
verse in terms of personality.

r3 : IF each teammember likes the task, THEN the team is satisfied with the task.
r4 : IF each teammember likes the task, THEN the team is satisfied with the task.
r5 : IF team A assigned to τ is a better match than team B assigned to σ wrt pro-

perty f THEN team A satisfies f AND team B does not satisfy f .
r6 : IF team A assigned to τ is a worse match than team B assigned to σ wrt pro-

perty f THEN team A does not satisfy f AND team B satisfies f .
r7 : IF team A assigned to τ is an equally good match to team B assigned to σ wrt

property f THEN both teams A and B satisfy property f OR
both teams A and B do not satisfy property f .

We can formally express the rules above with the aid of first-order predicates as follows:

r1 : ∀c
( (
∃ x inTeam(x, K) ∧ assignedTo(K, τ)

)
∨ ¬requires(τ, c)

)
⇒ isSkilled(K, τ)

r2 : ∀ x, y, ∀p inTeam(x, K) ∧ inTeam(y, K) ∧ personality(x, p) ∧ ¬personality(y, p)
⇒ isDiverse(K)

r3 : ∀ x inTeam(x, K) ∧ assignedTo(K, τ) ∧ wants_to_work_on(x, τ)
⇒ isMotivated(K)

r4 : ∀ x, y inTeam(x, K) ∧ inTeam(y, K) ∧ wants_to_work_with(x, y)
⇒ isCoherent(K)

r5 : assignedTo(A, τ) ∧ assignedTo(B, σ) ∧ isBetter(A, B, f )
⇒ satisfies(A, τ, f ) ∧ ¬satisfies(B, σ, f )

r6 : assignedTo(A, τ) ∧ assignedTo(B, σ) ∧ isWorse(A, B, f )
⇒ ¬satisfies(A, τ, f ) ∧ satisfies(B, σ, f )

r7 : assignedTo(A, τ) ∧ assignedTo(B, σ) ∧ isEqual(A, B, f )
⇒

(
satisfies(A, τ, f ) ∧ satisfies(B, σ, f )

)
∨

(
¬satisfies(A, τ, f ) ∧ ¬satisfies(B, σ, f )

)
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Depending on the desired requirement f the term satisfies(K, τ, f ) corresponds to:

desired requirement f satisfies(K, τ, f )
competencies isSkilled(K, τ)
personality isDiverse(K)
preferences over tasks isMotivated(K, τ)
preferences over teammates isCoherent(K)

Given these rules, we can handle the process of inference with a rule-based forward rea-
soner [Rattanasawad et al., ]. Next, the inference is used to update the beliefs that the explainee
holds over private information of the agents appearing in the explanation, following a theory of
mind approach [Frith and Frith, 2005].

6.4.5 Belief updater

In this section, we discuss howwemodel a user’s reasoning upon receiving an explanation about
a team formation allocation. A user is expected to perform inferences by using the new knowl-
edge in the explanation and their prior knowledge and beliefs. As such, herewemodel the user’s
reasoning following a theory of mind [Frith and Frith, 2005] approach. That is, we present a be-
lief updater (BU) that simulates the user’s expected reasoning upon receiving an explanation,
exploiting the user’s knowledge and beliefs.

First, we remind the reader of our running example. Our user is student Beth. Beth chal-
lenges the explanatory algorithm to explain why she has not been teamed up with Alex instead
of Jack, her current teammate. In reply, the EA builds the following explanation:

e =“if you teamed up with Alex, then you would be part of a less diverse team in
terms of personality.”

Now, if Beth receives this explanation, we consider that she reasons as follows. Considering
the inference rule r6, Beth infers that the team consisting of Beth and Alex does not satisfy the
property of diversity. In contrast, the team consisting of Beth and Jack satisfies the property
of diversity. This, in turn, triggers inference rule r2 regarding personality diversity. Now, Beth
can switch the focus of her inference from the team’s diversity to the individual’s personality
types. Hence, she can make two new inferences directly related to agents’ profiles, expressed as
statements:

s1 Beth and Alex are of the same personality type; and

s2 Beth and Jack are of different personality types.
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Statement s1 can be expressed in terms of probabilities using property2 (see Section 6.4.3)
of the user’s beliefs’ properties:∑

p=p1,···p9
P
[
personality(Beth, p)

]
· P

[
personality(Alex, p)

]
= 1 (6.8)

Similarly, statement s2 can be expressed in terms of probabilities using property2:∑
p=p1,···p9

∑
p′≠p

P
[
personality(Beth, p)

]
· P

[
personality(Jack, p′)

]
= 1 (6.9)

Let us assume that Beth has no knowledge regarding Jack’s and Alex’s personality roles. As
such, initially, Beth is in an environment with full uncertainty, and therefore, she initialises her
prior beliefs accordingly, i.e., using the rules for beliefs initialisation described in 6.4.3. Accord-
ing to guideline init2, each one is of precisely one out of possible personality roles with equal
probability. Formally, Beth’s initial beliefs are:

P
[
personality(agent, p)

]
=

1

16
for agent = Jack, Alex and p = p1, · · · , p16

On the other hand, Beth knows that her own personality role is p3, i.e.,

P
[
personality(Beth, p3)

]
= 1

and

P
[
personality(Beth, p)

]
= 0 for p = p1, p2, p4 · · · , p16

Considering the simple statement s1 as expressed in Eq (6.8), Beth updates her beliefs regarding
Alex being of personality role p3∑

p=p1,···p16
P
[
personality(Beth, p)

]
· P

[
personality(Alex, p)

]
= 1⇒

P
[
personality(Beth, p3)

]
· P

[
personality(Alex, p3)

]
= 1⇒

P
[
personality(Alex, p3)

]
= 1

This, in its turn, triggers Beth’s beliefs update regardingAlex being of any other personality role,
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i.e.: ∑
p=p1··· ,p16

P
[
personality(Alex, p)

]
= 1⇒

P
[
personality(Alex, p3)

]
+

∑
p≠p3

P
[
personality(Alex, p)

]
= 1⇒

1 +
∑
p≠p3

P
[
personality(Alex, p)

]
= 1⇒∑

p≠p3

P
[
personality(Alex, p)

]
= 0⇒

P
[
personality(Alex, p)

]
= 0, ∀ p = p1, p2, p4, · · · , p16

Similarly, considering the simple statement s2 as expressed in Eq (6.9), Beth updates her
beliefs regarding Jack being of personality role p3:∑

p=p1,···p16

∑
p′≠p

P
[
personality(Beth, p)

]
· P

[
personality(Jack, p′)

]
=1⇒∑

p′≠p3

P
[
personality(Beth, p3)

]
· P

[
personality(Jack, p′)

]
=1⇒∑

p′≠p3

P
[
personality(Jack, p′)

]
=1 (6.12)

Given guideline init2 combined with Eq (6.12), it holds that:

∑
p=p1··· ,p16

P
[
personality(Jack, p)

]
=1

Eq (6.12)
⇒∑

p=p1··· ,p16
P
[
personality(Jack, p)

]
=

∑
p′≠p3

P
[
personality(Jack, p′)

]
⇒

P
[
personality(Jack, p3)

]
+

∑
p≠p3

P
[
personality(Jack, p)

]
=

∑
p′≠p3

P
[
personality(Jack, p′)

]
⇒

P
[
personality(Jack, p3)

]
= 0

This, in its turn, triggers Beth’s beliefs update regarding Jack being of any other personality
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role, i.e.: ∑
p=p1··· ,p16

P
[
personality(Jack, p)

]
= 1⇒

P
[
personality(Jack, p3)

]
+

∑
p=p1,p2,p4··· ,p16

P
[
personality(Jack, p)

]
= 1⇒

0 +
∑

p=p1,p2,p4··· ,p16
P
[
personality(Jack, p)

]
= 1⇒∑

p=p1,p2,p4··· ,p16
P
[
personality(Jack, p)

]
= 1

Beth rules out the possibility that Jack is of personality role p3. At the same time, she be-
lieves that Jack’s personality role is one out of the remaining eight personality roles with equal
probability i.e.,

P
[
personality(Jack, p)

]
=

1

15
for p = p1, p2, p4 · · · , p16

Here we highlight that when Beth finishes her beliefs updating, she is expected to reach
certain conclusions regarding Alex’s and Jack’s personalities, which she did not know before.
That is, she has learnt that

1. Alex is of personality role p3, and

2. Jack is not of personality role p3.

In the example above, we illustrated how a user is expected to think upon an explanation
andultimately reach some conclusions that allow the user to update their beliefs regarding some
agent’s private information. As such, the above reasoning can be systematically described as a
Belief Updater algorithm (see Alg. 4), which graphically is depicted in Figure 6.3.

In words, according to the proposed belief updater (BU), given an explanation e, the user
first encodes the explanation in the form of new facts. Then, the user needs to make some
inferences based on the inference rules at hand and reach some simple statements. This pro-
cess includes selecting the appropriate inference rules and triggering one rule after another to-
wards the simple statements. Notably, the inference can be handled by a rule-based forward
reasoner [Rattanasawad et al., ]. Then, each simple statement s is expressed in terms of proba-
bilities sprob considering the beliefs’ properties of the user. Next, if there is a known fact in the
user’s knowledge that applies in the probabilistic form sprob, the user applies the knowledge in
sprob. That is, if there exists a predicate in Γu that appears in sprob, the user exploits this predi-
cate’s known probability (that is, either 0 or 1) to obtain a conclusion. Then, the user exploits
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Algorithm 4: Belief Updater
Input :explanation e
output :posterior beliefs

1 new_facts← encodeExplanation(e);
2 while ( new_facts ):
3 fact← pop(new_facts);
4 Rfact ← select inference rules related to the fact;
5 S ← use inference rules inRfact to inference simple statements;
6 for ( s ∈ S ):
7 sprob ← Express s as a statement related to agent’s a profiles;
8 Pu ←Get user’s u prior beliefs from database;
9 Γu ←Get user’s u knowledge from database;
10 if( there is knowledge γ ∈ Γu that applies in sprob ):
11 s′

prob
← apply(γ, sprob);

12 P ′← Backpropagate(s′
prob

, P);
13 if( there is new fact in P ′ ): add new fact in new_facts ;
14 else :
15 stop reasoning over sprop;
16 return P ′

this conclusion using probabilistic rules and beliefs’ properties to form their posterior beliefs.
Finally, if the posterior beliefs reach some new facts (e.g., Alex is of personality role p3 with
probability 1), the user must also reason about these new facts.

Figure 6.3: Belief updater
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Now,when our privacy breach detector uses the above line of reasoning, the user’s posterior
beliefs correspond to the beliefs we expect that the user will form when they receive the expla-
nation. Next, our detector uses these expected posterior beliefs to assess whether some private
information is disclosed, as we detail in Section 6.4.6.

6.4.6 Checking privacy breaches

In this section, we describe the privacy checker (PC) of our architecture in Figure 6.2. As dis-
cussed in the previous section, the belief updater (BU) computes the user’s expected posterior
beliefs, with the user’s beliefs being (re-)formed upon receiving an explanation built by the ex-
planatory algorithm. The PC assesses whether these expected posterior beliefs cause a privacy
breach. Our model assumes a belief threshold ε, representing an upper limit on agents’ beliefs.
That is, if some belief reaches a probability ε or higher, the privacy checker considers that there
is a privacy breach. In our running example, if the belief threshold is ε = 0.5, Beth’s expected
posterior beliefs regarding Jack’s personality do not lead to a privacy breach. Remember that
Beth’s beliefs regarding Jack are:

P
[
personality(Jack, p)

]
= 1/15 ≤ ε for all p = p1, p2, p4, · · · , p9

and

P
[
personality(Jack, p3)

]
= 0 ≤ ε

On the other hand, Beth’s expected posterior beliefs regarding Alex’s personality lead to a
privacy breach since her beliefs regarding Alex are:

P
[
personality(Alex, p3)

]
= 1 ≥ ε

Now, let us formally define the notion of privacy breach. Let u be the user and a ∈ A be an
agent participating in the team formation scenario with u ≠ a. The EA builds an explanation e
and forwards it to the privacy breach detector (PBD) to assess whether it is safe for the EA to re-
spond to the user with explanation e. First, the detector computes the user’s expected posterior
beliefs using the BU. Assume that the BU computes u′s posterior belief regarding some of a’s
private information γ ∈ Γa by reasoning over the new knowledge contained in e. Moreover, let
P [γ] = p be u’s prior belief before receiving e, and P′[γ] = p′ be u’s expected posterior belief.
Then a privacy breach is defined as:

Definition 26 (Privacy Breach). An explanation e given to user u causes a privacy breach if there
exists an agent a ∈ A (with u ≠ a) and some of a’s private information γ ∈ Γa such that: user
u’s prior belief over γ is p ≤ ε; and the explanation e leads to an updated belief over γ to p′ such
that p′ > ε, where ε ∈ [0, 1] is a belief threshold.
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The PC detects privacy breaches through the user’s prior beliefs and the expected posterior
beliefs computed by the BU component. Specifically, the PC compares both the prior P and
the (expected) posterior P′ beliefs against the belief threshold ε. A privacy breach is detected if
the information conveyed by the explanation leads from a non-violating situation to a violating
situation regarding some agent’s privacy, i.e., if the posterior belief exceeds the threshold while
the prior belief does not. In more detail, the PC proceeds as follows:

1. first, it iterates over all of the private knowledge for which the user holds posterior be-
liefs4,

2. finds the owner of the private knowledge of the belief, and

3. compares both the user’s prior and expected posterior belief with the belief threshold.

Finally, if there exists a privacy breach on any of this information, then the PC notifies the
explanatory algorithm (EA) with an appropriate message indicating the breach. Otherwise, if
no privacy breach exists, then the PC notifies the EA that the explanation is safe.

So far, we have presented a mechanism for detecting privacy breaches on explanations re-
garding team formation scenarios. We assume that the explanations are given to the user in
private and that the user keeps the explanations for themselves. However, we may assume that
individuals can exchange information, particularly that they share explanations with each other.
In such a case, the information conveyed in an explanation becomes available to everyone. As
such, a privacy breach may occur by any individual, not just the user. Therefore, the privacy
breach detector needs to compute the expected posterior beliefs of any individual. Here, we
note that each individual holds their own knowledge, interacts with the EA and forms their
own beliefs, even if they share the explanations.

Definition 27 (Collective Privacy Breach). An explanation e given to user u causes a collective
privacy breach if there exists an individual i ∈ A ∪ {o} (with u ≠ a), an agent a ∈ A (with
i ≠ a) and some of a’s private information γ ∈ Γa such that: the individual’s i prior belief over
γ is p ≤ ε; and the explanation e leads to an updated belief for individual i over γ to p′ such that
p′ > ε, where ε ∈ [0, 1] is a belief threshold.

Thus, in order to detect a collective breach, the PBD acts as follows. First, the PBD runs
the BU and the PC for the user. If no privacy breach is detected, then the PBD sequentially
runs the BU and the PC for every individual until either (i) a privacy breach is detected or (ii)
the process (a run of the BU and the PC) is repeated for all the individuals. Notably, each
time the PBD runs the BU and the PC components for some individual i, the algorithms use

4We restrict this iteration over the private knowledge for which the BU computed a posterior belief different
to the corresponding prior.
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the knowledge and the beliefs of this particular individual i. Finally, the PBD notifies the EA
with an appropriate message. Specifically, it outputs the message ‘breach’ if the PBD detects a
privacy breach incurred by the user, a ‘collective breach’ message if the PBD detects a privacy
breach incurred by any other individual, or ‘safe’ if the PBD detects no privacy breaches.

6.5 Summary

In this chapter, we turned our attention to eXplainable AI (XAI) within multiagent environ-
ments, and specifically, we made advances towards explaining team formation. First, in Sec-
tion 6.2, we introduced a general methodology for building contrastive explanations in team
formation scenarios. Importantly, our proposed explanatory algorithm is not designed for a
specific team formation algorithm. Instead, our explanatory algorithm can wrap around exist-
ing team formation algorithms with no modifications needed. In a nutshell, our explanatory
algorithm builds on the notion of facts and foils [Miller, 2018], and explores ‘what-if’ scenarios
in order to explain teams formed by the team formation algorithm at hand. Specifically, our
explanatory algorithm compares the original teams formed by the team formation algorithm
(facts) against teams compliant with a what-if scenario (foils). Finally, the explanatory algo-
rithm generates explanations highlighting different perspectives. Alongside with the explana-
tory algorithm, we identified a collection of thirteen intuitive query templates that widely cover
questions regarding team formation. To evaluate the quality of our explanationswe conducted
a preliminary empirical evaluation over synthetic data. Specifically, we assessed the explanations
generated in terms of

(i) the number of causes appearing in the explanations,

(ii) the mean explainability precision of the explanations, and

(iii) the reading level required to understand the explanation.

Our results showed that our explanations are easy to read, they are simple by using a small num-
ber of causes (attributes), and they exhibit an acceptable mean explainable precision.

Moreover, in this chapter we tackled the reserving privacy challenge, one of the key chal-
lenge identified by [Kraus et al., 2020]. We argue that providing explanations should guarantee
that agents’ private information is not disclosed. Towards this, we proposed a general frame-
work that combines team formation solutions and explanations over these solutions, while it
detects whether an explanation would lead to a privacy breach. In particular, we put forward a
privacy breach detector that complements an explanatory algorithm, and assesses the explana-
tions built with respect to privacy breaches. Our proposed framework describes how our pri-
vacy breach detector interacts with a team formation algorithm and an explanatory algorithm
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(XAI system) to detect potential privacy violations. Notably, our proposed framework for pri-
vacy detection is not restricted to the team formation algorithms presented in Sections 4.3.1
and 4.3.2 or the explanatory algorithm presented in Section 6.2.
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Chapter7

Conclusions and Future Work

In this dissertation, we study human teams and how to form efficient teams to be allocated to
tasks. Literature suggests that teams and teamwork have a crucial role in a wide range of applica-
tion areas in the public and private sectors, including the educational domain, industry, open
innovation challenges, and crowdsourcing events. Here, we address several open problems re-
garding task allocation for human teams, andwe contribute to the literature by (i) incorporating
valuable findings regarding team composition from psychology and social sciences into formal
algorithmic processes, (ii)proposing algorithms for solving the problemof formingmany teams
for many tasks with no overlaps, and (iii) explaining team formation algorithms. In what fol-
lows, we summarise this dissertation, discuss the lessons learned during this study, and explore
the future directions that arise from this thesis.

7.1 Summary and Lessons learned

First, we reviewed the literature to identify the current practices on forming teams and the key
components that drive people’s behaviour during teamwork. Specifically, we went through
research in Computer Science, Psychology, and Social Sciences. Research in Computer Sci-
ence focuses on solving the team formation problem, i.e., the problems of selecting one or more
groups of agents (not necessarily humans) who shall tackle a job or task. Existing research ex-
plores the several variations of the team formation problem, namely forming a single team to
work on a single task and forming multiple teams to work on multiple tasks that either per-
mit overlaps or not. There, we find several algorithms that tackle the aforementioned team
formation problems. We note that this thesis focuses on the team formation problem involv-
ing multiple teams and multiple tasks permitting no overlaps. The scant research on our team
formation problem ([Präntare and Heintz, 2018, Czatnecki and Dutta, 2019]) exhibits severe
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limitations regarding scalability and applicability. Among the existing works, we distinguish
the work of [Andrejczuk et al., 2019], who address the problem of partitioning a set of agents
into similar-sized teams so that each team tackles the same task. In this thesis, we extend the ap-
proach of Andrejczuk et al. and address the problem of partitioning a set of agents into teams
(of various team sizes) so that each team tackles a different task. By doing so, we addressed a
non-trivial generalisation of the problem previously tackled by [Andrejczuk et al., 2019], and
we introduced an anytime heuristic solver for solving large real-world instances of the problem.

Research in Psychology and Social Sciences mainly studies the human characteristics that
play a key role in teamwork and team performance. In particular, we find research in Organ-
isational Psychology investigating the impact of a team’s composition in terms of team mem-
bers’ personalities on teamwork and team performance. The evidence presented supports that
personality diversity within a team boosts team performance. In Motivational Psychology, we
find research regarding the relationship between people’s motivation for tackling a task and
their performance. Many studies across different application areas (including sports, the ed-
ucational domain, hospitals, and construction companies) investigate how motivation affects
team performance. According to the findings in the literature, motivated teams exhibit better
performance. Therefore, aiming at motivated teams during the formation process is bound to
improve team performance. Notably, to the best of our knowledge, there has yet to be a team
formation algorithmconsidering teammotivation. As such, this dissertation contributes to this
matter by taking into account individuals’ motivation while forming teams. Finally, research
in Social Sciences focuses on the relation between people’s social bonds and team performance.
Researchers studying the social interactions among the members within a working team claim
that themore socially coherent a team is, themore likely the teamwill bloomandprosper [Fried-
kin, 2004]. The relevant studies support this claim. Therefore, in this thesis, we studied the
empirical evidence from Psychology and Social Sciences regarding the components that boost
team performance. Hence, we developed the means to exploit the components acknowledged
to boost team performance while we form teams.

Then, in Chapter 3, we focused on how to formally model the several components of the
team formation problem, namely the agents, the tasks, and the teams. In accordance with the
relevant literature, wemodelled human agents to be comprised of their competencies, personal-
ities, and preferences. In more detail, we showed how to formally define (i) an agent’s acquired
competencies, (ii) their personality following the Mayers-Briggs Type Indicator [Myers et al.,
1998], and their preferences over (iii) different tasks and (iv) potential teammates. Also, we
provided the formal modelling of tasks to be defined through a set of requirements in terms of
competencies and team size. Regarding the concept of teams, we consider a team to be more
than just a group of individuals. Instead, we argue that a team corresponds to a group of people
who share a common goal. In other words, a team consists of a group of individuals who col-
lectively tackle the same task. Thus, we formally defined a team in this light. After that, given
a team, we thoroughly discussed how to integrate the team members and task requirements.
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Towards a team-level aggregation, we proposed metrics that allow us to incorporate the team
members’ individual profiles. We proposedmetrics that allow us to integrate individual profiles
at a team level. Specifically, our metrics include:

• The means to align the competencies offered by a team with the ones required by a task,
contributing in this way to bridging the gap between offered and required competencies.

• An enhanced personality and gender diversity metric. Our metric builds on the one
proposed in [Andrejczuk, 2018], and propose a less restrictive model of gender diver-
sity. That is, our enhanced diversity metric can handle more than just the binary gender
paradigm of male vs. female.

• The means to capture a team’s motivation through the team’s collective willingness to
work on the assigned task.

• A metric for computing a team’s social cohesion in terms of each individual accepting
the team and vice versa.

Thus, our thesis advanced the literature by introducing new and enhancing existing ways to
evaluate a team concerning four key aspects that boost teamwork and team performance.

In Chapter 4, we introduced the team formation problem that we address in this thesis,
i.e., the problem of forming many teams to tackle many tasks without overlaps, which we re-
fer to as the Non-Overlapping Many Teams to Many Tasks (NOMTMT) Allocation Problem.
Specifically, we formally described the NOMTMT allocation problem and cast it as an optimi-
sation problem. Given a set of agents and a set of tasks, the NOMTMT allocation problem
regards the formation of multiple teams so that each teamworks on exactly one task. Addition-
ally, each agent can participate in at most one team, while each task can be tackled by at most
one team. Notably, as we discussed earlier, the NOMTMT allocation problem is a non-trivial
generalisation of the Synergistic Team Composition Problem presented in [Andrejczuk, 2018].
Our optimisation problem aims to form balanced teams considering the agents’ profiles and
the tasks’ requirements while it respects the constraints mentioned above. After that, we stud-
ied the complexity of the problem. We characterised the problem’s search space and provided
themeans to quantify the number of feasible solutions. Moreover, we investigated the problem
with regard to its complexity class.

Next, we put forward two solvers to tackle the NOMTMT allocation problem. First, we
proposed an optimal solver. That is, we proposed solving the problemoptimallywith themeans
of Integer Linear Programming (ILP). We provided an ILP encoding for the NOMTMT allo-
cation problem that, given sufficient time, can be solved with any out-of-the-shelf ILP solver.
However, the combinatorial nature of the problem, along with our complexity analysis, indi-
cates that solving the problem optimally is inefficient in practice. That is, building the input
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for problem instances involving many individuals, many tasks and large teams is bound to lead
to large ILPs and, therefore, impractical. Hence, we proceeded to develop a heuristic solver.
More precisely, we devised Edu2Com, an anytime heuristic algorithm to solve the NOMTMT
allocation problem. Our algorithm first builds a promising initial allocation of teams to tasks,
and thereafter, it iteratively improves the initial allocation. In order to improve the allocation,
we consider different types of swaps of agents between teams. Edu2Com yields the most recent
solution at any time if interrupted by the user or with the solution to which it has converged af-
ter many iterations with no improvement. Notably, the polynomial complexity of Edu2Com’s
first stage along with the anytime nature of its second stage allow us effectively to solve large (in
terms of number of agents and number of tasks) problem instances.

In Chapter 5, we conducted a manifold empirical evaluation to study the behaviour and
capabilities of the proposed algorithms. At first, we focused on the effectiveness of our heuristic
algorithm, Edu2Com, compared to the optimal solver. In some detail, we studied Edu2Com
with respect to solution quality, runtime and anytime behaviour when pitched against the state-
of-the-art optimal solver IBM CPLEX. Then, we tested our algorithm Edu2Com in solving
real-world instances of the NOMTMT allocation problem. Specifically, we tasked Edu2Com
to solve problems from the educational domain, including (i) forming student teams towork on
internship programs in collaborationwith the Fondazione BrunoKessler Institute, (ii) forming
undergraduate student teams to carry out semester projects in collaboration with the Technical
University of Crete, and (iii) forming master student teams to realise short-term activities in
collaboration with the EADA Business School. We explored the scalability of our algorithm
in large real-world problems, and we investigated the performance of teams formed with our
algorithm compared to teams formed with other current practices in the educational domain.

Through our empirical evaluation, we learned some valuable lessons. First of all, we con-
firmed that our heuristic algorithm is much more efficient in terms of solving time compared
to building an ILP and solving the NOMTMT allocation problem optimally. Specifically, we
showed that considering problem instances involving ∼ 50 agents and 20 tasks, we can reach
the optimal solution of the problem and, at the same time, save up to∼ 65% of time (compared
to the time required using an optimal ILP solver). Moreover, we learned that even after the ini-
tial stage of the algorithm,we obtained high-quality solutions,making the iteratively improving
stage yield high-quality solutions at any time.

By tasking Edu2Com to solve real-world scenarios, we observed that our algorithmwas able
to handle large problem instances. Specifically, we had the opportunity to test our algorithm
in problem instances considering different numbers of agents, numbers of tasks, and required
team sizes. Moreover, we studied the limitations of optimally solving theNOMTMTallocation
problem, specifically with the state-of-the-art solver CPLEX. The results revealed that while
Edu2Com can solve instances involving 100 agents, 50 tasks—considering required team sizes
of 2, 3, 4 and 5—CPLEX could not solve the corresponding problems unless the size of teams
needed is restricted to 2. Notably, all of the three factors mentioned above (number of agents,
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number of tasks, required team sizes) affect the time needed to solve the problem. However, the
most influential factors are the number of agents and the required team sizes.

Additionally, our experiments allowed us to evaluate the effectiveness of our approach that
exploits people’s competencies, personalities, andpreferences. First, wewitnessed that the teams
formedwithEdu2Comwere better (according to experts in team formation) than teams formed
by a human expert. Regarding team performance, the results showed that teams with higher
collegial values tend to exhibit better performance. Specifically, we observed that Edu2Com
formed teams considering collegiality that exhibit better performance than those formed us-
ing the teachers’ current practices considering solely competencies. Moreover, we learned that
teams formed-from-scratchwere able to competewith stable teams that have been collaborating
for a period of time. Such an observation suggests that collegiality is indeed a good team per-
formance indicator while forming teams. Nonetheless, we also learned that collegiality might
not have significant added value to team performance when individuals are very competent or
very determined to successfully carry out their activity (regardless of the assigned task), or tasks
are not challenging. Notably, from our experience with real-world problems, we see the need
to study further how prior experience of a team affects performance.

Finally, in the last part of this dissertation, we delved into Explainable Artificial Intelligence.
Following the observations of [Miller, 2018] and [Kraus et al., 2020], we focused on the multi-
agent team formation problem and explored how to explain decisions made within team for-
mation scenarios. Thus, in Chapter 6, we introduced a novel generic algorithm for provid-
ing contrastive explanations. Importantly, our proposed explanatory algorithm wraps existing
team formation algorithms with nomodifications needed. We build on the notion of facts and
foils [Miller, 2018] and explain the teams formed by exploring ‘what-if’ scenarios. To do so, first,
we identified an intuitive and meaningful collection of queries that, in our opinion, cover the
main points of interest regarding team formation scenarios. Thereafter, we showed how to han-
dle these queries in order to build an explanation, and we proposed a tailoring mechanism to
highlight different perspectives of the explanation. To test our explanatory algorithm we first
introduced three evaluation metrics and then conducted an emperical evalutiuon, considering
instances of NOMTMT allocation problem, and an optimal solver. We observed that depend-
ing on the level of abstraction, our explanations include different number of causes and exhibit
different explainable precision. Nonetheless, our results showed that we can build easy-to-read
explanations that require the reading level of a high school student.

Last but not least, acknowledging one of the key challenges identified by [Kraus et al., 2020]
regarding explainable multiagent environments, we made headway towards preserving privacy
upon explaining team formation decisions. As such, we proposed a general framework that
combines team formation solutions and explanations over these solutions, while it detects po-
tential privacy breaches upon offering explanations. In some detail, we model the reasoning
triggered by explanations using a theory of mind [Frith and Frith, 2005], which allows our pro-
posed breach detector to capture explanations bound to cause breaches.
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7.2 Contributions

In this section, we discuss the contributions made through this dissertation by tackling each
one of the research questions posed in Section 1.2.

7.2.1 Modeling Human Agents

Reviewing the relevant literature in Computer Science, Organisational Psychology, Motiva-
tional Psychology and Social Sciences, we identified some highly-valued components that play
vital roles in teamwork and team performance. Thus, we were able to answer our first research
question:

Q.A1: Whichhumanaspects identified inorganisational psychology,motivational
psychology and social sciences should be considered when building teams?

In accordance with the existing research, we discern four key human characteristics that, when
considered properly, boost team performance. Namely, these four characteristics are:

• skills and competencies;

• personality and gender;

• preferences over tasks; and

• preferences over potential teammates.

When a team is competent and sufficiently skilled, it can successfully carry out a task and achieve
high-quality outcomes. Similarly, when the teammembers are compatible in terms of their per-
sonalities, the team is more likely to prosper and reach better performance. Specifically, [Wilde,
2011] introduced a set of empirical rules for composing teams that, according to empirical find-
ings, boost teams’ performance. Moreover, much research suggests that people perform better
whenmotivated by their assigned tasks. That is, when people find a purpose or interest in their
assigned task—i.e., they are motivated by their task— they tend to be more productive [Deci
et al., 2017]. Existing surveys support that motivated teams, i.e., teams consisting of members
interested in their assigned task—are more likely to achieve greater performance. Finally, as re-
ported in existing literature, when team members share strong social bonds, they tend to stick
together, and the team is more likely to prosper. Our findings supported the literature observa-
tions above during the empirical evaluation that we conducted. Specifically, we evaluated the
performance of teams in several real-world case studies (in the educational domain), and our
findings confirmed that the aforementioned characteristics have an impact on teamwork and
team performance.

Given the above findings, we proceeded to address our second research question:
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QA.2: How can we model the identified beneficial-to-teamwork hu- man charac-
teristics and, therefore, human agents?

We formally modelled human agents with competencies, personality, gender, and prefer-
ences over tasks and potential teammates. Considering competencies, we adopted a graded
competence model over a boolean one since it is richer and closer to reality. That is, in real life, an
individual acquires some competence at some expertise level. As such, wemodel an individual’s
competency with a set of acquired competencies, while each competence is accompanied by ei-
ther a quantitative or qualitative indicator of the expertise level (e.g., using the level of expertise
scale in the Dreyfus model [Dreyfus and Dreyfus, 1980]).

Regardingpersonality,we followed thequantitativepersonality theorydevelopedby [Wilde,
2011], according towhichwe represent an individual’s personalitywith a four real number tuple.
An individual’s gender ismodelled as a categorical value fromafinite set of such values. Notably,
in contrast to [Andrejczuk, 2018], here we expanded the possible options for gender (e.g., male
vs. female) to a broader, more inclusive set of possible genders, as we acknowledge that people
may identify themselves differently to only female or male.

Tomodel people’s preferences, we considered preoders. Due to their desired properties com-
pleteness, reflexivity and transitivity, preorders are a common tool used to represent preferences
over alternatives in social choice theory [Brandt et al., 2016] and alternative coalitions in hedonic
game theory [Chalkiadakis et al., 2011]. Specifically, for each pair of items—which in our thesis
corresponds to (i) tasks and (ii) potential partners—there is a relation indicating that one item
is strictly more preferred or at least as much preferred as or strictly less preferred than the other.
By using preorders, we can capture an individual’s willingness to either work on some task or
collaborate with another individual with respect to the rest of the available alternatives.

Moreover, moving from an individual level to a team level, we faced the challenge of inte-
grating individuals’ profiles to evaluate teams and, therefore, compare one team with another.
Towards this purpose, we proposed metrics that allow us this integration. These metrics in-
clude:

• competence affinity to measure the collective competency of a team to tackle its assigned
task;

• congeniality tomeasure teamdiversity in termsofpersonality as proposedby [Andrejczuk
et al., 2019], enhanced with a diversity metric in terms of gender that considers a broader
set of genders;

• motivation to measure teammembers’ collective preference to work on a task;

• social cohesion to measure the collective acceptance of the team by its teammembers; and

• collegiality to balance the influence of the four aforementioned metrics.
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While devising themetric of competence affinity, we realised that existing competencemod-
els are rather limited. According to the existing competence models, an individual is adequate
to handle a task if and only if the agent acquires the same competencies as the ones required by
the task. However, we acknowledge that an individual may be suitable for tackling a task even
if they hold not the same (but similar enough) competencies as the required ones, especially in
multidisciplinary environments. As such, in response to our research question

QA.3: How can we define semantic similarities between competencies to charac-
terise a team’s competency for tackling a task?

we adopted the concept of competence ontology. More andmore countries andorganisations con-
struct competence ontologies in an attempt to create amap of competencies across the different
domains to bridge, for example, competencies provided by education and those required in in-
dustry. Thus, here, we seized the opportunity to use such existing ontologies, and we proposed
amethod to define semantic similarity between competencies given a competence ontology. By
doing so, we enriched the existing competence models towards more realistic ones.

7.2.2 Forming multiple Teams for Multiple Tasks

Given the above, we studied theNon-OverlappingMany Teams toMany Tasks Allocation Prob-
lem. First, we focused on the complexity of the problem, and we worked towards answering
our next research question:

QB.1: What is the computational cost of formingmultiple teams formultiple tasks
with no overlaps?

We showed that the search space grows rapidly as the number of agents, tasks, and required
team sizes increase, and we provided the means to quantify the search space. Large numbers of
agents and tasks, alongwith large required teams, result in a vast number of alternative solutions
since one needs to consider all possible size-compliant combinations of agents for each task. Ac-
knowledging the combinatorial nature of the problem, we showed that solving theNOMTMT
allocation problem isNP-complete.

Then, we put forward two solvers for the NOMTMT allocation problem. First, we in-
tended to solve the problem optimally with the means of linear programming. However, this
is bound to lead to large linear programs as the number of agents and tasks grows; therefore,
solving the problem optimally becomes impractical. Notably, in our empirical evaluation, we
presented the limitations of the proposed optimal solver with respect to the problem instance
configuration that we can solve within reasonable time limits. Thus, in response to research
question
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QB.2: Can we efficiently form multiple promising teams for multiple tasks with
no overlaps?

we devised Edu2Com, a novel anytime heuristic solver. As we showed through our empirical
evaluation, our proposed heuristic approach reaches high-quality solutions. At the same time,
it is much faster than a state-of-the-art optimal solver and human experts solving the problem
manually.

7.2.3 Explaining Teams and Task Allocations

Finally, we turned our attention to explainable artificial intelligence and specifically to explain-
ingwhy a team formation algorithm formed some teams and not others. Towards this direction,
we identified a collection of 13 intuitive types of queries that, in our view, cover themain points
of interest within a team formation environment. First, we discerned queries regarding task al-
location, i.e., questioning why certain agents were (or were not) involved in a team working on
a specific task. Then, we discerned queries regarding collaborations, i.e., questioning why two
or more agents did (or did not) participate in the same team. With this query collection, we
answered the following research question:

QC.1: What are the typical queries that teammembers and teammakerswill pose?

After that, we concentrated on answering the identified typical queries and building the
corresponding explanations. As such, we introduced a novel algorithm for building contrastive
explanations as a response to the following research question:

QC.2: How can we build contrastive and comprehensive explanations?

Specifically, we proposed addressing a query by investigating alternative scenarios. Each
identified query can be translated into some ‘what-if’ scenarios that lead to a set of alternative
solutions. That is, a solution to a what-if scenario is such that the questioner would feel no
need to pose the query at hand. To find a solution to a what-if scenario, our explanatory algo-
rithm reruns the team formation algorithm so that the solution respects some additional query
constraints. Then, we can contrast the (best) alternative solution with the solution originally
yielded by the team formation algorithm. Therefore, we propose building an explanation util-
ising the differences spotted between the original and the alternative solution and filling out
properly a natural language template. Our empirical evaluation showed that our generated ex-
planations are easy to understand, only requiring the reading level of a high-school student.

Moreover, to address the following research question

QC.3: What is the computational cost of explanations?
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we studied the computational cost of building an explanation. As mentioned above, each
query corresponds to some what-if scenarios, and for finding a solution to a what-if, we need
to rerun the team formation algorithm. As such, we consider the computational cost of expla-
nations in terms of reruns of the team formation algorithm. In particular, we discern queries
corresponding to a single what-if scenario, queries corresponding to two what-if scenarios, and
queries corresponding tomultiplewhat-if scenarios (linear orquadratic to thenumberof agents).
Wepresented a detailed table illustrating the number of reruns needed for each one of the typical
queries. Notably, regardless of the complexity, all the explanations built with our explanatory
algorithms are comprehensive, as shown in our empirical evaluation.

Our proposed algorithm is not ad-hoc for a specific team formation algorithm. Instead,
it is a general-purpose explanatory algorithm that can wrap around existing team formation
algorithms without modifying them, which answers our following research question:

QC.4: Is there a general-purpose framework for building explanations for team
formation algorithms?

Specifically, we acknowledge that it is common for team formation algorithms to use oracle
functions to determine the adequacy of a team. Our explanatory algorithm considers specially
constructed query constraints and, importantly, handles these constraints by wrapping the or-
acle function and employing large penalties whenever a query constraint is violated. As such,
the proposed algorithm for building explanations within team formation scenarios comprises a
general framework.

Last but not least, we focused on one of the challenges pointed out by [Kraus et al., 2020]
that one should pay attention to when explaining multiagent environments. Specifically, we
addressed the challenge of preserving privacy upon explaining team formation scenarios and
worked towards answering our last research question:

QC.5: Can an explanatory algorithm preserve team members’ private informa-
tion?

When we explain teams, providing, for example, contrastive explanations as we proposed in
this thesis, we need to provide information regarding the quality characteristics of the team at
hand. That is, we need to explain which are those characteristics (or reasons) that make one
team more preferable than others. Especially considering human teams, we acknowledge that
to reasonwhywe form a specific team, we need to delve into people’s personal profiles and build
an explanation using people’s information, which in many cases is private. We argue that pro-
viding explanations should guarantee that agents’ private information is not disclosed. As such,
we proposed a general framework that combines team formation solutions and explanations
over these solutions while it detects potential privacy breaches upon offering explanations. In
particular, we put forward a privacy breach detector to complement an explanatory algorithm.
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Our privacy breach detector emulates the reasoning expected by the explainee upon receiving
an explanation using a theory of mind [Frith and Frith, 2005]; assesses an explanation as prone
to violate privacy; and notifies the explanatory algorithm accordingly. Therefore, we can pre-
serve privacy by detecting explanations that are about to cause privacy breaches and avoiding
such explanations.

7.3 Future Work

In this thesis, we studied human teams, explored how to allocate teams to tasks, and explained
team formation scenarios. Despite the contributions made in this work regarding human team
formation, we find many research paths that need attention, and we believe that this disserta-
tion can be a springboard for future research. In what follows, we discuss the open challenges
organised around two main points of interest: (i) forming teams and (ii) explaining formed
teams.

7.3.1 Forming Teams

Explore additional human factors. In this thesis, we reviewed existing research regarding
teamwork from psychology and social sciences, and we singled out four main human factors
that are observed to boost teamwork and team performance. However, there exist other factors
that are believed to have an impact on teamwork. It is increasingly common when teams are
involved to require that the teams are diverse (e.g., in terms of age, nationality, religion, etc.).
Crowdsourcing, open innovation events, and social impact tasks often seek teams that include
members of different nationalities, ages, or cultural origins. Similarly, in workplaces working
groups consist of members coming from different backgrounds (in terms of nationality, race,
religion, etc.). At the same time, studies—mainly in thedomainofOrganisational Psychology—
investigate how such factors influence their performance while collaborating [Pesch et al., 2015,
Ayub and Jehn, 2018, Minehart and Foldy, 2020]. As such, future work could explore how to
integrate more of human nature in automated team formation procedures.

Consider vetos. Even though in this work we considered social relations among people and
intended to form socially coherent teams to avoid rivalries within a team, it is quite common
that the team maker detects some ‘problematic’ collaborations that are not captured via social
relations. For example, within the educational domain, it is very common that teachers (i.e.,
the team-makers) specifically request certain students to be placed in different teams, vetoing
certain collaborations in this way, regardless of the social relations between these students—for
instance, if two close friends are placed in the same team, they may spend time playing around
instead of working, undermining the team’s performance. This is a rather challenging problem
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todealwith, especiallywhenwehave contradicting vetos. That is, considering a large number of
arbitrary collaboration vetos might lead to contradictions and, therefore, to infeasibility. Thus,
tackling the problem of forming teams while considering vetos efficiently is an open problem
that needs attention.

Partial team formation. In this thesis, we focused on forming human teams (to be allo-
cated to tasks) from scratch. That is, given a set of individuals and a set of tasks, we proposed
algorithms that form for each task at most one complete team. However, in real-life settings, we
often encounter the challenge of completing or reinforcing existing teams. There is a plethora
of real-world examples that require partial team formation. In many cases, we see people aban-
doning their team,making their team incomplete. For example, in industry, we often findpeople
resigning or being fired; in schools and universities, we find students dropping out from their
classes and projects; in crowdsourcing events, it is common for people to leave, turning (in all
these examples) the already formed teams shorthanded and therefore incomplete. Moreover, it
is not rare that the needs of an assigned task change (or were initially underestimated), so the
already formed team needs to be reinforced with newmembers for the team to be adequate for
the task. Beyond these, consideringmultidisciplinary teams, we often find the challenge of “syn-
thesising” partial teams, i.e., partially formed teams from different domains need to bematched
to form a complete team. All the above are real-world problems that teammakers across several
domains face. As such, we believe that future work should address the problem of partial team
formation.

Permitting overlaps. This work addressed the problem of forming many teams to tackle
many tasks without permitting overlaps. Specifically, we disallowed all types of overlaps, i.e.,
individuals participating in many teams, one team working on multiple tasks, or many teams
contributing to the same task. Even though overlaps are undesired in areas such as the educa-
tional domain (which is the application area of this thesis) or social impact and crowdsourcing
events, in application areas like the industry, overlaps are permitted and, in many cases, wel-
comed. Therefore, we find work towards overlapping team formation a promising research
path for future work.

Boost personal growth through teamwork. An interesting future direction concerns in-
dividuals’ personal growth through teamwork. Humans are not static, unchanged entities. In-
stead, through every single experience, they absorb newknowledge, adapt to new environments,
and alter their beliefs, desires, and values. As such, teamwork can help people grow; for instance,
participate in teams that allow them to acquire new skills and advance existing ones, collaborate
with new people and expand their social network, or engage with people and tasks that open
new ways of thinking. In this light, in our opinion, future work should include investigating
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how an individual personally benefits from teamwork and, one step further, forming teams to
boost people’s expected personal growth.

7.3.2 Explaining Team Formation Scenarios

In this thesis, we made headway towards explaining multiagent team formation environments.
Nonetheless, it is not a complete study on the subject; instead, our research scratches the surface
and opens up several research paths.

Design ad-hoc explanatory algorithms. In this work, we proposed a general explanatory
algorithm thatwraps around existing team formation algorithms. Our decisionwasmade upon
theobservation thatmany teamformation algorithms adopt thenotionof oracle function, which
they consult regarding a team’s adequacy. Therefore, our proposed algorithm canwrap around
the oracle function and employ penalties when necessary. However, there is a need for further
study on explaining team formation algorithms when the oracle function is not accessible or
when the algorithm does not use one. Moreover, our proposed algorithm requires rerunning,
perhaps several times, the team formation algorithm at hand. This, in large team formation set-
tings, may become impractical and inefficient. Having spotted this obstacle, we strongly believe
that future work should include designing explanatory algorithms, perhaps ad-hoc for a given
team formation algorithm, that avoids resolving the team formation problem—e.g., by keeping
track of the necessary information during the team formation process.

Increase user satisfaction. Kraus et al. highlighted the need for explaining decisions within
multiagent environments and identified the key challenges in this direction. Increasing users’
satisfaction with received explanations stands among these challenges. As such, in our view,
aiming to improve users’ satisfaction is important for explainable team formation and provides
a fruitful field of research. For instance, target personalised explanations based on user’s pref-
erences and needs. Although our proposed approach considers different points of view—that
match with different user roles such as participants, the team-maker, and external observers—
there is room for personalising explanations. Additionally, we could improve user satisfaction
by exploiting the latest advances made in natural language tools, such as ChatGTP. Moreover,
one could explore options beyond textual explanations and turn, for example, to visual explana-
tions.

Tackle privacy breaches. As we have already pointed out, another key challenge in explain-
ingmultiagent environments is preserving privacy. This dissertation addresses this challenge by
proposing a general framework for detecting privacy breaches upon explanations.
Nonetheless, how to tackle the detected privacy breaches is yet to be addressed. As such, it
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is crucial to work in this direction, and there is a great need to explore how to handle privacy
breaches, e.g., by generating entirely new explanations or obfuscating current ones.

Repeated interactions. Users might challenge the explanatory algorithm multiple times.
That means that a user can have multiple interactions with the explanatory algorithm either
because they pose different queries regarding the initial team formation solution or because the
previously given explanations donot entirely convince them. In such cases, the explanatory algo-
rithmmust ensure that they produce consistent explanations, do not repeat themselves, and, of
course, do not disclose private information. Repeated interactions with the explanatory mech-
anism is a broad and challenging research path that needs attention.
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Limitations of optimal solving:
Frontier of problem instance configurations

that CPLEX can solve

The required time is the average over five problem instances per combination 〈number of tasks,
number of agents, team size〉.

Number Number Team Number of Required Standard
of Tasks of Agents Size Decision Variables Time(sec) Deviation(sec)

10 100 2 49500 376.3446 17.45
20 100 2 99000 836.6631 17.29
30 100 2 148500 1153.8280 28.03
40 100 2 198000 1958.0188 74.93
50 100 2 247500 2305.5095 90.82
10 70 3 547400 4588.9023 74.45
20 60 3 684400 5505.4640 94.48
30 50 3 588000 5107.8094 181.27
40 40 3 395200 4045.5223 73.42
50 40 3 494000 4188.8293 179.38
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Number Number Team Number of Required Standard
of Tasks of Agents Size Decision Variables Time(sec) Deviation(sec)

10 30 4 274050 2386.0373 280.69
20 30 4 548100 5377.4400 408.94
30 20 4 145350 1328.7434 152.06
40 20 4 193800 1776.9613 193.64
50 20 4 242250 2228.5940 20.16
10 20 5 155040 1539.4960 243.25
20 20 5 310080 2906.0331 746.35
30 20 5 465120 6243.2947 61.33
40 20 5 620160 8438.8540 230.19
50 20 5 775200 8468.0339 130.67

Table I .1: Frontier of problem instance configurations (number of tasks, number of agents,
team size) along with the number of decision variables and required solving time.
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Case study: Technical University of Crete (TUC)
Questionaires

Here, we provide the questionnaire used in our experiment in collaboration with the Techni-
cal University of Crete. The students answered questionnaires regarding their competencies,
their personality, and their preferences over different semester projects and potential partners.
All questionnaires were answered in the Greek language. In what follows, we provide all four
questionnaires in both English and Greek.

Competence Self Assessment. We asked students to self-assess themselves concerning a col-
lectionof21 competencies described in theESCOontology. Weused afive-levelLikert scale [Lik-
ert, 1932] to model the expertise level:

English Greek Likert scale item
Novice Αρχάριος/Αρχάρια 0.2
Advanced Beginner Ερασιτέχνης 0.4
Competent Ικανός/Ικανή 0.6
Proficient Έμπειρος/Έμπειρη 0.8
Expert Ειδικός/Ειδική 1.0

Then, the students characterised the competencies below with respect to their expertise level:

1. English: Software and Applications Development and Analysis
Greek: Ανάπτυξη και Ανάλυση Λογισμικού και Εφαρμογών
ESCO url: http://data.europa.eu/esco/isced-f/0613
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2. English: Database and Network Design and Administration
Greek: Σχεδιασμός και Διαχείριση Βάσεων Δεδομένων και Δικτύων
ESCO url: http://data.europa.eu/esco/isced-f/0612

3. English: Communication, Collaboration and Creativity
Greek: Επικοινωνία, Συνεργασία και Δημιουργικότητα
ESCO url: http://data.europa.eu/esco/skill/S1.0.0

4. English: Liaising and Networking
Greek: Επικοινωνία και Δικτύωση
ESCO url: http://data.europa.eu/esco/skill/S1.2.0

5. English: Solving Problems
Greek: Επίλυση Προβλημάτων
ESCO url: http://data.europa.eu/esco/skill/S1.9.0

6. English: Evaluating Systems, Programmes, Equipment and Products
Greek: Αξιολόγηση Συστημάτων, Προγραμμάτων, Εξοπλισμού και Προϊόντων
ESCOurl: http://data.europa.eu/esco/skill/f2cf57fe-d4cb-4b4a-831d-73171cc73909

7. English: Organising, Planning and SchedulingWork and Activities
Greek: Οργάνωση, Σχεδιασμός και Προγραμματισμός Εργασιών και Δραστηριοτήτων
ESCO url: http://data.europa.eu/esco/skill/S4.2.0

8. English: Presenting Information
Greek: Παρουσίαση Πληροφοριών
ESCO url: http://data.europa.eu/esco/skill/S1.4

9. English: Technical or AcademicWriting
Greek: Τεχνική ή Επιστημονική Συγγραφή
ESCO url: http://data.europa.eu/esco/skill/S1.13.3

10. English: Greek Language (Ability to comprehend spoken and written Greek and to
speak and write in Greek)
Greek: Ελληνική Γλώσσα (Δυνατότητα κατανόησης προφορικού και γραπτού λόγου στα
Ελληνικά και ανάπτυξης προφορικού και γραπτού λόγου στα Ελληνικά)
ESCOurl: http://data.europa.eu/esco/skill/ea4ebfa1-e17a-4416-ac54-955f33e6ade7

11. English: English Language (Ability to comprehend spoken and written English and to
speak and write in English)
Greek: Αγγλική Γλώσσα (Δυνατότητα κατανόησης προφορικού και γραπτού λόγου στα
Αγγλικά και ανάπτυξης προφορικού και γραπτού λόγου στα Αγγλικά)
ESCOurl: http://data.europa.eu/esco/skill/6d3edede-8951-4621-a835-e04323300fa0
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12. English: Familiar with Accommodating Bussiness
Greek: Εξοικείωση με Επιχειρήσεις Καταλυμάτων
ESCOurl: http://data.europa.eu/esco/occupation/53cdd34e-22f2-41bd-b3c7-de22bf9bbcae

13. English: Familiar with Construction Companies
Greek: Εξοικείωση με Κατασκευαστικές Εταιρίες
ESCOurl: http://data.europa.eu/esco/occupation/faed05c0-c1d1-4e34-b575-0dea96459e56

14. English: Familiar with Clinics and Healthcare Institutions
Greek: Εξοικείωση με Ιατρεία, Κλινικές και Οργανισμούς Υγείας
ESCOurl: http://data.europa.eu/esco/occupation/4a29eab1-5f02-4723-a863-e2d5a0614dfa

15. English: Familiar with Event Centers
Greek: Εξοικείωση με Κέντρα Εκδηλώσεων
ESCOurl: http://data.europa.eu/esco/occupation/1b38a27d-ef98-4d9f-b1b2-8c109bf47e79

16. English: Familiar with Food Service Bissiness
Greek: Εξοικείωση με Επιχειρήσεις Εστίασης
ESCOurl: http://data.europa.eu/esco/occupation/d5eb6150-bbff-4a9c-9d0c-21eab4dbe2b6

17. English: Familiar with Lending Libraries
Greek: Εξοικείωση με Δανειστικές Βιβλιοθήκες
ESCOurl: http://data.europa.eu/esco/occupation/24d39e12-e104-49d3-8224-8b7a5f9b99d1

18. English: Familiar with Pharmacy Stores
Greek: Εξοικείωση με Φαρμακεία
ESCOurl: http://data.europa.eu/esco/occupation/1b3e150f-8ec1-47e2-a2ef-d02632efe0d5

19. English: Familiar with Rental Bussiness
Greek: Εξοικείωση με Επιχειρήσεις Ενοικίασης
ESCOurl: http://data.europa.eu/esco/occupation/de31a27f-c6ba-4d4f-87cd-b405e1852121

20. English: Familiar with Retail Bussiness
Greek: Εξοικείωση με Επιχειρήσεις Λιανικής
ESCOurl: http://data.europa.eu/esco/occupation/9e81adde-9983-44fa-b74b-c548d0dbfbdd

21. English: Familiar with Training and Tutoring Schools
Greek: Εξοικείωση με Εκπαιδευτήρια
ESCO url: http://data.europa.eu/esco/isco/C1345
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Personality Test. We asked students to answer the Post-Jungian Personality test developed
by [Wilde, 2013]. Below, we provide first the personality test in English and then the translated
test in Greek.

English.

1. (TF) Judges should be: impartial (T) merciful (F) neither (-)
2. (PJ) You prefer things: open-ended (P) planned (J) neither (-)
3. (SN) You prefer the: traditional (S) novel (N) neither (-)
4. (EI) You prefer: groups (E) individuals (I) neither (-)
5. (TF) You are more: skeptical (T) tolerant (F) neither (-)
6. (PJ) You work better: pressured (P) unpressured (J) neither (-)
7. (PJ) You are more: improviser (P) methodical (J) neither (-)
8. (SN) You are more: practical (S) theoretical (N) neither (-)
9. (EI) You are more: sociable (E) reserved (I) neither (-)
10. (TF) You are more: curious (T) accommodating (F) neither (-)
11. (EI) You are more: expressive (E) contained (I) neither (-)
12. (TF) You are more: honest (T) diplomatic (F) neither (-)
13. (SN) You prefer the: specific (S) abstract (N) neither (-)
14. (EI) You are more: talkative (E) quiet (I) neither (-)
15. (EI) You learn better by: listening (E) reading (I) neither (-)
16. (SN) You are more: practical (S) conceptual (N) neither (-)
17. (TF) You prefer: logic (T) empathy (F) neither (-)
18. (SN) You prefer to: investigate (S) speculate (N) neither (-)
19. (PJ) You are more: informal (P) systematic (J) neither (-)
20. (PJ) You prefer: variety (P) routine (J) neither (-)
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Greek.

1. (TF) Ένας δικαστής πρέπει να είναι: αμερόληπτος (T) συμπονετικός (F) Τίποτα από τα δύο (-)
2. (PJ) Προτιμάτε τον: αυτοσχεδιασμό (P) προσχεδιασμός (J) Τίποτα από τα δύο (-)
3. (SN) Προτιμάτε το: παραδοσιακό (S) μοντέρνο (N) Τίποτα από τα δύο (-)
4. (EI) Προτιμάτε να βρίσκεστε με: παρέες (E) μεμονωμένα άτομα (I) Τίποτα από τα δύο (-)
5. (TF) Είστε περισσότερο: δύσπιστος/η (T) δεκτικός/ή (F) Τίποτα από τα δύο (-)
6. (PJ) Αποδίδετε καλύτερα: υπό πίεση (P) χωρίς πίεση (J) Τίποτα από τα δύο (-)
7. (PJ) Είστε περισσότερο: αυθόρμητος/η (P) μεθοδικός/η (J) Τίποτα από τα δύο (-)
8. (SN) Είστε περισσότερο της: πράξης (S) θεωρίας (N) Τίποτα από τα δύο (-)
9. (EI) Είστε περισσότερο: κοινωνικός/ή (E) επιφυλακτικός/ή (I) Τίποτα από τα δύο (-)
10. (TF) Είστε περισσότερο: περίεργος/η (T) συμβιβαστικός/ή (F) Τίποτα από τα δύο (-)
11. (EI) Είστε περισσότερο: εκφραστικός (E) εγκρατής (I) Τίποτα από τα δύο (-)
12. (TF) Είστε περισσότερο: ειλικρινής (T) διπλωματικός/ή (F) Τίποτα από τα δύο (-)
13. (SN) Προτιμάτε το: συγκεκριμένο (S) αφηρημένο (N) Τίποτα από τα δύο (-)
14. (EI) Είστε περισσότερο: ομιλητικός (E) σιωπηλός (I) Τίποτα από τα δύο (-)
15. (EI) Μαθαίνετε ευκολότερα: ακούγοντας (E) διαβάζοντας (I) Τίποτα από τα δύο (-)
16. (SN) Είστε περισσότερο της: πράξης (S) σκέψης (N) Τίποτα από τα δύο (-)
17. (TF) Προτιμάτε την: λογική (T) εν-συναίσθηση (F) Τίποτα από τα δύο (-)
18. (SN) Προτιμάτε να: ερευνάτε (S) εικάζεται (N) Τίποτα από τα δύο (-)
19. (PJ) Είστε περισσότερο: άτυπος (P) συστηματικός (J) Τίποτα από τα δύο (-)
20. (PJ) Προτιμάτε την: ποικιλία (P) ρουτίνα (J) Τίποτα από τα δύο (-)

Preferences over Projects. We asked students to declare their preferences over the different
types of business they would like to work on during their semester project. We used a five-level
Likert scale to evaluate how much an individual would like to work on a specific type of busi-
ness:

English Greek Likert scale item
Not at all interested Δεν ενδιαφέρομαι καθόλου 0.0
Not so interested Δεν ενδιαφέρομαι ιδιαίτερα 0.25
Somewhat interested Ενδιαφέρομαι λίγο 0.5
Very interested Ενδιαφέρομαι πολύ 0.75
Extremely interested Ενδιαφέρομαι απόλυτα 1.0

Thenwe asked them to rate howmuch they would like to work on each of the types of business
below:
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1. English: Accommodating Bussiness (hotels, hostels, camps)
Greek: Επιχειρήσεις Καταλυμάτων (ξενοδοχεία, ξενώνες, κατασκηνώσεις)

2. English: Construction Company
Greek: Κατασκευαστικές Εταιρίες

3. English: Private Doctors’ Offices / Clinics
Greek: Εξοικείωση με Ιατρεία / Κλινικές

4. English: Event Centers
Greek: Κέντρα Εκδηλώσεων

5. English: Food Service Business (restaurants, cafeterias, bars)
Greek: Επιχειρήσεις Εστίασης (εστιατόρια, καφετέριες, μπαρ)

6. English: Lending Libraries
Greek: Δανειστικές Βιβλιοθήκες

7. English: Pharmacy Stores
Greek: Φαρμακεία

8. English: Rental Bussiness (car, boat, bikes, etc.)
Greek: Εξοικείωση με Επιχειρήσεις Ενοικίασης (αυτοκινήτων, σκαφών, ποδηλάτων, κλπ.)

9. English: Retail Bussiness (clothing, shoe, toy, etc.)
Greek: Επιχειρήσεις Λιανικής (ρούχων, υποδημάτων, παιχνιδιών, κλπ.)

10. English: Familiar with Training and Tutoring Schools (foreign language schools, dance
schools, conservatories, etc.)
Greek: Εξοικείωση με Εκπαιδευτήρια (φροντιστήρια ξένων γλωσσών, σχολές χορού, ωδεία,
κλπ.)
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Preferences over Potential Partners. Finally, we asked the students to indicate the top five
most preferred individuals they would like to work with, along with the top five least preferred
individuals. Notably, we asked students to rank the potential partners so that the 1st one is
more/less preferred than the 2nd, who in turn is more/less preferred than the 3rd, and so on.

Potential partners I would like towork with
Πιθανοί συνεργάτες με τους οποίους θα ήθελα να συνεργαστώ
1st. Name/ Όνομα Surname / Επώνυμο
2nd. Name/ Όνομα Surname / Επώνυμο
3rd. Name/ Όνομα Surname / Επώνυμο
4th. Name/ Όνομα Surname / Επώνυμο
5th. Name/ Όνομα Surname / Επώνυμο

Potential partners I would like not towork with
Πιθανοί συνεργάτες με τους οποίους δεν θα ήθελα να συνεργαστώ
1st. Name/ Όνομα Surname / Επώνυμο
2nd. Name/ Όνομα Surname / Επώνυμο
3rd. Name/ Όνομα Surname / Επώνυμο
4th. Name/ Όνομα Surname / Επώνυμο
5th. Name/ Όνομα Surname / Επώνυμο
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Appendix III

Explanation Natural Language Templates

To build explanations, we first express the “what-if” scenario depending on the query template,
as shown in Table III .1. Then we follow the procedure below:

Individual View. The individual view focuses on the agents identified in the query. For each
identified agent awe:

1. select the feature r that exhibits the largest relative difference in absolute value, i.e.,
|Δf IVr (a, g′) | = maxfi∈F |Δf IVi (a, g′) |;

2. we characterise the relative distance of feature r as “dramatic” in case |Δf IVr (a, g′) | >
75%; and as “slight” in case |Δf IVr (a, g′) | < 25%; and

3. wediscern if the relative difference of feature r corresponds to a gain (whenΔf IVr (a, g′) >
0), a loss (when Δf IVr (a, g′) < 0), or a neutrality (when Δf IVr (a, g′) = 0).

Then we fill out the template:
“. . . agent {agent id} would have had to take part in task {alternative task id}, for which they are{ {dramatically/· /slightly} {more / less} {skilled/ satisfied/ etc.} , if Δf IVr ≠ 0, or

{equally skilled/satisfied, etc} , otherwise

}
”.

Local View. The local view focuses on each task and the teams assigned to it according to the
original and the query-compliant allocation. For each task τ we:

1. select the feature r that exhibits the largest relative difference in absolute value, i.e.,
|Δf LVr (τ, g′) | ≡ maxfi∈F |Δf LVi (τ, g′) |;
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Query Code What-if scenario
Q1 If agent ai was not assigned to task τ then . . .
Q2 If agent ai was assigned to task τ then . . .
Q3 If teamK = {a1, · · · , a|K |} was not assigned to task τ then . . .
Q4 If teamK = {a1, · · · , a|K |} was assigned to task τ then . . .
Q5 If agent aj was assigned to task τ, instead of ai then . . .
Q6 If agent aj was assigned to task τ, while ai was not then . . .
Q7 If agent ai was not in teamK = {a1, · · · , a|K |} then . . .
Q8 If teamK = {a1, · · · , a|K |} was not formed then . . .
Q9 If teamK = {a1, · · · , a|K |} was formed then . . .
Q10 If agents ai and aj were not in the same team then . . .
Q11 If agents ai and aj were in the same team then . . .
Q12 If agent ax was in teamK = {a1, · · · , a|K |} instead of ai then . . .
Q13 If agent ax was in teamK = {a1, · · · , a|K |} while ai was not then . . .

Table III .1: Natural language explanation templates for each query template.

2. we characterise the relative distance of feature r as “dramatic” in case |Δf LVr (τ, g′) | >
75%; and as “slight” in case |Δf LVr (τ, g′) | < 25%—in case that 25% ≤ |Δf LVr (τ, g′) | ≤
75%; and

3. wediscern if the relativedifferenceof feature r corresponds to a gain (whenΔf LVr (τ, g′) >
0), a loss (when Δf LVr (τ, g′) < 0), or a neutrality (when Δf LVr (τ, g′) = 0).

Then, we compute the percentage (%) of teams that exhibit “dramatic gain” (prcdramatic gain),
“gain” (prcgain), “slight gain” (prcslight gain), “dramatic loss” (prcdramatic loss), “gain” (prcloss), “slight
loss” (prcslight loss), and “neutrality” (prcneutrality).

The explanation template for the local view is:
“. . .

{
{prcdramatic loss} of the tasks would have been assigned to a dramatically less {skilled/ satisfy-

ing/ compatible/ etc}1 team
}
,
{
{prcloss} of the tasks would have been assigned to a less {skilled/

satisfying/ compatible/ etc} team
}
, and

{
{prcslight loss} of the tasks would have been assigned to

a slightly less {skilled/ satisfying/ compatible/ etc} team
}
.

1Include all the features that exhibit dramatic loss.
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On the other hand
{
{prcdramatic gain} of the tasks would have been assigned to a dramatically

more {skilled/ satisfying/ compatible/ etc} team
}
,
{
{prcgain} of the tasks would have been as-

signed to a more {skilled/ satisfying/ compatible/ etc} team
}
, and

{
{prcslight gain} of the tasks

would have been assigned to a slightly more {skilled/ satisfying/ compatible/ etc} team
}
.{

While prcneutrality of the tasks would have been assigned to equally skilled, compatible and

satisfied teams.
}
”.

When a percentage is at 0%, we disregard the corresponding part.

Global View. The global view focuses on the quality of the overall allocation. For each feature
fi ∈ F we compute the relative differences Δf GVi (g′). Moreover, we compute the relative dif-
ference of the matching adequacy of the teams in the original allocation g and the teams in the
query-compliant allocation g′:

ΔuGV (g′) =
F τ∈T u

(
g(τ), τ, F

)
− F τ∈T u

(
g′(τ), τ, F

)
F τ∈T u

(
g(τ), τ, F

) =
v(g) − v(g′)

v(g)

Then, the explanation template for the global view is:

“. . . the overall matching of teams to task would be{ |Δf GVi (g′) | {less / more} {skilled/ satisfying/ compatible/ etc} , if Δf GVi ≠ 0, or
{equally skilled/satisfied/compatible, etc} , otherwise ,∀fi ∈ F

}
. Thus,

the alternative allocation would be |ΔuGV (g′) | {less/more}-suitable considering all features.”
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